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P R O C E E D I N G S1

MR. PURCELL:  Good morning, everybody. 2

Just so you know, they are working on the air3

conditioning, and hopefully, it will get a little4

cooler as we go on here.5

Before we go on the record, I am going to6

ask Ms. Frances Durant and Ms. Elaine Fraser,7

OSHA's hearing management officers, if they have8

any announcements this morning?9

ATTENDEE:  No, we don't, sir.10

MR. PURCELL:  Okay, fine.  Thank you very11

much.  We are on the record now.  The hearing will12

come to order.  This is a public hearing on the13

Occupational Safety and Health Administration's14

proposed rule updating OSHA's standards on general15

working conditions in shipment employment.16

The proposed rule was published December17

20th, 2007, in the Federal Register, at volume 72,18

page 72452.  My name is Stephen Purcell, and I am19

the associate chief judge for the longshore20
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program, and I am going to be presiding at this1

hearing today.2

The purpose of this hearing is to receive3

oral or written testimony of interested parties,4

as well as other information pertinent to the5

proposed rule.6

At the conclusion of this hearing, OSHA7

will review the record of the proceedings in8

determining what the content of the final rule9

should be.10

My role as presiding judge will be11

limited to conducting this hearing to assure that12

a complete and accurate record is made and that13

all interested parties receive a fair hearing and14

have an opportunity to submit their information.15

OSHA's rules governing this hearing and16

the prehearing guidelines that were issued by John17

Vittone on July 15th, 2008, are available at the18

entrance of the auditorium.19

There is also a revised list of witnesses20
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who will be presenting testimony today, and a1

designated order in which those witnesses will2

appear.3

Last month, OSHA sent the prehearing4

guidelines and hearing schedule to those persons5

and organizations who filed a notice of intention6

to appear at this hearing.7

A few words about the nature of the8

hearing.  Despite the informal nature of the9

hearing, it is governed by OSHA's rules, found at10

29 CFR part 1911, and the prehearing guidelines11

issued by Judge Vittone, and that is to assure12

that everyone has a fair opportunity to speak and13

express their points of view.  However, unduly14

repetitious testimony will not be allowed, and the15

presentation of witnesses, generally, will be16

limited in time and scope.17

The written comments and testimony you18

have submitted already, or will submit today, will19

be part of the record of this rulemaking. 20
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Therefore, participants should concentrate their1

oral testimony on presenting the highlights of2

their written testimony or clarifying their3

written submissions.  Participants may, if they4

wish, identify and sponsor their written testimony5

and submissions, and simply make themselves6

available for questioning by other participants.7

After each witness has completed giving8

oral testimony, parties who have filed a notice of9

intention to appear may question the witness. 10

Each participant is expected to limit questions to11

15 minutes.  After participants have questioned12

the witness, OSHA will then have an opportunity to13

ask questions.14

This is the process I intend to follow: 15

After a witness finishes giving testimony, I will16

ask participants who wish to ask questions to17

identify themselves.  Then I will determine the18

order in which participants will question the19

particular witness.20
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Before I turn this over to Ms. Shortall,1

I would like to make one additional point.  If2

anyone in the auditorium has cell phones, please3

turn them off, or put them in silent mode.  The4

use of cell phones during the hearing is not5

permitted.  If you have to make a call or receive6

a call, please do so outside.7

The same thing applies to food and drink8

in the auditorium, except for water for the9

participants and the witnesses.  If you wish to10

eat or drink anything, there is a snack bar on the11

fourth floor, as well as a cafeteria up on the12

sixth floor.13

All right.  Ms. Shortall?14

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you, Your Honor. 15

Good morning.  My name is Sarah Shortall, and I am16

from the Solicitor's Office, and I am the project17

attorney on this rulemaking, and I would like to18

welcome you to today's informal public hearing on19

the proposed rule on general working conditions in20
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shipyard employment.  It is great to see some1

familiar faces here and to be welcoming so many2

newcomers to the OSHA rulemaking experience.3

Let me explain the role of the4

Solicitor's Office in this rulemaking.  Our5

responsibility is to help facilitate a development6

of a record that meets the 3 C's:  it is clear,7

complete or accurate, and it is also very, very8

thorough.9

We are going to do that through a number10

of different ways.  We are going to be asking11

questions of witnesses, eliciting information on12

various issues, trying to go into detail to make13

sure that we have got everything that we need in14

order to build an appropriate rulemaking record. 15

And finally, we will be helping to resolve16

procedural issues, as they arise.17

And speaking of procedural issues, for a18

number of individuals here today, it is their19

first experience with an OSHA rulemaking hearing. 20
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To you, I would like to give a very special1

welcome and one word:  relax.  It may be the first2

rulemaking for you, but to tell you the truth, it3

is not the first rulemaking for a lot of people in4

this auditorium, either out there or up here on5

this stage.  You would be surprised at what the6

situation is.7

Even for anyone who is new, I believe8

that all of you who will be participating today9

are going to be able to provide us with10

much-needed information, and I know our panel up11

here is very, very prepared to be listening and12

asking you important questions.13

While we want to develop a full and14

complete record, we also want to do so in a15

conversational way.  In fact, you even get to sit16

down to present your testimony and answer your17

questions.  At any time during the proceeding, if18

you have a question, please speak up and ask.  If19

you don't understand something about the process,20
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or if you are not sure whether you are allowed to1

do something, please ask.  This is what the2

Solicitor's Office is here for.3

So again, welcome to the newcomers.  And4

thank you so much for traveling all this distance5

to participate in this hearing.6

Your Honor, at this time, what I would7

like to do is to offer you the master index for8

this rulemaking.  It is a complete record of the9

items that are in the rulemaking record to date,10

but it is not the whole list of the documents.  It11

is not the documents itself.  Rather, it is an12

index of everything that we have in there.  And I13

would like to have this added to the hearing14

record for docket number -- we are using very long15

docket numbers these days -- OSHA-S049-2006-0675.16

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Ms. Shortall. 17

That exhibit will be admitted into the record.18

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you.  All of the19

items that are listed on that index are available20
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for inspection copying at the OSHA Docket Office,1

which is in N-2625 in this building.  In addition,2

they are all available for viewing and downloading3

through the Federal eRulemaking Portal, which is,4

simply, www.regulations.gov.5

At this time, Your Honor, I would like to6

introduce Dorothy Dougherty, director of OSHA's7

Directorate of Standards and Guidance, who will8

introduce the other persons from OSHA and give9

OSHA's opening statement.  Thank you.10

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you.  Ms. Dougherty?11

MS. DOUGHERTY:  Thank you.  Good morning,12

Judge Purcell, ladies and gentlemen.  I am Dorothy13

Dougherty, the director of the Directorate of14

Standards and Guidance of the Occupational Safety15

and Health Administration, OSHA.16

On behalf of OSHA, I would like to17

welcome you to this informal public hearing on the18

proposed rule to revise and update OSHA's19

standards on general working conditions in20
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shipyard employment at subpart F of 29 CFR part1

1915.  I will refer to these standards2

collectively as subpart F.3

Accompanying me today are Bill Perry, the4

deputy director of the Directorate of Standards5

and Guidance; Joseph Daddura, the director of the6

Office of Maritime; Amy Wangdahl, our project7

officer and safety specialist in the Office of8

Maritime; Danielle Watson, safety specialist in9

the Office of Maritime; Robert Burt, director of10

the Office of Regulatory Analysis; and Paul Bolen,11

the project economist from the Office of12

Regulatory Analysis.13

OSHA considers this informal public14

hearing to be a very important step in its efforts15

to develop an effective, feasible, and protective16

final rule addressing general working conditions17

in shipyard employment.18

The development of clear, accurate, and19

complete public record is a critical part of the20
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rulemaking process.  Your participation and1

contributions are greatly appreciated.  Let me2

assure you that OSHA will fully consider your3

comments, testimony, and recommendations as the4

agency develops the final standard.  We all share5

the same goals of protecting employees.6

Performing shipyard employment work is7

one of the most hazardous occupations in the8

United States.  Shipyard employees are at risk due9

to the nature of the work, which includes10

performing hazardous industrial operations, such11

as steel fabrication, welding, abrasive blasting,12

electrical work, and operating complex machinery.13

Also, the conditions in which they work,14

including outdoors in all kinds of weather, in15

confined spaces below deck, on scaffolds, and on16

elevated platforms, also heighten the risk to17

employees.18

The shipyard industry has one of the19

highest fatality and injury rates in private20
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industry.  From 1987 to 2002, an average of 151

shipyard employees were killed each year. 2

Although shipyard injury and illness rates3

declined during that period, from 34.2 per 1004

full-time employees down to 16.9, the rates5

continue to be more than three times the combined6

private industry rate.7

Shipyard fatality and injury data8

indicates that a significant number of deaths and9

injuries resulted from the types of hazardous10

working conditions the proposal addresses -- in11

particular, hazardous energy.12

From 1992 to 2002, 25 percent of shipyard13

fatalities and almost one-third of lost workday14

injuries were associated with hazardous energy. 15

OSHA believes the lockout/tagout proposal could16

have prevented a significant number of those17

fatalities and injuries.  OSHA estimates that the18

proposal will prevent one fatality and more than19

150 injuries each year.20
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OSHA's preliminary analysis estimates1

that the proposal will affect approximately 6402

establishments and 87,000 employees in the3

shipyard industry.  OSHA estimates the annual4

compliance cost of the proposal rule for the5

industry as a whole will be $1.1 million, and the6

annual monetized benefits would be $15.4 million. 7

OSHA's existing subpart F standards were8

adopted in 1972 from standards issued under the9

Longshore and Harbor Workers Compensation Act,10

pursuant to section 6(a) of the Occupational11

Safety and Health Act of 1970.12

OSHA was allowed in the first two years13

after the act's effective date to adopt14

established federal occupational safety and health15

standards and national consensus standards as OSHA16

standards.  The subpart F standards have remained17

essentially unchanged since OSHA adopted them.18

In 1982, industry associations requested19

that OSHA update its shipyard employment20
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standards.  In response, OSHA established the1

Shipyard Employment Standards Advisory Committee2

(SESAC), a working committee of industry, labor,3

and professional representatives from the shipyard4

industry, to provide guidance and technical5

expertise on revising OSHA's shipyard standards. 6

As part of their charge, SESAC developed7

recommendations, based on industry best practices8

at the time, and draft regulatory language,9

including subpart F. 10

The Maritime Advisory Committee for11

Occupational Safety and Health (MACOSH), which12

OSHA subsequently established to provide advice on13

occupational safety and health issues in the14

shipyard and longshoring industries, approved15

SESAC's recommendations and urged OSHA to move16

forward with rulemaking.  In 2006, MACOSH17

recommended that OSHA develop a separate18

lockout/tagout standard in shipyard employment19

through negotiated rulemaking.20
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The proposed rule serves several1

purposes:  It updates existing requirements to2

reflect advances in technology, industry3

practices, and national consensus standards.  It4

clarifies certain provisions for easier5

comprehension.  It consolidates provisions to6

indicate more clearly their application to7

shipyard employment, and it adds provisions to8

protect employees from hazards existing standards9

do not address.10

Although the proposed rule covers 1411

shipyard safety and health topics, many of the12

provisions are simple updates in clarification. 13

The most significant provisions are the following: 14

15

Medical services and first aid.  The16

proposal adds a requirement that first aid17

providers have training that includes18

cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR).  It also adds19

objective criteria that employers must consider in20
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determining how many first aid providers and1

supplies to provide.  In addition, the proposal2

requests comment on whether shipyards should have3

automated external defibrillators (AEDs), and we4

welcome your input on this issue during the5

hearing.6

Sanitation.  OSHA proposes to give7

employers greater flexibility in complying with8

sanitation requirements by allowing them to9

provide drinking water in single-use bottles,10

waterless hand-cleaning agents, and portable11

toilets to supplement required sewered facilities.12

Motor vehicle safety.  The proposal adds13

requirements for equipment, operating, and14

maintaining motor vehicles at shipyards.  In15

particular, it requires that new employer-provider16

vehicles be equipped with safety belts and that17

operators and passengers use them.18

Lockout/tagout.  The proposal19

lockout/tagout section adds requirements to20
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protect employees from hazardous energy during the1

servicing of machines, equipment, and systems.2

As mentioned, many injuries and3

fatalities in shipyards are related to hazardous4

energy, and existing lockout/tagout provisions5

applicable to shipyard employment do not provide6

adequate protection.  OSHA is proposing to apply7

the performance-based general industry8

lockout/tagout standard to shipyard employment.9

The general industry standard has been10

found to provide effective protection for11

employees.  A look-back review of the general12

industry standard, conducted pursuant to13

requirements under the Regulatory Flexibility Act14

and Executive Order 12866, concluded that the15

standard has been effective in reducing fatalities16

throughout the range of sectors comprising general17

industry.18

Similarly, many shipyard employers have19

already implemented lockout/tagout programs20
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modeled on the general industry standard, and1

found them to be effective.  Moreover, SESAC2

recommended that OSHA use the general industry3

approach as a framework for lockout/tagout4

provisions for shipyards.  OSHA has received a5

number of comments about the proposed approach to6

shipyard lockout/tagout provisions.7

One of the proposed lockout/tagout8

provisions that generated significant comment and9

raised a number of questions is scope and10

application, that is the provision that explains11

when the lockout/tagout proposal would or would12

not apply.  A number of commenters have13

recommended that OSHA apply the shipyard14

lockout/tagout standards to all servicing15

operations on vessels.  OSHA welcomes further16

discussion on this issue and aspects of the17

lockout/tagout proposal.18

Finally, on a related but broader point,19

an issue has arisen about when the OSH Act, as20
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well as OSHA shipyard standards, including subpart1

F, apply.2

The proposal does not change OSHA's3

jurisdiction.  OSHA's authority is limited to4

employment performed within the jurisdiction of5

the OSH Act.  Under the act, OSHA's jurisdiction6

extends only to employment performed within U.S.7

geographical limits, which basically extend three8

nautical miles from the coastline, except for the9

Gulf Coast, where territorial waters extend for10

three marine leagues, or approximately nine11

nautical miles.12

Outside U.S. geographical limits and13

territorial waters, OSHA has no jurisdiction, and14

OSHA standards, including existing and proposed15

subpart F standards, as well as general industry16

standards, do not apply.17

For example, lockout/tagout provisions do18

not apply to commercial fishing vessels when they19

operate outside U.S. territorial waters. 20
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Similarly, the proposal does not change OSHA's1

jurisdiction over vessels.  OSHA has jurisdiction2

over uninspected vessels, including commercial3

vessels, only to the extent that the Coast Guard4

has not regulated a specific hazard or working5

condition.  OSHA welcomes your input in helping to6

make these points as clear as possible in the7

final rule.8

The importance of the public9

participation phase of this rulemaking cannot be10

overemphasized.  The rule which we will be11

discussing is still in the proposed stage.  It12

should not be considered OSHA's final13

determination or position on the issues involved. 14

The proposal serves only to initiate the public15

rulemaking process, by presenting OSHA's16

preliminary assessment of the content of an17

appropriate rule, based on the information18

available to the agency at the time the document19

was developed.20
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The purpose of this informal public1

hearing is to provide a forum for a thorough2

discussion of the proposed standard and to receive3

testimony and additional evidence, to assist OSHA4

in developing a final standard that reflects the5

best available and most current information.6

Further opportunities for hearing7

participants to introduce evidence will be8

provided during the post-hearing comment period.9

Thank you for your attention.  At this10

time, we will answer any questions you may have11

about the proposal.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, at this time,13

I would request that Ms. Dougherty's opening14

statement be entered into the record as Exhibit15

No. OSHA S049-2006-0675-0161.16

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Ms. Shortall. 17

That exhibit will be admitted into the record, as18

designated.  Now, let me ask you for a show of19

hands of those individuals who may have questions20
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for OSHA, and I will call on each of you, get your1

names, and then ask you for an estimation of the2

amount of time you will need for your questions. 3

So if you could raise your hands, please?  All4

right.  Let me start with you, ma'am.  Your name?5

MS. DUZ:  Amy Duz.6

MR. PURCELL:  Amy Duz?  And last name is7

spelled D-u-z.  Is that correct?8

MS. DUZ:  Correct.9

MR. PURCELL:  And how much time will you10

need, Ms. Duz?11

MS. DUZ:  I have four questions.12

MR. PURCELL:  Okay.  All right.  This13

gentleman over here?14

MR. BENNITT:  Right.  Ian Bennitt.  I15

have six questions.16

MR. PURCELL:  Okay.  And the first name17

is I-a --18

MR. BENNITT:  N.19

MR. PURCELL:  N. And the last name is B-e20
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--1

MR. BENNITT:  N-n-i-t-t.2

MR. PURCELL:  N-n-i-t-t.  Thank you.  And3

you have six questions.  All right.  Others?  Yes,4

sir.5

MR. DIXON:  Doug Dixon.6

MR. PURCELL:  Doug Dixon?  D-i-x-o-n is7

the last name?8

MR. DIXON:  Right.  And I just have a few9

questions.10

MR. PURCELL:  Okay.  Others?  All right. 11

If there are no others, let us go ahead and start12

with Ms. Duz, if you would like to come up and ask13

your questions.14

MS. DUZ:  My first question:  I have15

worked in many shipyards.  I have read the SESAC16

committee member comments, including those by the17

U.S. Navy, Bath Iron Works in Newport News.  I18

have read the 2004 NSRP report authored by19

representatives of seven shipbuilders.20
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None of the shipyards I know of or have1

read about are already using a strictly general2

industry approach to lockout/tagout for shipboard3

work, particularly with regards to individual4

accountability.  Yet OSHA states on page 72487,5

"Many shipyard employers already have implemented6

lockout/tagout programs modeled on the general7

industry approach."8

What shipyards specifically are using a9

strictly general industry approach, especially10

with regards to individual locks for each11

employee, and how did you determine this?12

MS. DOUGHERTY:  Okay.  Thank you for your13

question.  Joe, would you like to field the --14

MR. DADDURA:  Sure.15

MR. PURCELL:  And could you identify16

yourself for the record when you answer the17

question, please?18

MR. DADDURA:  Sure.  Joe Daddura,19

director, Office of Maritime Standards.  To swear20
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by what shipyards are using 100 percent lockout1

and tagout in the general industry, I know of2

none.  I know we don't have that information.  You3

know, we will be glad to have that information if4

anyone wants to provide it for us.5

We are aware of the, I guess, shipyards6

trying to protect their employees by using7

different forms of lockout and tag-it -- or tagout8

programs.  We felt that the general industry9

standards is a generic standard to handle these10

issues.11

And since the hazards are identical no12

matter where you are, what industry you are in, we13

felt that this is a good starting point.  And like14

we told you before, this is not set in concrete as15

of now.  We are looking forward to more questions16

to get clarification on what is currently being17

used in the industry.18

MS. SHORTALL:  We also had a number of19

other factors that came into the agency's decision20
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about why to apply the general industry standard. 1

The agency had just finished doing an extensive2

multi-year lookback review on the general industry3

standard.  And from that review, we found out that4

the standard had been particularly effective, and5

that the performance-based approach that was in6

there worked for a broad range of industries, both7

small and large, complex and simple.8

Companies such as Bell Atlantic and Kodak9

came and testified how the program, including the10

requirements to apply individual locks or tags in11

a group servicing operation was an important12

component to assure that each individual had some13

degree of control over their own protection.14

In addition, an organization resources15

counselor, who represents only Fortune 10016

companies, had also testified about the specific17

needs for requirements such as the particular18

provision you have been referring to.19

They also determined, as part of that 61020
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lookback review that the particular requirements1

in the standard, including inspection, the group2

lockout/tagout requirements, were not3

inappropriately burdensome to industry.  In fact,4

they actually found that for some small5

industries, it actually increased profitability.6

We also felt that the comprehensive7

energy control procedures that are the framework,8

the hallmark of the program, and the cornerstone9

of the general industry standard, were necessary10

because of the type of work operations that were11

involved in shipyards -- complex, multiple energy12

sources, multiple energy isolating sources, and13

the fact that so much of the equipment could not14

be locked out.15

MS. DUZ:  Okay.  So just to make sure I16

understand your answer, when you say many shipyard17

employers have already implemented this approach,18

you don't know of any that -- 19

MS. DOUGHERTY:  Let us just add one20
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clarifying point.1

MS. DUZ:  Okay.2

MR. DADDURA:  Yeah, we know for a fact3

that a lot of the shipyards have bottled their4

programs, and they are identical to 1910 where5

there were lockout provisions and tagout6

provisions.7

MS. DUZ:  So they use locks and tags?8

MR. DADDURA:  Yes.  And like I said,9

locks are usually on the equipment they own -- we10

know that -- on landside and in the shops.  Tagout11

program is a tags-plus type approach.  It is12

different all over the country, you know.  But it13

is clear they have modeled something from 1910.14

MS. DUZ:  Okay.15

MR. PURCELL:  And Ms. Duz, next question,16

please.17

MS. DUZ:  In the SESAC committee minutes,18

I read of the committee making a choice between19

OSHA's proposed 1988 lockout standard, which was20
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printed on blue paper, and the current OSHA1

general industry standard, printed on salmon2

paper.3

They chose between these approaches as a4

basis for the proposed 1915.89 rule.  Besides the5

1988 and 1990 OSHA general industry approaches,6

what other approaches did the SESAC committee7

consider, if any?8

And as a second part to the question, who9

are the SESAC committee members referred to on10

page 72498, who urge that OSHA, instead of11

proposing to apply the general industry12

lockout/tagout standard to shipyards, to develop a13

different plain-language lockout/tagout standard14

tailored specifically to shipyard employment?15

MR. DADDURA:  We don't have that16

information with us as far as the participants at17

that time, the members.  We can get that for you18

though.19

Back in, I guess, '89 or '90, it was20
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clear that -- and I think a couple members are1

here that attended those meetings -- SESAC was2

chartered to go through and determine what 19103

applied to shipyard employment.  They did that. 4

They came out with a lockout and tagout5

suggestion.  I think the last meeting they met,6

they formulated and voted.7

The agency did take into consideration8

not only that but also the NSRP product, the ANSI9

standards.  A number of individuals within the10

agency and outside the agency conversed and11

consulted with, and the best approach at the time,12

we felt, was going with 1910.147.13

MS. DUZ:  Okay.  So the SESAC committee14

just chose between those two, or you don't know?15

MR. DADDURA:  Correct.16

MS. DUZ:  Okay.17

MR. DADDURA:  Yes.18

MS. SHORTALL:  The SESAC committee did19

take a vote, and it is the vote of the committee20
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as a whole that constitutes the recommendation to1

the agency.  So that is the recommendation we2

acted on.3

MS. DUZ:  Right.  So the only -- 4

MS. SHORTALL:  We did read and take into5

account the comments of other members, but the6

recommendation was from the committee as a whole. 7

And as for the issue of the participants, we have8

incorporated the entire SESAC docket 9

-- dockets -- into this rulemaking record, by10

reference.11

MS. DUZ:  Sure.12

MR. PURCELL:  Next question, Ms. Duz.13

MS. DUZ:  How does OSHA envision that14

shipyards are going to meet the requirements of15

1915.89(b)(4) -- that is, to write specific16

procedures for all equipment that does not meet17

the paragraph's exemptions, such as no potential18

for stored energy, single energy source, readily19

identified and isolated, et cetera -- for20
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equipment that is coming and going, and how well1

the shipyards inspect each procedure, at least2

annually, for equipment that is no longer there?3

MR. DADDURA:  Interesting.  We realize4

that 1910 is given to stationary equipment that is5

going to be there for long periods of time.  And6

we also realize, and of course, as rulemaking,7

that the ships come and go and the equipment8

leaves a time.9

We would be very interested on ways that10

that can be accomplished and how the industry11

feels that can be accomplished.  We also would12

state that the inspection of the program review13

can be accomplished without the actual inspection14

of equipment.  You can also do the inspection at15

the time you are doing the work.16

So it could be a scheduling type thing or17

things of that nature.  We will go ahead and say18

that you got until September 9th next to19

accomplish this.  This could be done during the20
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course of that year's period for that procedure. 1

MS. SHORTALL:  But we should also point2

out it has never been OSHA's intent on this3

proposal, nor in the general industry standard, to4

require employers to inspect energy control5

procedures that simply no longer are in use.6

From our understanding, and from the NSRP7

report, according to the report, because the type8

of work performed on systems are known, and the9

isolating points are consistent from one job to10

the next, we do anticipate that shipyards will be11

able to use a number of their energy control12

procedures on more than one or subsequent items13

come in.14

What we are asking is not for an15

inspection of the energy control procedure, as it16

applies to that particular vessel, but to check on17

the energy control procedure itself.18

As you know, the requirements of that, or19

the purpose of that, is one, to ensure that the20
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employees who are applying it, whether it is on1

vessel one or vessel two, are doing it correct, to2

identify whether are there any deficiencies in the3

energy control procedure, whether you are applying4

it to vessel one or vessel two, and to explore how5

can we make that energy control procedure work6

better.7

In addition, in both the general8

industry, as well in the preamble to this9

proposal, we indicate that although there has to10

be an energy control procedure that covers each11

piece of equipment and system, where systems are12

similar or the same, that energy controlled13

procedure can be used for both, and so it doesn't14

necessarily require that if the same system is15

used on vessel A and vessel B that you would have16

to write a new one.17

Similarly, on the inspection procedures,18

you may do the same.  You may group together19

equipment systems that are same or similar, for20
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the purpose of doing inspection.1

MS. DUZ:  So that answers the inspection2

part, I think.  But how about the writing the3

specific procedures?  And these are about specific4

equipment, so if it says breaker 416, then that5

procedure is for that.  I mean, I assume you want6

it to be specific, right, the specific procedure?7

MR. DADDURA:  Well, it is the intent of8

the agency that if breaker 416 is the same Square9

D breaker that is labeled 612 on another vessel,10

we are not requiring you to do another procedure. 11

It is the type of equipment used and how it is12

powered and how it is, you know, I guess used or13

shut down, for safety reasons.14

MS. SHORTALL:  And it is also not that15

you have a particular different breaker number or16

breaker on two different vessels or two different17

systems.  It is whether those two different18

circuit breakers or any type of energy isolating19

control device requires a different procedure for20
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deenergization.1

So if the procedure for doing it is the2

same for both circuits, the employer would have a3

reasonable basis for saying the energy control4

procedure will work for both.5

Now, we will obviously have to leave to6

employers decision making to evaluate the factors7

to determine whether the energy control procedure8

that is used for one is accurate for the other.9

I am fully confident that in the shipyard10

industry, because of the complexity of a number of11

systems, that there is likely to be extensive or12

appropriate documentation of that decision making. 13

And so that will provide the employer a very good14

basis, if an OSHA compliance inspector were to15

come in, for justifying their decision for having16

one energy control procedure for more than one17

system.18

MR. PURCELL:  Ms. Duz, your last19

question.20
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MS. DUZ:  Why does OSHA indicate that1

they think that the 2004 NSRP report suggests, and2

I quote, "that the proposed procedures would be3

effective in preventing these types of injuries,"4

when the report states unequivocally, and I quote,5

"that a one-size-fits-all approach is simply not6

feasible"?7

MR. DADDURA:  I am not sure I understand8

the question.9

MS. DUZ:  OSHA basically, in the preamble10

to this proposed rule, indicates, and they say,11

that the NSRP suggests that the OSHA proposed rule12

will be effective.  And actually, the NSRP report,13

of course, came out before the OSHA proposed rule,14

so they couldn't endorse it or not endorse it in15

that.16

But basically, the bottom line on it and17

the summary conclusions is that a18

one-size-fits-all approach is not feasible.  So to19

me, it seems like the NSRP is saying that this20
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general industry approach won't work, and OSHA is1

saying that the NSRP thinks it will.  I don't2

understand that.3

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  In reference to the4

NSRP, that involves seven shipyards, which is a5

very small sector.6

The general industry standard is a7

generic standard.  It is very performatory in it,8

to where the employee can write his own lockout9

and tagout program procedures, how they audit it10

and inspect it.11

OSHA felt that was the best way to go at12

the time, was to bring it over to the general13

industry requirements and see what the record14

produces and how, if any, changes that are15

suggested or commented on.16

MS. DUZ:  All right.  Thank you.17

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.18

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, I have a19

question, for clarification, for Ms. Duz.  Ms.20
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Duz, were you asking your questions as a1

representative of the Puget Sound Shipbuilders2

Association or for your position as iWorkWise?  We3

just want to make sure we get it for the record.4

MS. DUZ:  It is just my own position as5

iWorkWise.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Thanks so much.7

MS. DUZ:  Thank you.8

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Ms. Shortall,9

Ms. Duz.  Mr. Bennitt, I believe you were next.10

MR. BENNITT:  Thank you very much.  We11

have some questions targeted at certain proposed12

sections.13

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, could we ask14

Mr. Bennitt once again identify himself for the15

record and who he represents?16

MR. BENNITT:  I am representing the17

Shipbuilders Council of America.18

MR. PURCELL:  Okay.  And it is Ian19

Bennitt, B-e-n-n-i-t-t.  Is that correct?20
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MR. BENNITT:  Correct.1

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  You can go2

ahead, Mr. Bennitt.3

MR. BENNITT:  All right.  Proposed4

section 1915.87(e) states that "Where the5

possibility that an employee can be injured if6

splashed by hazardous or toxic substances, the7

employer shall provide facilities for quick8

drenching or flushing the eyes and body."  9

Now, in the preamble, the example given10

are paint operations.  One example of that could11

be brush painting, and this is just an example of12

a broad applicability that we could infer from13

this.  Was this OSHA's intent to include these14

such operations?  And if so, obviously, it would15

carry an enormous burden for some of our yards,16

and I would just like to get your input.17

MS. DOUGHERTY:  Okay.  Amy?18

MS. WANGDAHL:  No, it was not OSHA's19

intent to include all painting operations under20
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this requirement.  We were using painting as an1

example of some instances where employees could be2

splashed just due to the process.3

MR. BENNITT:  Uh-huh, right.4

MS. WANGDAHL:  We realize that not all5

paints are toxic or corrosive.  The intent of the6

requirement is to require the quick-drench7

facilities only in locations where there is the8

possibility of being splashed by toxic or9

corrosive substances.10

MR. BENNITT:  By toxic, corrosive.  So11

not hazardous but corrosive?12

MS. WANGDAHL:  Hazardous -- I am sorry,13

you are right.  Hazardous -- the definition for14

the hazardous and toxic substances was broadened15

with this proposal.  And that is sort of how we16

are getting into this, the painting operations17

being included.18

The definition was broadened for the19

proposal, and we realize that it is overinclusive. 20
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So to answer your question, no, we did not intend1

for this to be required in all painting2

operations.3

MR. BENNITT:  Okay.4

MR. PERRY:  If I could elaborate a little5

bit, I think one of the things behind OSHA's6

thinking here is, as you know, the existing rule,7

similar to the general industry rule, requires8

drenching facilities where there is potential to9

be splashed by corrosive materials -- or injurious10

corrosive materials, I think is the actual11

language used in the current standard.12

Under our hazard communications standard,13

that is a very restrictive type of hazard, and14

really means that you have a substance that is15

going to cause visible deterioration or permanent16

alteration of tissue on contact.17

We felt that there was a need to have18

flushing facilities, washing facilities, or19

quick-drench facilities in situations where20
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employees can be exposed to other types of highly1

hazardous materials -- drenching with flammable2

materials, for example, or solvents that are3

rapidly absorbed through the skin in sufficient4

quantity to cause systemic toxicity, perhaps, or5

some other areas where we think access to drench6

facilities might be important.  So that was7

something behind our thinking there that we felt,8

I think, the existing standard didn't quite9

capture all the situations that it can -- 10

In terms of talking about painting, I11

think what we had in mind was more of12

spray-painting operations or where there might13

have been a lot of mixing going on and there14

really was serious potential for splashes or skin15

or eye contact with hazardous materials.16

I don't think brush painting was the kind17

of operation, so that is behind our thinking.  If18

anyone has any suggestions on how we can make that19

clearer in our final rule, we would welcome that.20
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MR. BENNITT:  And even with1

spray-painting operations, some of that may be2

done outside, and did you consider that it would3

be hard to maintain this sort of facility if it4

was located outside?5

MS. SHORTALL:  Well, I think what our6

intent was, in broadening the requirement, was7

very much in talking with the industry and having8

our own in-house experts, that there were a number9

of other substances that could cause what we10

thought were serious, immediate, or acute injury,11

serious injury, permanent damage that needed to be12

taken care of immediately.13

And so what we did was to try to give an14

umbrella definition, that we realize may be15

overinclusive, but try to reach at getting at the16

acute and immediate, serious injury that could17

occur.  Whether that injury is inside or outside18

is not really the point.  It is whether injury19

could occur.20
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And really, many thanks to one of the1

commenters that we have, who has given us2

suggestion, well, maybe instead of trying to focus3

on an umbrella statement, maybe what the agency4

should consider doing in the final rule is talking5

about the potential for injury, you know, if there6

is a potential for acute, serious injury to occur7

immediately, you need the quick-drench facility.8

And then getting back to the paint issue,9

and I am going to defer, then, to Joe, or ask him10

for examples, what we were trying to do by11

bringing out the examples, was to say, that is12

example of an operation which you have substances13

that could splash, number one, that employers are14

going to have to do some assessment:  Is there a15

potential for splashing?  And are there substances16

that the employee could be splashed with, the kind17

that could cause that acute, serious damage?18

And Joe, can you maybe give some examples19

of why we were trying to extend it in that way?20
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MR. DADDURA:  Sure, the example would be,1

of course, with spray painting, even outside, you2

are dealing with pressurized paint.  That could go3

astray or rupture, the hose could rupture, or4

whatever the case might be, to involve the5

employee's eyes and things of that nature.6

You know, gas ring instances come up,7

where your gas ring or pumping-off slots or8

gasoline tanks -- and the hose ruptures or9

something goes wrong, astray, and the employees10

are covered in now a gasoline mixture.  Those are11

the type of things that we were looking for, you12

know, not only just the eyewashing stations but13

also the quick drenching.14

MR. BENNITT:  Okay.  thank you.15

MR. PURCELL:  Next question, Mr. Bennitt.16

MR. BENNITT:  Section 1915.81(g) reads17

that snow and ice on walking and working areas,18

should be removed, quote, "as they occur."  What19

was OSHA's intention regarding the language "as20
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they occur"?  Does the agency anticipate any1

further narrow, tailoring language or2

clarification?3

MS. WANGDAHL:  Also in that same4

section, where we talk about maintaining dry5

working surfaces, we talk about that the employer6

has to maintain those working surfaces in dry7

condition as far as practicable.  That was the8

same intent that we had for the removing of the9

snow and ice, as they occur, as far as10

practicable.11

We realize, no, you are not going to be12

expected to be out there with a bucket, catching13

every snowflake that comes down.  But we have14

received comments where some employers are15

clearing specific walking and work areas, and they16

are restricting the rest.  That is one suggestion17

that we have.  We look forward to getting more18

suggestions.19

And the importance is that we are20
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reducing the risk of slipping-and-tripping1

hazards.  So again, our intent was far as2

practicable, not as drastic as it has been3

interpreted.4

MR. BENNITT:  As far as manageable,5

right.6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.7

MR. BENNITT:  Of course.8

MR. PURCELL:  Next question.9

MR. BENNITT:  When creating table 2 in10

proposed section 1915.88, regarding the11

correlation of number of employees to a minimum12

number of 12 facilities, did the agency take into13

account the industry's sometime drastic14

fluctuation in workforce levels, depending on15

season, number of contracts, any number of16

factors, as well as limited space at the17

facilities for such things?18

MS. WANGDAHL:  As you are aware, that is19

a current requirement, so we retain the same20
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language that has been in the 1915 standards for1

over 30 years.  The ratio is based on the number2

of employees on any given day.3

So if today you have 100 employees, you4

need to provide the adequate number of sewered5

toilet facilities.  If next week you have 200,6

then again, on any one given day, that is the7

number of employees that you need to provide the8

sewered toilets for.9

The purpose of the toilets is so that10

they are readily accessible.  One provision we did11

add was the addition of the portable toilet12

facilities, but that is a supplement.  That is not13

in lieu of the sewered toilets.14

MR. PURCELL:  Your next question, Mr.15

Bennitt.16

MR. BENNITT:  We just requested some17

clarification regarding 1915.82(c)(2), stating18

that employers provide handheld lights and ensure19

employees are not in dark areas without them.  We20
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just want some clarification.  Does this mean that1

everyone has to carry a flashlight, so to speak,2

on board a vessel, when that vessel is on shore3

power?4

MS. WATSON:  This was actually brought5

over from 1915.92, with minor language changes. 6

And the intent was, if someone is entering a dark7

space, such as, let us say they are going to be8

working in a tank where there is no lighting, that9

they would have a light there, a handheld portable10

light, for their safety.11

And then also, if there is no permanent12

or temporary lights available, that you -- I am13

sorry.  Okay.  So how it reads here is that you14

have no permanent or temporary lights or lights15

are not working or are not readily accessible.  So16

"readily accessible" means it is right there next17

to you.  You don't have to climb over stairs or18

that sort of thing.19

And then for (c)(2), as you were stating,20
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"where temporary lighting from sources outside the1

vessel or vessel section" -- so that could be2

considered shore power, which is what -- then yes,3

you would require it, because if that is your sole4

lighting, there is a possibility that it could go5

out and someone be stuck in the dark without being6

able to exit safely from that space, and so that7

is what our intent was.8

MS. SHORTALL:  We are aware of a number9

of different procedures that employers use in10

those situations. One that seems, or suggested to11

be quite practicable, is having employees have12

lights that are strapped to the hardhats that they13

are normally wearing anyway, or lights that can be14

strapped to their arm, so that if the outage15

occurs, they can still move, in order to escape or16

get to an area where lighting is still available.17

MR. PURCELL:  Next question, Mr. Bennitt.18

MR. BENNITT:  I am going to cut it short,19

because it was actually answered.  It had to do20
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with the lockout/tagout.  But thank you very much.1

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you very much, Mr.2

Bennitt.  Mr. Dixon, I believe you had some3

questions.  If you will come up to the podium,4

identify yourself and who you are representing.5

MR. DIXON:  I am Doug Dixon, with Pacific6

Fisherman Shipyard.  I am representing the7

shipyard.  Also a member of Puget Sound8

Shipbuilders Association, but my talks are all9

relative to the shipyard, not -- as an10

association, that we are also here, just letting11

you know that there is an association out there.12

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Dixon.  Go13

ahead.14

MR. DIXON:  The first question falls15

along the lines, the hazardous material, the16

washdown facilities, including paint.17

We do a tremendous quantity of18

spray-painting of epoxy paints and brush painting,19

both.  And they are oftentimes in remote areas. 20
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And when I say remote areas, we have a permanent1

wash station at the head of the dock, maybe 1002

feet from the head of the dock -- you know,3

shower, the whole business.4

But when you are out on the drydock or up5

on the afterdeck, in those areas, that is more6

than a 10-second climb.  And we have never, ever,7

since 1880, had any problems relative to people8

getting splashed or hurt or anything with the9

hazardous epoxy based paints that we use.10

But now this new rule is going to cause11

us to put these stations out on the aft deck of --12

crane it onto the aft deck of a boat that is going13

into a small drydock.  It just doesn't make sense,14

or do I misunderstand?15

MR. PURCELL:  Mr. Dixon, I know there is16

a question in there.  I am not sure I heard it17

though.18

MR. DIXON:  Yeah, was that your intent to19

penalize us in that way, without any gain in20
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safety?  Without any gain in safety, is that your1

intent?2

MR. PURCELL:  Well, I think that that3

question assumes the fact that that it -- I am not4

sure the record establishes it.  If you have a5

question --6

MR. DIXON:  The fact is, since 1880,7

there has been no problem using hazardous paints8

without eyewash or, actually, drench facilities. 9

Now it appears that you feel it is a problem.10

Was that your intent, to have out in11

areas of more than 10 seconds away from your wash12

facility, if you are using paint that is13

hazardous, a wash facility?14

MR. PURCELL:  Is the question, why is the15

change necessary now?16

MR. DIXON:  Yeah.  No, is that the17

intent, because you guys talked to -- when the18

other guy was here, there was a bunch of intent19

questions, and I didn't quite get the intent of20
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the intent.1

MS. SHORTALL:  Our intent is for2

employers to do the very first part of the process3

that any conscientious employer does, and that is4

to do the assessment, determine whether a5

particular substance they are using could in fact6

be hazardous to the employees if they were7

splashed with it.8

If that is the case, and what we are9

trying to do is talk about would it be better for10

us to, instead of using the term "hazardous" or11

"toxic substance," to try to tighten it to if12

there is a possibility the employee could be13

splashed with a substance that could result in14

immediate or acute, serious damage if it wasn't15

removed immediately, that is one of those16

situations in which it is OSHA's intent that a17

quick-drench facility would be required.18

Now, we do realize that a number of19

employers have permanent facilities, but our rule20
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does not go to the type of facility they must1

have.  So, for example, if they have any manner of2

portable facilities, including those that are3

approved by the ANSI quick-drench and eyewash4

standards, that also would be acceptable to use.5

MR. DIXON:  Okay.  So obviously, we have6

to buy a quick-drench unit?7

MS. SHORTALL:  I would like to say that8

our first requirement.9

MR. PURCELL:  Wait, wait, wait.  Wait. 10

We can't both talk at the same time.  The reporter11

has to be able to transcribe the proceeding.  So12

if you had a follow-up question, Mr. Dixon, go13

ahead and ask it, then Ms. Shortall can respond.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Yes.  Thank you, Your15

Honor.  Our intent is, very first, for employers16

to do the assessment to see if there is a17

possibility that an employee could be splashed18

with a substance that could cause acute, serious19

injury to the eye or body if it were not20
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immediately removed.1

If there is a substance that does not2

cause that, then that does not come within the3

definition of when a quick-drench facility is4

required.5

Now, I do want to say, I know this is an6

issue on which you do have some opinion, so I am7

hoping that when you are up here later to give8

your testimony, you can fully explain and add more9

about what your concerns are.10

MR. DIXON:  Yeah, this is a lead-in. 11

Yeah.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Thank you.13

MR. DIXON:  We will address that in the14

main body.  The second is the AED, perhaps15

mandatory, requirement.  I am fully in support of16

that.  We, several years ago, bought AEDs, not17

only for us but for the Sons of Norway Hall that18

is up the street, so we have two identical ones,19

and we maintain them both, and all that sort of20
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thing.1

Great cost, and not just in the unit --2

they were $2,500 units, and we don't have a tree3

with $2,500 leaves on it out there, so we had to4

go to some guys and get them to help donate.  But5

the real cost is the training.6

MR. PURCELL:  Mr. Dixon, again, I need7

you to ask questions.8

MR. DIXON:  Oh, okay.  Well, she asked9

specifically the question of do we think that is a10

good idea.  I am answering the question that she11

asked me.12

MS. SHORTALL:  That is appropriate for13

you to answer that question during your testimony14

that you will give.  This is the time for you to15

ask additional questions.  Would you like to ask16

additional questions, like, for example, if we17

required AEDs, would we require training?18

MR. DIXON:  Of course.  Well, no, that is19

obvious. The question is, and this is the20
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question, and the main question, and this has to1

do with later on also:  How far down the line are2

you going to do this?  Yards like us that can3

scrape it together to do that, that is not a4

problem.5

But all the other operators that are6

involved in shipbuilding and repair that are in7

the 30- to 20- to 8

10-person class and less aren't going to do that. 9

So they are going to be outside the rules, outside10

the regulations, they are going to charge a lesser11

rate than we are going to charge, because we have12

to pay for things for our customers, our customers13

are going to leave us.14

What are you going to do about the15

economic oppression that that is going to cause16

when you do something like that?  And we lose our17

work levels as a -- 18

MR. PURCELL:  Let her respond to the19

question, Mr. Dixon.  I think -- Ms. Wangdahl?20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  Yes.  OSHA has not made1

the determination that we will be requiring AEDs. 2

We simply raise it in our proposal to get some3

feedback.  As you know, this is a new technology4

that is now available to private industry.5

We feel here at OSHA that it is6

important.  We have AEDs in our building, and we7

provide the training.  So we were asking issues or8

raising questions to the shipyard industry to see9

what their comments were, how they felt about it. 10

Can Paul answer the economic -- 11

MS. SHORTALL:  Yeah.12

MS. WANGDAHL:  I will defer the rest of13

the economic questions to Paul Bolon.14

MR. BOLON:  My name is Paul Bolon.  Since15

we were only seeking information on it, we really16

didn't analyze the cost of it, and we are very17

interested.18

MR. DIXON:  Thanks.19

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  Thank you very20
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much, Mr. Dixon.1

MS. SHORTALL:  Likewise, Mr. Dixon, we2

would like to get as much information as possible3

from you during your testimony, as well as your4

post-hearing comment period, about some of the5

issues that you have just addressed, and if you6

have an idea for when you think OSHA should7

require such devices and when and why they should8

not.  Thank you.9

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Ms. Shortall. 10

And let me just reemphasize, obviously, the11

purpose of the hearing today is to elicit as much12

input as possible from those who are interested in13

the rulemaking.14

If you have questions of the witness, go15

ahead and ask them in the form of a question, but16

please limit your statements, your testimony to17

the time that you testify.  Any follow-up by any18

of the OSHA to any of the questions?19

MS. SHORTALL:  I just wanted to add one20
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special -- if I don't remember to do it later --1

on the record.  Mr. Dixon, who was just asking2

questions, has come here a long distance, and this3

is his first hearing, and we are just so delighted4

to have you participating.  And thank you so much.5

MR. DIXON:  Well, for the record, I used6

to be a --7

MS. SHORTALL:  We are going to get that8

in your testimony.  It is not going to be picked9

up on the record now.  Thank you.10

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Dixon.11

As I mentioned, the proceedings are being12

recorded.  The court reporter is in the booth up13

there.  Please, when you are asking questions,14

wait for the response.  Don't interrupt, and I am15

sure the panel will do the same thing.  I believe16

that completes the OSHA portion.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Yes, Your Honor.18

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  The list of19

participants, we will start with Mr. Roy Martin.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, we would1

request at this time that we take a break so that2

we can rearrange the stage for our witnesses.3

MR. PURCELL:  Certainly.4

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you.5

MR. PURCELL:  That sounds appropriate. 6

We will take a 10-minute break.7

[Recess.]8

MR. PURCELL:  I think we are ready to9

start again. Let us go back on the record.  At10

this point, Mr. Roy Martin, Jr., and Ian Bennitt11

have some testimony.  Which would like to go12

first?13

MR. BENNITT:  Well, Roy is going to be14

giving the testimony.15

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  Mr. Martin, if16

you will state your full name for the record and17

identify the party you are representing at this18

time.19

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.  Roy M. Martin, Jr.  I20
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am representing the Shipbuilders Council of1

America.2

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Martin.  You3

may proceed.4

MR. MARTIN:  On behalf of the5

Shipbuilders Council of America, I would like to6

thank you for the opportunity to testify at this7

important hearing.8

As stated, my name is Roy Martin.  I am9

the environmental health and safety director for10

the Manitowoc Marine Group, which encompasses11

three shipyards on the Great Lakes region.  I12

bring over 17 years of experience in the shipyard13

industry, focusing on safety compliance and14

engineering.15

Today, I am speaking on behalf of the16

Shipbuilders Council of America, as a cochair of17

the association's health and safety committee. 18

SCA represents 34 companies that own and operate19

over 100 shipyards that are located along the20
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Eastern Seaboard, the Gulf Coast, Great Lakes, the1

West Coast, and Hawaii.2

SCA members build, repair, and maintain3

America's fleet of commercial vessels, and small-4

to medium-size government vessels.  SCA and OSHA5

have a longstanding relationship, had formed a6

national alliance over six years ago, as well as7

various regional and strategic alliances.  These8

partnerships have produced many beneficial9

dialogues, and we hope to continue this tradition10

today.11

My remarks will address the proposed12

rulemaking in three primary ways:  first, by13

requesting OSHA provide further clarification to14

language in the proposed rulemaking that SCA feels15

is too vague.  Second, by addressing those16

sections in the proposed rulemaking that SCA feels17

needs to be more narrowly tailored to better serve18

the common goal of improved overall safety, and19

finally, by asking the agency to address instances20
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where new proposed language overlaps with existing1

rules.2

SCA believes OSHA should be as specific3

as possible when describing situations and4

scenarios in proposed rulemaking.  Specificity5

eases compliance and lends itself to a clear6

understanding of the agency's intentions.7

Proper interpretations of a standard8

relies heavily on clear and concise language.  I9

personally have experienced vagueness within10

current regulations when OSHA inspector11

interpretation conflicts with the facility's12

understandings, thus resulting in enforcement13

issues.14

I would like to highlight three examples15

of vague and subjective language and proposed16

rulemaking.  The housekeeping section, 1915.81,17

contains two major instances of language being too18

vague.  1915.81 subpart D reads, "ensure that the19

floor and deck of every work area is maintained,20
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so far as practical, in dry conditions."  1

During then construction and repair of a2

vessel, many operations take place simultaneously,3

and it could be easily very difficult to4

discriminate what is and what is not considered,5

quote, a "work area."  Therefore, as the proposed6

rule currently states, maintaining all work areas7

at all times would prove extremely difficult.8

Furthermore, the language "so far as9

practical" does not carry any clear expectation10

for the employer.  What one OSHA inspector may11

interpret as "practical" could vary greatly from12

another's opinion.13

In a similar situation, section14

1915.81(g) reads that snow and ice on walking and15

working conditions should be removed, quote, "as16

they occur."  SCA believes that this phrase17

represents an unrealistic expectation.18

Removing snow and ice as they occur is19

not practical, considering, as I well know20
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firsthand experience on the Great Lakes,1

conditions such as this may last several days,2

making constant attention a major burden, if not3

infeasible.4

SCA suggests that OSHA consider inserting5

more specific language, such as, "as it6

accumulates to hazardous levels," and/or "to7

better serve the goal of safety and expectation."8

Lastly, in the sanitation section,9

1915.88(h), the proposed language directs that10

food, beverages, tobacco, and et cetera may not be11

consumed or stored in areas where hazardous or12

toxic materials may be present.13

SCA believes this to be too general.  The14

nature of a shipyard is such that there is small15

potential that every location within the grounds16

may contain small levels of hazardous or toxic17

substance.  Thresholds for harmful exposure limits18

exist solely for this reason.19

We believe OSHA should acknowledge this20
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and alter the language in the section, for1

instance, that the employer shall ensure that2

food, beverages, and tobacco products are not3

consumed or stored in any area where hazardous or4

toxic substance exists in such a concentration5

that they have the ability to harm employees.6

In all these instances, SCA does not feel7

OSHA intends any particular burdensome8

regulations, but we do recommend further clarity9

in such cases.10

There are certain sections in the11

proposed rulemaking that SCA feels are too broad,12

expanding an existing standard, or creating a new13

one that exceeds reasonable expectation for safe14

practices.15

These regulations may unnecessarily16

complicate existing shipyard policy, ultimately17

not serving the common goal of increased safety. 18

An example of the unnecessary expansion of a rule19

can be found in section 1915.87(e), regarding20
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quick-drench facilities.1

SCA disagrees with the agency's major2

expansion of the rule to include the placement of3

these facilities with the potential for injury of4

being splashed by, quote, "toxic or hazardous5

substance" exists.6

Using the language, "toxic or hazardous7

substance" greatly broadens the scope of8

applicability, which would include all paint9

operation into the proposed rule jurisdiction.10

This is unnecessary and potentially very11

costly.  For example, exposure to hazardous12

material within a paint shop can vary greatly,13

depending on the operation, the PPE warn, and et14

cetera.15

Does the agency mean to require drench16

facilities for all employees brush painting?  If17

so, this can include hundreds of additional18

stations, when most incidents can be addressed by19

simply going to the restroom and using the present20
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eyewash facilities or sinks.1

It is not practical to assume that a2

quick-drench facility can be maintained in a clean3

state within a paint shop.  These shops may also4

be in locations exposed to weather.5

In section 1915.82(c)(2), where OSHA6

requires handheld portable lights --other way to7

say flashlights -- be available in the work area8

when temporary lighting from sources outside the9

vessel is used.10

The idea here is to be able to prevent a11

blackout situation if the source cuts out.  But12

does OSHA mean that everyone has to carry a13

flashlight on board a vessel, when the vessel is14

on shore power?15

Shipyards employ a variety of safeguards16

against these situation.  It is common practice to17

use flashlights in most if not all of the shipyard18

employees.  However, it is not practical to expect19

all employees to have them readily available at20
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all time if certain situations prevent it.1

Therefore, many shipyards have individual2

procedures on what to do in a situation or3

location that has a potential to suddenly lose4

power.  SCA believes that individual company5

policies are safe and adequate in these cases.6

SCA would also like to highlight another7

instance in which new proposed rulemaking may8

unnecessarily burden existing safe practices in9

shipyards.  Work in confined space is dangerous,10

given its nature.  Accounting for employees is an11

extremely important procedure.12

SCA believes that it is necessary to be13

checked frequently during work shifts, as OSHA14

directs in its proposed language, to ensure15

employees' safety, but acknowledges that this16

language may be written too subjectively, meaning,17

we could foresee difficulties when trying to18

convince an enforcement officer a yard is checking19

frequently enough.20
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Furthermore work in confined spaces1

sometimes does not last the span of an entire work2

shift.  Therefore, we recommend changing the3

section 1915.84(b) language that states employees4

must be "accounted for at the end of each work5

shift" to be more flexible.6

Workers are accounted for when they leave7

the confined space, which, again, may occur well8

before the end of a designated shift through9

practices such as musters, checking in with10

supervisors, and other proven policies.11

SCA recommends that whenever possible,12

OSHA prevent overlap between the language in13

proposed regulations and existing rules.  As a14

common theme of my testimony today, this is15

another time where it is extremely important to16

avoid any confusion and overcompliance.  Improved17

safety is best achieved when conflicting or18

overlapping language is absent.19

I would like to reference a few examples20
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of this type of problem, located in the1

housekeeping sections.  1915.81(j) and (k) deal2

with the storage and removal of flammable3

substance and combustible scrap.  SCA believes4

that OSHA addresses these sections adequately in5

subpart P, Fire Protection and Shipyard6

Employment, and thus is inappropriately located in7

subpart F, General Working Conditions.8

Similarly, technical languages and9

references to electrical capacity, electric10

connections and insulations, branch circuits,11

grounding, and et cetera, in the lighting section,12

1915.82(b)(2) through (8), lead us to recommend13

they belong in subpart S with the other electrical14

standards.15

SCA recommends that the agency16

consolidate standards whenever possible to assist17

safety professionals and avoid potential18

misinterpretations.  We hope that the agency19

carefully considers these points and general20
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themes when reviewing industry comments and1

amending the proposed rulemaking.2

All our points today are expounded upon3

and further numerated in the SCA's comments4

submitted to the agency on March 19th.  SCA5

members are acutely aware of the safety issues of6

their shipyards, and we share OSHA's goal in7

protecting employees.8

We cannot stress enough the importance of9

working with industry representatives throughout10

the subpart F rulemaking process, and SCA and its11

members hope to continue to work closely with the12

agency.13

The council would like to thank OSHA for14

the opportunity to testify, and we would be15

pleased to further address any of the above16

comments.17

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you very much, Mr.18

Martin.  Before going back on the record, I asked19

you if you had any exhibits you wished to offer20
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today, and it is my understanding you do not.  Is1

that right?2

MR. MARTIN:  We do not.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, they have4

given us a copy of the written testimony, and I5

would like to enter that into the record as6

Exhibit No. OSHA-S049-2006-0675-0162, and here is7

the -- 8

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  That exhibit9

will be admitted the record.10

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you, Your Honor.11

MR. PURCELL:  Let me ask at this time if12

there are any individuals who have filed notices13

of intention to appear here today that have14

questions for Mr. Martin at this time, if you15

would raise your hands?16

[No response.]17

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  Seeing none, I18

will ask Ms. Shortall if the OSHA panel has any19

questions for Mr. Martin?20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, yes, we do1

have questions, but first of all, I would like to2

thank Mr. Martin and Mr. Bennitt for coming here3

to participate in the rulemaking today.  And Mr.4

Martin, as promised, I am going to put you on the5

spot a little bit, as a former Wisconsinite.6

Do you happen to know the meaning of the7

word "Manitowoc" that is the namesake of the8

company for whom you work?9

MR. MARTIN:  Why don't you share that10

with me?11

MS. SHORTALL:  Well, being raised and12

going to school in Wisconsin, all fourth-graders13

were required to do their Wisconsin history14

project, including the Indian names of all the15

major cities.  And Manitowoc means, "the land of16

the good spirit."  17

And I could never understand why, because18

I always felt that the land of the good spirit19

started right here at Sturgeon Bay and worked up20
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42 into Door County.  Is that a better definition1

of land of the good spirit?2

MR. MARTIN:  I would agree.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Yes, we4

do have questions today, and we would like to5

start with Ms. Wangdahl.6

ATTENDEE:  Actually, we are going to7

start with Danielle.8

MS. SHORTALL:  Oh.  Well, instead, Ms.9

Watson.10

MS. WATSON:  Another W. Good morning, and11

thank you for coming.  My first set of questions12

will be for Ian, just general SCA questions.13

The first one I would like to ask is,14

Roy, in your testimony, you stated that SCA15

represents 34 companies, 100 shipyards.16

MR. MARTIN:  Correct.17

MS. WATSON:  I was wondering if you could18

just give us a brief description of the size of19

those facilities and the role that SCA plays in20
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the safety.1

MR. BENNITT:  Yeah, that is no problem. 2

We represent shipyards in size from 10 to 153

employees up to over 1,000, and as Roy said, in4

the Great Lakes region, the Gulf Coast, Atlantic,5

Northeast, Pacific Coast, and one in Hawaii.6

On the safety end, we have a safety and7

health committee, which meets twice a year, and8

that is chaired by Roy Martin and Matt Mine [ph]9

of Conrad Industries, who is unable to be here10

today, and sort of, I oversee it, coordinating e-11

mails, conference calls, safety seminars, and all12

committee business, such as compiling comments for13

the present rulemaking.14

That is sort of a quick overview.  Were15

you looking for anything more specific?16

MS. WATSON:  No, that is perfect.  Thank17

you.18

MR. BENNITT:  Okay.19

MS. WATSON:  My second question is20
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regarding multi-employer work sites.  I am sure1

you could probably answer this.  I am just2

curious, are most of the work sites multi-3

employer, even the smaller ones?4

MR. BENNITT:  I would say yeah, the5

overwhelming majority are.6

MS. WATSON:  And at any given time, on7

average, do you know how many different employers8

there are on site?9

MR. BENNITT:  I wouldn't have that10

information11

MS. WATSON:  Okay.12

MR. MARTIN:  I can probably give you,13

just in my experience, you know, it can range as14

small as two different types of subcontractors up15

to four or five, just depending on the type of16

work, especially when you are discussing new17

construction versus repair, you will see a lot of18

multi-employer in the repair end of the business.19

MR. BENNITT:  And to follow on that, the20
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majority of our yards are repair yards.  We do1

have new-build yards, but the majority are repair.2

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  This one is regarding3

injuries.  I was just curious, what are the4

majority of the injuries that occur at SCA5

shipyards?6

MR. BENNITT:  We do, we compile a7

quarterly injury and illness survey, modeled after8

the OSHA 300 form.  For instance, we issue a total9

recordable industry rate from our members -- we10

have about 50 percent participation rate -- and11

last year, it was 5.86 total recordable industry12

rate.13

The majority of the injuries are centered14

around what you might think -- slip-trip-falls,15

same-level, lower-level cluster.  Is that the type16

of information you are looking for?17

MS. WATSON:  Yes.  All right.  Now we are18

going to, I guess, go to medical services, first19

aid.  What provisions do SCA shipyards have in20
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place for first aid?1

MR. MARTIN:  I mean, you know, I guess it2

varies.  I know, talking with some of the3

facilities I actually deal with, we do employ4

medical professionals in the facilities.5

Some people also, in some of the other6

facilities, will train first responders, which, in7

most cases, are with supervisors or lead persons,8

and they will be trained in the first aid, CPR,9

AED.10

And we also solicit the municipalities in11

the area, as far as the EMS services, which,12

especially in my area, are very, very close to the13

facilities.14

MR. BENNITT:  We find that in most yards,15

that the supervisors are always trained.  All of16

our yards coordinate with town municipalities, you17

see that more so with the smaller yards.  When you18

get up to the larger yards, obviously, you get19

more in-house facilities, ambulance services20
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in-shop.  But obviously, that is not feasible with1

some of the smaller yards.2

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  Thank you.  One other3

question is to do with first aid kits.  Does SCA4

help provide first aid kits to the shipyards, or5

is it pretty much up to the shipyard to --6

MR. BENNITT:  Correct.  SCA does not7

provide that type of service.  We are more of an8

advocacy association here in D.C.9

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  Let us see, I have a10

few for control of hazardous energy.  And Roy,11

please, look, you have been doing it, it is great12

to chime in.  In general, are the shipyards13

following lockout/tag procedures?14

MR. MARTIN:  Yes, and of course,15

definitely in the shore-based side of it.  And16

what we have seen going forward is just with the17

different vessels that come in, ranging very, very18

old vessels -- I mean, we are talking vessels that19

were built in the '20s and '30s that are actually20
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still operational -- it is a little more1

difficult, but we do try to use safe practices and2

develop a procedure that will protect them from3

energy sources.4

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  Are you aware of any5

instances where failure to -- I am sorry, scratch6

that question.  That was great.7

The other question in here is for motor8

vehicle.  We were just curious, have there been9

reports of motor vehicle and pedestrian accidents10

at any SCA yards, and if so, what were the causes?11

MR. BENNITT:  In my time, no.  And that12

is also not something I would necessarily hear13

about.  It is not something on our injury and14

illness survey that we tabulate.15

So I would have to say I don't have that16

information, but I would be happy to survey the17

member yards 18

-- you know, post-hearing comment for your review,19

if you so request.20
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MS. WATSON:  Okay.  Thank you.  I just1

have one more question regarding motor vehicle2

safety.  Is there any sort of training that the3

shipyard or maybe SCA has developed to help with4

employees' knowledge?5

MR. BENNITT:  No, SCA has not taken that6

initiative.  I can say that shipyards are dynamic7

environments.  A smaller shipyard is essentially a8

dirt field, so to speak, and I know that they9

observe general right-of-way rules in many cases,10

and also signs and whatnot.11

ATTENDEE:  Roy, you could probably speak12

too.13

MR. MARTIN:  Yeah, as far as the training14

piece, basically, in most of the facilities I have15

dealt with, they will isolate who can in fact16

operate the machinery, and they will do a general17

training as far as the rules of the road for the18

facility.  There are areas -- even though it is a19

dirt field, as Ian stated, most of your mid to20
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smaller yards are in fact dirt shipyards. 1

But there are some safeguards in place,2

especially around buildings.  There will be placed3

flashing lights, stop signs, the mirrors so that4

they can identify oncoming traffic around the5

buildings and such of this nature.6

So we do take a proactive approach as far7

as the vehicle traffic in the facilities,8

including speed limits.  And believe it or not, we9

actually even track that with a radar detector.10

MS. WATSON:  Thank you.11

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.12

MR. PURCELL:  Any further questions from13

the OSHA panel?14

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Daddura will go next.15

MR. DADDURA:  Roy, you stated quickly16

that you do use AEDs in your yards?17

MR. MARTIN:  Yes, we do.18

MR. DADDURA:  Is all your yards -- member19

yards 20
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in -- 1

MR. MARTIN:  Right.  All our surveyed2

yards have them, the extent varies.3

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Do you do your own4

training, or you use outside training?5

MR. MARTIN:  We actually use an outside6

trainer come in to conduct the training.  And then7

once we initially provided the training, we have a8

nurse that is on staff that has been trained in9

the American Heart Association, and she will10

conduct it going forward, as far as the annual11

refreshers.12

MR. DADDURA:  That is annual training,13

you say?14

MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.15

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Also, you mentioned16

about outside medical services.  What is the17

response time -- typical?18

MR. MARTIN:  Within five minutes or less.19

MR. DADDURA:  Five minutes or less?20
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MR. MARTIN:  Yes, sir.1

MR. DADDURA:  Well, what about your other2

members?3

MR. BENNITT:  Members surveyed, five4

minutes or less, yeah.5

MR. DADDURA:  All of them?6

MR. BENNITT:  All of them.7

MR. DADDURA:  All right.  Nobody has an8

in-house, available staff?9

MR. MARTIN:  Actually, some of our10

facilities do, yes.11

MR. BENNITT:  And some of our members do12

as well, but like I said, it correlates to the13

size of the shipyard.14

MR. DADDURA:  Uh-huh, okay.  That is all.15

MR. PURCELL:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr.16

Daddura.  Any further questions?17

[No response.]18

MS. SHORTALL:  Ms. Wangdahl will go next.19

MS. WANGDAHL:  I am going to direct these20
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mainly at Roy, but feel free -- I know you are1

also representing SCA.  I wanted to get some2

specific information on what you are doing at3

Manitowoc, but if you know additional information,4

please feel free to enlighten us on that.5

But I would like you to explain a little6

bit about your particular facility, the size, the7

number of employees, the types of vessels, if you8

can just take a couple minutes and -- 9

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.  As I mentioned10

earlier, we actually have three facilities.  Two11

of them are in Wisconsin, and then one is actually12

in Cleveland, Ohio, and it is pretty much just a13

service -- it is roughly 10 people, and they14

actually travel to the vessels and provide service15

as the vessels are on the way.16

The two up in the Wisconsin region, the17

Sturgeon Bay facility, actually -- approximately18

600, 650 employees, and it is a combination of new19

construction and repair.20
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During your spring and summer months, you1

will see a lot of new construction, mainly2

articulating tug barge type vessels, mainly the3

barges.  And we will do some emergency repair on4

some of the Great Lakes vessels.5

And we see quite often, and of course,6

around the November time frame, you will see a7

change in the environment where it will actually8

turn into a repair facility pretty much.  Most of9

the Great Lakes vessels will moor there for the10

winter, and in most cases, a lot of them have11

quite a bit of work to undertake.12

And at that time, you may see an increase13

in employment, a couple hundred.  We will use some14

seasonable employees for that time frame, due to15

the time constraints.16

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  So that was where17

your -- the fluctuation in the workforce -- 18

MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.19

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.20
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MR. MARTIN:  Now, the Marinette facility1

is a little more consistent.  It is roughly 675 to2

700.  And they do mainly governmental projects, do3

some small commercial work.  If we do actually get4

a ATB -- articulating tug barge -- combination,5

they will build a tug at that facility.  But it is6

mostly a governmental projects.7

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  And what are the8

leading causes of injuries, specifically at9

Manitowoc?10

MR. MARTIN:  I am going to have to say11

trash in the eyes, strains, sprains, and I guess12

you do have some slip-trips.13

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Great.  I want to14

go ahead and ask you some questions.  This was15

raised in your testimony and also your written16

comments.  Basically, under the housekeeping17

provisions and the wet processes, I know, you18

know, Wisconsin, you are going to get a fair19

amount of snow and ice.  So what are you currently20
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doing to address that?1

MR. MARTIN:  We actually, at both2

facilities, we have actually equipment at the3

Marinette facility, we do it on site, we actually4

contract it at the base shipbuilding facility.  We5

will have someone come in the moment we do have an6

event, and they will start the cleanup process, as7

much as feasible.  They will clean the main8

thoroughfares, and they will sand-salt as they are9

cleaning as well.10

We do have areas around the vessels which11

we train our employees to help utilize the12

salt-sand buckets, for lack of better phrase, at13

these areas as well.  We utilize a lot of employee14

assistance in that, because, as you well know,15

there are instances where we have days of16

extensive weather.17

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.18

MR. MARTIN:  And the same goes for the19

Marinette facility.20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  And in your1

comments, you are recommending that we should add2

some language in this provision where accumulation3

would reach a hazardous level.  So what would you4

term a hazardous level?  You know, here in D.C.,5

if it snows, everything shuts down, and then it is6

gone the next day.7

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  You are in a different9

situation, obviously, so what is a hazardous level10

for you?11

MR. MARTIN:  Well, I guess the way I12

would address that would be if you have a major13

accumulation, to the point where you may have a14

consistent, hard, blowing snow, we have a lot of15

crawler cranes, and in a situation where you start16

building up to a point where that is becoming ice17

as you travel the equipment, to me, that is more18

of your hazardous areas, and that is where you19

really want to concentrate your efforts on those20
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main thoroughfares, where you do have vehicular1

traffic and cranes that are creating the icy2

conditions.3

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Let us see, let us4

switch over to wet processes.  What kind of wet5

processes are you doing in your yard?6

MR. MARTIN:  There are some instances7

where we actually will use the -- pressure-washing8

some of the vessels.  And that is probably the9

most wet processes you will see in a facility10

would be that you are actually spraying down the11

hull as it comes in for a repair, or you may be12

cleaning some units in a specific building prior13

to your preconstruction primer and things of this14

nature.15

At that point, those are the types of16

operations that we do provide the additional17

protective shoes and what have you for the18

employees.19

But I guess what we were trying to20
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identify as, you know, being an outdoor facility1

in most cases, especially in our graving dock2

areas, when you do have situations where you have3

rain, and work is going on throughout the4

facility, that is where we were looking for some5

clarification -- wet processes, things that we6

actually do that creates a wet, slippery7

condition, versus inclement weather.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.  So you said that9

you are providing additional footwear.  What types10

of footwear, or what are you doing so the11

employees aren't working in standing water?12

MR. MARTIN:  As far as the cleaning13

process, we will provide steel-toed rubber boots14

and slicker suits and things of that nature.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  I am going to go16

ahead and switch gears a little bit and talk about17

working in confined and isolated spaces.  I know18

that you support the requirement on accounting for19

employees.  If you can just tell us a little bit20
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about your policy, how frequently you check on1

them, what methods that you use?2

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.  In normal conditions,3

working in confined areas in these vessels, we do4

try to use the buddy system.5

We also would like for you to understand6

that the way our -- I guess our employment7

structure is set up, you have supervision who will8

supervise a number of employees.9

And within that group, there will be10

several lead persons, hourly workers who actually11

lead persons who are equipped with handheld radios12

and other methods of communication.13

They will actually align the work daily14

for these employees, and their responsibility is15

to ensure that the work is getting done and that16

the employees are being checked on, on a frequent17

basis.  And depending on areas, if we are talking18

about general cargo holds and things of that19

nature, they are checking on it at least on an20
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hourly basis.1

If they are in an area which is isolated,2

such as some of these older vessels, in their side3

tanks and what have you, they will check on them4

more frequently, within a 30-minute time frame.5

We have actually even had situations6

where we will actually give the employees radios7

as well to communicate with supervision and lead8

persons.9

So that is pretty much our conversation10

with the employees is verbal with that lead11

person.  And of course, not only checking if the12

work is done at the end of the work process, not13

necessarily the end of the shift, they will14

actually come out, get with their lead person, and15

they will have to ensure that the work is done as16

well.  So there is a check-in period as well.17

MS. WANGDAHL:  So that is sort of just in18

an expansion of the end-of-shift inspecting?19

MR. MARTIN:  Exactly.20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  You are doing it at the1

end of the task as well?2

MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.3

MS. WANGDAHL:  And how long have you had4

this policy?5

MR. MARTIN:  I have been there three6

years, and it has been in place since I have been7

there.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  Well, you know, obviously,9

you have gone through great strides to ensure10

this.  So why do you feel this is so important?11

MR. MARTIN:  Well, I just -- I guess it12

is the clarity as well.  One of the things that we13

-- and I guess the theme of today -- is to be14

clear and concise as to what our expectations are,15

because what I don't want to see is that we feel16

that that is adequate enough, that even though it17

says the end of the shift, we check at the end of18

the work process.19

And then we are audited by an inspector,20
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and he strictly goes by the letter of the law, and1

we don't have anything in place that says, hey,2

you didn't check on him before he walked out of3

gate at 3:30 today, and therefore, there is a4

disconnection.  We just want to be clear on that. 5

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.  Right.  And you6

said you have like an end-of-shift muster, or7

end-of-shift check-in?  What do you do if an8

employee doesn't show up?  What is your policy?9

MR. MARTIN:  Usually, what will happen10

is, as they are checking in, they will get with a11

supervisor, because we have multiple shifts, and12

they will have to do rollover of what is open.13

And at that point, if they identify that14

there is someone missing, we have dedicated15

personnel supervisors, and some of my staff will16

actually go out into the vessel where they are17

working and conduct a search to ensure that they18

are in fact okay and if they are actually out of19

the vessel and just failed to come to the20
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supervisor.1

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.  Okay.  Well, I2

sort of hope this answer is no, but have you ever3

had the occasion where this policy has actually4

saved a life?  Have you ever walked up and5

actually found somebody who was incapacitated in6

some sort during these checks?7

MR. MARTIN:  Absolutely not.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  Good.  Okay.  Also in this9

section, in your written comments, you have raised10

some questions about the term "isolated space." 11

You know, obviously, you are already complying12

with this requirement.  So can you explain to me13

how you would define isolated space, or how you14

think that we should make it a little more clear?15

MR. MARTIN:  Well, I guess in answering16

that, and it kind of results back to previous17

inspections, it is the vagueness.  I guess what I18

am wanting is for OSHA to say, this is what we19

consider isolated space.20
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I guess looking at the type of work we1

do, isolated space, as far as I am concerned,2

would be you take a vessel that comes in, if you3

are familiar with a self-unloading type vessel,4

you actually have walking tunnels along the side5

of the cargo, or belting.6

It is very tight, it is very low-lit, and7

that is just due to the design of the vessel.  And8

if you are working just in limited areas in that9

vessel and you have an employee that, maybe a10

1,000-foot vessel, that is all the way to the aft11

end of the vessel, into a side tank or ballast12

tank by himself, to me, that is an isolated space13

that we definitely need to have more safeguards to14

ensure that employee is protected.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Do you think an16

isolated space is only for below deck or on the17

vessel or vessel section?18

MR. MARTIN:  I guess in my work, I would19

picture it below deck and in the bowels of the20
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ship would be considered isolated, in my eyes.1

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  So you might not2

necessarily be performing checks on an employee3

who is working at a dock far away, maybe alone,4

out of visual contact.  That isn't what you would5

right now term as an isolated space?6

MR. MARTIN:  It is not termed as an7

isolated space, but as I briefly mentioned a8

moment ago, the normal checks is normally about an9

hour, every hour or so, we have them going to each10

employee, checking on their work process, seeing11

if they need anything, seeing if they are okay.12

So they are still getting frequent13

visits, but in the isolated situations, our14

frequent visits are stepped up quite a bit.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Great.  Okay.  I am going16

to focus a little bit on your medical services,17

first aids.  I know Joe already asked you a few18

questions.  And just to refresh my memory, you do19

have on site medical services?20
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MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.1

MS. WANGDAHL:  And can you again explain2

just a little bit about those services that you3

have?4

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.  We actually employ,5

actually, several nurses.  I have one full-time6

that is at one of the facilities who also works7

with two part-time, depending on the days of the8

week when you have your busier times, with some9

administrative types of activities.10

One of the other facilities we employee11

strictly part time.  They will come just several12

times a week.  Beyond that, we actually have all13

of our supervisors trained as first aid CPR.  We14

do have additional staff within the facility that15

are hourly employees.16

At the Marinette facility, which17

employees the part-time nurse, we actually have18

first responders with radios on them at all time19

in the facility.  And they are strategically20
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placed throughout the facility.  Like say, the1

Sturgeon Bay facility employs a full-time nurse. 2

And we do have additional people that are trained.3

In most cases in the mid to smaller4

shipyards, what you will find, you will also have5

employees who work double as volunteer fire and6

first responders, and they identify themselves to7

us, and we have them listed as additional8

personnel to go to in the case of an emergency9

situation.10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  So you just decided11

that all supervisors will be trained first aid12

providers?13

MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.14

MS. WANGDAHL:  And what are they trained15

in?  Are they just strictly first aid or CPR or -- 16

MR. MARTIN:  It is the American Heart17

First Aid/CPR/AED.18

MS. WANGDAHL:  Oh, okay.19

MR. MARTIN:  Yes.20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  Are they the only ones1

that are authorized to use AEDs, or can anybody on2

the yard use them?3

MR. MARTIN:  Well, at this point, where4

it is placed, obviously, we identify the location,5

which would be in the medical facility, and they6

are the ones that are authorized to come in, as7

well as the other employees who have identified8

themselves as trained EMS.9

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  So you have trained10

first aid providers on each shift then?11

MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.12

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  How about first aid13

kits?  Are they available throughout the shipyard,14

or are they only -- some commenter stated that15

they keep them at the facility.  So what is your16

policy?17

MR. MARTIN:  And speaking strictly for18

the facilities I oversee, we do have, like I said,19

a full medical facility on both sides.  And there20
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are some areas, some of the buildings that will1

have smaller first aid kits for minor injuries,2

illnesses.3

Naturally, if it is anything major, they4

will contact us, we will immediately get our5

triage bag out to the area to take care of it.6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Great.  Okay.  Let us talk7

about your quick-drench facilities.  How many do8

you have?  Where are they located?  How did you9

determine where to put them?10

MR. MARTIN:  Presently, we have -- and I11

will start with the eyewash stations -- we have12

identified areas that are designated as eyewash13

stations -- all of your paint buildings, any of14

your machine shops, some of the bigger fabrication15

buildings that have multiple crafts at work16

throughout it.17

And as far as the quick-drenching18

facilities, we have one in the main paint19

building.  We have a showering facility in the20
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medical facility, and we do have a restroom that1

is located sort of the center of the facility that2

actually has showers as well.3

As far as what we were talking about4

earlier with the proposed rule, anything set out5

into the open areas, we do not have.  One of the6

problems we have run into -- and once again, kind7

of referring back to a recent inspection we had --8

the issue that we will have with placing the9

quick-drench facilities throughout the facility is10

the temperature.11

We recently went through an inspection,12

we had all our wash stations in place, and lo and13

behold, we didn't have mixing valves for ambient14

temperature for the eyewash, and we got dinged on15

that.16

And bringing that up for the fact to show17

you that it is difficult at best to try to get all18

of your areas covered and have ambient temperature19

so that, number one, it is not uncomfortable. 20
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Number two, it doesn't freeze up.  That is the1

issue we run into with the quick drench throughout2

the facilities.  As an example, the graving dock3

or something like that.4

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Excellence.  Okay. 5

I am going to go ahead and really switch gears on6

you.  We are going to talk about hazardous energy7

for a few minutes.8

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.9

MS. WANGDAHL:  And you didn't raise this10

in your opening testimony, so we really want to11

talk about your program, so I know that you have12

implemented the lockout/tagout program.  So if you13

can just kind of explain to us what your program14

is all about.15

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.  You know, of course,16

as far as the land base, we do follow the general17

industry standard on lockout/tagout, from18

machine-specific identification to doing the19

annual review, employees that are trained,20
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documented, and have their locks associated with1

the types of work they do.2

The issue runs into, and I think we3

brought it up several times today, is when we have4

vessels come in to do quick work, it could be a5

five-day turnaround, it could be a three-month6

lay-up, and you are looking at some really exotic7

equipment that has been outdated for years that8

they are still utilizing, because it is in good9

shape.10

What we have tried to do is we have tried11

to somewhat model the general industry to a point. 12

We will identify the energy sources as best we can13

with the crew.  We usually have the crew members14

with us, walking through the processes.15

And what we try to do with this is, we16

identify a "boat boss," for lack of better phrase. 17

He will actually shut the entire systems down,18

because in most cases, we are not working with the19

systems.  We are doing physical repair of the20
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vessel.1

All of these complex systems and beltings2

are all locked out physically, from pneumatics,3

hydraulics, whatever the case may be, identified,4

and placement of the locks.5

We just recently developed a lockout6

procedure specifically for a self-unloading belt7

system, because of a potential that we did8

discover.  But that is only as good as that system9

for that vessel.10

And that is where I guess where we11

struggle the most is the different types of exotic12

systems that come in here, identifying and13

developing the procedures.14

It will be wonderful if we identify all15

of these vessels and have all these procedures in16

place, and they would come back year after year. 17

But as you well know, those things change season18

to season.19

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.20
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MR. MARTIN:  But we do try to use best1

practices and identify our energy sources on the2

vessels.3

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.4

MR. MARTIN:  I hope that answered your5

question.6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Yes.  Thank you.  Can you7

talk a little bit about the differences in terms8

of the machinery or the hazards that it may9

present?  I know you have a unique situation where10

you are having vessels coming in from the 1920s11

and '30s.12

So if you could just explain to us a13

little bit about the complexity of the machinery,14

based on the different types of vessels.15

MR. MARTIN:  And I don't know if any of16

you have ever really seen a Great Lakes vessel17

which hauls ore, and I knew you would have.  But18

you know, the various types of products that they19

haul, and depending on the type of product, you20
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have some vessels that are self-unloaders and then1

some that actually use buckets from the plants2

that they come in.  Those are a lot less3

complicated, because there is no machinery on4

board the vessels.5

But some of these older vessels actually6

use belting systems which will -- you will have7

gates and a cargo hold that will dump the product8

on the gate as it is moving, and this belt will9

eventually sandwich into another belt, bring it up10

to the open deck of the vessel, and into a chute11

which will unload.12

So you have got a lot of complex13

equipment and motors and drives that has to be14

identified.  And there may be a situation where15

one energy source may drive this motor, but you16

may have another energy source hooked to it as17

well, because it has an additional system which18

drives it.19

And I have even seen cases where you will20
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have another company -- this is really important1

about the multi-employer work site where you2

actually have to deal with these other employees3

so that they know there are other ways -- even if4

you lockout, there are other ways to bypass some5

of these older systems and energize.6

So it is very important that we not only7

train our employees and safeguard them against the8

energies, we have to come in and train the9

contractors and actually get them, with our10

supervision, to understand what they are doing,11

what their processes are, and put in place our12

best practices.13

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  So who is doing the14

identification process?15

MR. MARTIN:  Are you talking about as far16

as each vessel?17

MS. WANGDAHL:  Just in general, who have18

you identified that is doing that identification? 19

Who is doing the actual verification?20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  Yeah, it is a team effort. 1

Yeah, basically, we will get some of our senior2

management, who have seen some of these vessels. 3

We definitely, as the vessels moor up, we will get4

with the engineer on that vessel, and they will5

meet with a team of our experts, and they will go6

through the entire vessel, identifying and7

shutting down energy sources.  So it is a team8

effort.9

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Let us see -- 10

MR. MARTIN:  And I would like to add,11

too, that this process has really been successful. 12

We have not had anyone injured on type of13

equipment.  And like I said, there is some exotic14

equipment on these vessels.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Good.  Glad to hear that.16

MR. MARTIN:  Thank you.17

MS. WANGDAHL:  Who is the owner of the18

equipment that is on board the vessels?19

MR. MARTIN:  That would be the -- yeah,20
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well, not only the operator, but yeah, the company1

who owns the vessel itself.  I mean, this is2

equipment that has been sold years and years ago.3

We will actually have some upgrades that4

have taken place over the years, and what they5

will do is they will contact the manufacturer of6

that equipment when there is work to be done, and7

they will actually have a representative come on8

site and either do the work themselves or oversee9

the process if we have specifics that we can do on10

site.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  So in our proposal,12

we were talking about whenever we have a major13

replacement or repair, the equipment needs to be14

lockable.  Are you ordering this equipment ahead15

of time?  Have you run into any situations where16

you cannot get the equipment in a lockable state? 17

So if you can just kind of expand on that.18

MR. MARTIN:  Yes, some of your circuitry19

on these vessels are so old, they were not20
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designed to be able to lockout.  So what we have1

to use, and which it is allowed, is the tagging2

system only.  Of course, that is the 3

last-ditch effort.  If we cannot physically lock4

it out, we will place tags and identify that.5

And in some cases, if we are working on6

any type of equipment or circuitry, we will7

actually have someone that will be located in that8

site, to ensure that there is no accidental9

ignition of the energy source.10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Can you talk about11

your tags program?  Are you doing additional12

measures?  Is it strictly tags?13

MR. MARTIN:  It is your basic14

lockout/tagout tags, and we will also use, you15

know, the "Do Not Enter" banner to go over top of16

it as well.17

MS. WANGDAHL:  And that system has worked18

-- 19

MR. MARTIN:  It has worked for us, yeah. 20
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As the vessels come in and they are upgraded1

somewhat, you will see improvements in that ramp2

if that is the scope of work.  Some of these3

vessels are extremely old.4

And we just recently had a vessel that5

come in that is probably a two-year project.  It6

has been moored up for 20 years, and they actually7

want us to refurbish this vessel.  So it is going8

to be extensive work, and hopefully, you will see9

a lot of safeguards put in place with this newer10

equipment.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  Good.  Okay.  And does12

your program allow for multiple layers of review? 13

Or how is it allowing, you know, more than just14

one level of review?15

MR. MARTIN:  Basically, what we try to do16

is once we have identified areas that we are going17

to work, we will cross-craft.  We will get18

everyone involved in every different sector of the19

work -- leaders, management -- and they will go20
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through the process as well as far as placement of1

their -- if available, their locking procedures if2

not the tagging, so that each department that will3

be working on that has identified what process has4

taken place to ensure that the energy source has5

been removed.6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Oh, okay.  Okay.  I am7

sorry, I want to take a step back --8

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.9

MS. WANGDAHL:  -- and talk about some new10

construction, and again, about the ordering the11

equipment that is lockable.  Do you foresee that12

as being a problem?13

MR. MARTIN:  No, that is exactly what we14

do going forward.  We have an electric15

superintendent.  He has pretty much taken the job16

of the electrical technician for the new vessels,17

and he does the work and testing on some of the18

older vessels as well.  And his main priority is19

to align ourselves with the up-to-date material20
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and equipment, and so that we are in compliance1

going forward, for the vessel, for us, when we2

actually do the work.3

And as systems come on line, he is in4

charge to ensure that everything is -- first of5

all, if it is in the energized state, he is the6

only one that is allowed, with his crew, to run7

the testing process, to ensure everything is8

working appropriately.  And then, of course, the9

tags will be placed at that point.10

Usually, you will see that process11

towards the end of the construction phase, so12

there is not many people on the vessel at that13

time anyway.14

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Are you using any15

additional measures to prevent start-up,16

regardless of locks or tags -- blocking, blinking17

-- 18

MR. MARTIN:  Oh, sure, especially in, of19

course, the shop areas.  Some of the equipment20
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that we utilize on the vessels -- I guess a good1

example of that would be a bucket system, which,2

it is a series of scoops or buckets on a belt3

system that will actually roll in it and scoop up4

some of the product, depending on the product that5

you are operating on.6

Not only is it locked or tagged, they7

will physically attach a device to the bucket, and8

actually attach it to the vessel itself so that9

there is no possible way of gravity pulling these10

buckets in a downward position.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  So you think in the final12

rule, we should have a provision requiring13

additional measures regardless of locks or tags,14

or only tags or only locks?15

MR. MARTIN:  And I think in the general16

industry 17

-- it kind of mentions -- you know, it tells you18

other -- it mentions that, are there other19

safeguards in place.20
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I really think, and I guess if we are1

talking about being specific, if that in fact is2

something we need to look at, yes, I think we need3

to include that as a statement of other mechanisms4

to the energy source has been removed, because a5

lot of people forget about energy sources being6

gravity as well.7

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.  I am going to8

start winding down now, because I know we have9

some more questions from Joe and Sarah.10

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  But if you could just12

explain your lockout/tagout training program that13

you have.14

MR. MARTIN:  Okay.  And usually, in most15

cases, that is actually conducted through the16

electrical superintendent that we have, and in17

some cases, I will do it as well.18

It is a video portion -- we actually do19

the video -- but after the conclusion of a video,20
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we will take out the lockout/tagout procedures1

that we have, the facility procedures, as well as2

the ones that we have developed on some of the3

vessels, especially if we are getting close to the4

repair time frame, and we will go through these5

procedures pretty much line item by line item, so6

they understand exactly what we need to do.7

We will actually present them with the8

entire booklet of all the machine specifics that9

are in the facility itself.  And then we will look10

at our lockout/tagout devices and ensure that they11

understand that and there are no issues.12

There will be a question-and-answer13

period, a general discussion, and at that point,14

pretty shortly after that, we will start our15

process of annual review to ensure that they are16

following the procedures.17

And we identify just specific people that18

are authorized lockout/tagout personnel.19

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  And your multi-20
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employer work processes that you have, do you take1

the lead in the lockout/tagout program?  Are they2

following yours.  Are you following them?  What3

kind of communication are you having with the4

subcontractors that are coming on site?5

MR. MARTIN:  When they come on site, we6

have a quick orientation with everybody that steps7

in the facility, myself or any of my staff will8

actually, once the general orientation is over9

with, try to get a grasp of what their work scope10

is, to identify the different processes.11

And if it is identified that there will12

be a lockout procedure or work near equipment that13

has been locked out, we will go through our14

process, what we expect, and ensure that they15

follow our procedure.16

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Thank you very17

much, Roy.18

MR. MARTIN:  You're welcome.19

MS. WANGDAHL:  I am going to turn it over20
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to the -- 1

ATTENDEE:  Do you have questions?2

MR. DADDURA:  Yeah.3

ATTENDEE:  Okay.4

MR. DADDURA:  All right.  Roy, getting5

back to lockout/tagout and ordering equipment,6

what about new vessels coming in?  How far in7

advance do you order that equipment, the8

replacement on the very old or new vessels?9

MR. MARTIN:  Now, as far as the new10

vessels are concerned, of course, we are actually11

doing the construction of the new vessels, and it12

is a scheduling process.13

To give you an answer, I really don't14

know how far in advance they actually place the15

orders.  But Stu Fett, which is our electrical16

expert, he is the one that will actually look at17

the process, the project, the deadlines, and the18

scope of work, and he will actually set the time19

line as far as the equipment coming in.20
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MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  You do repair more1

than just -- but you do repair vessel machinery,2

other equipment besides just the unloading and3

loading of the vessels, correct?4

MR. MARTIN:  Usually, the intricate5

equipment, in most cases, we will actually have6

vendors that have at one point in time either7

worked on or actually provided the equipment, and8

they will come in and do a lot of that work.  We9

usually do some of your structural type of repair.10

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Haul type work11

repairs?12

MR. MARTIN:  Yeah, that is correct. 13

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Do you ever14

interface with those people, or the lockout/tagout15

program?  In other words, how do you handle a16

group lockout?  Suppose it is your company, the17

manufacturer of equipment -- contractor coming in,18

and, say, another contractor -- how do you handle19

that, from a group standpoint 20
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MR. MARTIN:  And I am glad you brought1

that up.  That is one of the things I was actually2

mentioning earlier.  Here, a while back, we had a3

situation to where, as I was explaining, we went4

through the intricate detail of identifying all5

the various power sources on a belting system, had6

it locked out.  There were no physical energy7

whatsoever on this piece of equipment.8

We did have a company.  We went through9

the orientation process.  They actually had to --10

and they were replacing and repairing some of the11

belting, and they actually had to move this12

belting a few feet to -- near the splicing area,13

and I actually had a physical, inching motor,14

which was no part of the vessel system whatsoever,15

and attempted to move the belting.16

And of course, that was identified, we17

brought them in, and that is kind of what18

triggered our development of belting lockout19

procedures, to include vendors, so that when any20
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of these vendors come in, they come in with us,1

sit down, with our supervision, we go over the2

process, our expectations, find out what they are3

going to do and what their equipment actually is,4

so that we ensure that all systems are locked out5

and that no one is to come in to energy anything6

until we get back together as a team, we go out7

there and we have our safeguards in place, with8

barriers, physical people on site, as we move9

these pieces of equipment.10

MR. DADDURA:  That sounds good from an11

administrative standpoint.  I am talking about the12

actual deck play, the actual authorized employees13

that are working on the equipment -- machinery. 14

What do you require them to do as far as the group15

lockout and tagout?16

MR. MARTIN:  Well, on the construction or17

the repair side of it, we usually take leaders and18

supervision in each department as the vessels come19

in.  And they all meet, they talk about the20
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different types of work that they will be doing. 1

Each one of those will place a lock on that system2

prior to any work taking place.3

And once again, as work progresses -- and4

obviously, the reason for doing that is, as5

someone finished and they removed their locks, it6

is still physically locked out.7

So as far as the repair side of it goes,8

there is a group locking procedure, to where we9

actually have representatives from each one of the10

different departments place their locks on it.11

MR. DADDURA:  And how do you identify the12

employees, through their lock numbers or through a13

separate ID?14

MR. MARTIN:  No, their actual name is on15

the lock.16

MR. DADDURA:  The name is on the lock?17

MR. MARTIN:  Yes.18

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Going back farther,19

when you talk about the quick-drenching stations20
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in the wintertime, how do you maintain your1

firefighting capabilities, as far as the cold2

weather goes and stuff like that?3

MR. MARTIN:  The actual fire fighting4

equipment, the sprinkler systems are already5

inside the buildings, and the buildings are6

heated.  And of course, we have hydrants outside,7

which the fire department will come in and they8

will run those as needed, you know, in their time9

span.10

But most of the buildings that we have11

the sprinkler systems are heated.12

MR. DADDURA:  Heated?13

MR. MARTIN:  Yes, and that is not an14

issue with putting the quick drench in those15

facilities.  Where the problem comes in with us is16

if this was to identify that we have to put them17

in every area where there is a potential for --18

and we talked about painting -- painting19

over-sprayer or what have you, way off at the very20
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end of berth number 8, minus 20 degree weather,1

how do you plumb that water in so that you have a2

quick facility there?3

MR. DADDURA:  Have you ever had an4

incident where someone was contaminated and5

couldn't get clean quick enough?6

MR. MARTIN:  No.  And what we deal with7

mainly, and I think you mentioned earlier was --8

the types of hazardous material we are talking9

about is epoxy paints.  And our PPE standard is10

such to where they have to have full face,11

coveralls, gloves, and it is mandatory, and it is12

assured that they are doing that.13

I really have not had an incident since I14

have been there -- and actually even prior to15

working in some of the other facilities, where we16

had a situation where someone was exposed to an17

extreme hazardous or toxic substance that caused18

immediate injury.19

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Ms. Shortall?20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Mr. Bolon will ask1

questions next.2

MR. BOLON:  Mr. Martin, you said that you3

are following the general industry standard on4

your landside facilities.  Do you have an overall5

comprehensive program for your lockout situations6

on vessels, one that would include training and7

procedures and audits and things like that?8

MR. MARTIN:  What we do is in our9

procedure, it actually identifies vessel10

lockout/tagout.  And we train the employees who11

will be working and will be authorized personnel12

on the vessel the same way we would train the13

employees on the landside, because pretty much,14

they are one and the same.15

What we have done is the procedures that16

we have identified, such as the belting system17

that we have developed, they will also be trained18

on that.  So we are trying to take the best19

safeguards necessary.20
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And these gentlemen and ladies will also1

be annually audited for the same process.  And we2

try to treat them the same as far as the training3

and the annual inspection goes.  It is just the4

identification of machine specifics on these5

vessels that really is, I guess, a stumbling6

block.7

MR. BOLON:  Okay.  Thanks.  You mentioned8

when you have contractors come in and also work on9

vessels, do they follow your program -- 10

MR. MARTIN:  Yes.11

MR. BOLON:  -- or do you -- they follow12

your program?13

MR. MARTIN:  Yes, that is correct.14

MR. BOLON:  Okay.  In the group lockout15

situation, I think in your written submission, you16

were advocating a single authorized employee to do17

tagout.  Is that right?18

MR. MARTIN:  I think we were agreeing19

with the proposed rule, where you were talking20
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about someone identifying for the group, and we1

are advocating for that.  We feel that is2

advantageous to us, especially in the realm of3

repair.4

MS. SHORTALL:  I think I should ask for a5

clarification here.  Are you saying you think that6

the proposed rule requires only one authorized7

employee to put the lock or tag on in a group8

lockout/tagout situation?9

MR. MARTIN:  That is my understanding,10

yes.11

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  That is not12

correct.  The proposed rule, as well as the13

general industry standard, requires that in group14

lockout/tagout situations, each employee who is15

performing servicing on the equipment or system16

must affix a tag or a lock before servicing17

commence.18

If it is impossible for the energy19

isolating device to accept multiple locks, then20
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the shipyard can use a lockbox, provided that each1

employee is contributing that lockbox.2

MR. MARTIN:  I guess I will stand3

corrected.  I misunderstood that.  And I guess it4

raises some important issues with that as well,5

because you are talking about a vessel that in the6

repair end of it, you may have several hundred7

people working in and around a system, and I just8

really don't see how that could be feasible to put9

that many locks and tags on a system for them to10

work it.11

And presently, what we have been doing is12

like we had explained, we actually have13

representatives from each of those work groups or14

crafts that will actually come in with their15

group, explain that process, lock that system out,16

and that system is not energized until all -- not17

just part but all work is completed, and the18

testing crew comes in to actually commence with19

the testing process, which we feel is adequate20
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enough for protection.  And we have had zero issue1

regarding that.2

MR. BOLON:  Thank you.  Mr. Bennitt, you3

mentioned that you do surveys of your members, and4

you referred to a survey of injuries and5

illnesses.6

MR. BENNITT:  Right, correct.7

MR. BOLON:  Is that something that would8

be available on your website, or is it published?9

MR. BENNITT:  Unfortunately -- we make10

the final total recordable incident rate number11

for the SCA population available.  However, it is12

viewed as sort of a members-only perk -- 13

MR. BOLON:  Okay.14

MR. BENNITT:  -- it is available to15

members.  Information, if you directed a certain16

information request towards me, I might be able to17

help, so that would be fine. 18

MR. BOLON:  Thanks.  What about your19

members, do you have information, or would you20
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describe where they are at in terms of having1

overall comprehensive programs for lockout/tagout?2

MR. BENNITT:  The general consensus, the3

general observation regarding lockout/tagout is4

that it -- again, we agree with Puget Sound5

Shipbuilders Association and that OSHA hasn't done6

enough to allow for the unique conditions, as we7

have been talking about, that exist in shipyards,8

difference between land-based operation and on9

vessels.10

Most land-based operations, as we said,11

are modeled after general industry, but there are12

intricacies that are involved with various types13

of vessels that don't allow for a14

one-size-fits-all approach, and that is what I see15

as the position would be, generally.16

MR. BOLON:  Okay.  Thanks.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Ms. Watson has a couple18

more questions.19

MS. WATSON:  Roy, I was just curious,20
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what process do you have in place for loss of1

power?2

MR. MARTIN:  Basically, what we try to do3

is -- and we kind of brought that up -- in most4

cases, especially when we are working in these5

vessels and confined areas, we do issue the6

flashlights for the employees to go in there.7

But we also have it known that the 8

shelter-in-place, and that is pretty much what we9

have got, with a consensus with all the other10

yards as well, is that if there is a temporary11

loss of power on a vessel, and you are in a12

position where you cannot adequately see or get13

out of there, they know to shelter-in-place.14

Our lead persons who are on the vessel,15

who are equipped with radios, at that point know16

where these employees are, and they will go down17

in and escort the employees out.18

In the meantime, we have an electrical19

crew that is dedicate for repair.  They will be20
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out there very shortly and try to energize.1

But in most cases, we do issue2

flashlights, but just knowing that requiring all3

employees at all times on every aspect of the4

vessel, I don't know how that would actually work5

out.  It would be kind of hard, at best, to6

monitor that.7

MS. WATSON:  And is it just flashlights,8

or some people that maybe don't have flashlights,9

so they have light sticks or anything like that,10

just in case?11

MR. MARTIN:  We do have some who will12

work primarily in the lower levels will actually13

have the lights on their hardhats, as brought up14

earlier.15

MS. WATSON:  But I mean, a light stick,16

like emergency -- you know the ones you -- 17

MR. MARTIN:  No, we do not have anything18

like that.19

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  And you mentioned20
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radios, that your supervisor people that respond1

have radios.2

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.3

MS. WATSON:  So in each space, does4

everyone have a radio, or is there one radio per5

work group, or how do they communicate that there6

has been a loss of power?7

MR. MARTIN:  Actually, your lead persons8

-- and they usually run probably six people to a9

lead person.  That lead person will be the one10

with the handheld radio.11

And obviously, the moment the power goes12

out, they will start the process on the radio that13

we have lost power at this vessel.  And14

simultaneously, we have the maintenance crew15

coming out, and all of the lead persons on the16

vessel.  And these lead persons will stay on the17

vessel at all times.18

You know, you will have supervisors that19

will move on and off, because they have different20
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areas of work, but these lead persons are1

dedicated to these employees, and at that point,2

they know that they are to head down in those3

areas and identify and ensure that we get them out4

safely.5

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  And if the lights go6

out due to something like a fire, does the policy7

change where the employees don't stand by and wait8

for someone to come and help get them out?9

MR. MARTIN:  Well, we have alarm systems. 10

And if it is a fire, then the alarm will go off,11

and at that point, the employees will start their12

process of getting out of the vessels.13

And of course, each employee is trained14

in the evacuation routes of the vessel, and then15

known to go in and ensure they know direction,16

where the emergency escape hatches are.17

And at that point, we also have18

designated people that will go in to ensure,19

barring any immediate danger in there of the fire20
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itself, will ensure that they will get the people1

out.2

MS. WATSON:  Okay.  Thank you.  That is3

all.4

MR. MARTIN:  Okay.5

MS. SHORTALL:  I have a few other6

questions.  I sort of play utility infielder job7

to do a little bit of cleanup, so I would like to8

just hit a few back and forth.9

Mr. Bennitt, you said that your injury10

statistics that you have put together represent11

about 50 percent of the member companies?12

MR. BENNITT:  Forty to 50.  It13

fluctuates.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  What, if you have15

the knowledge, is the injury experience for the16

other 50 to 60 percent?17

MR. BENNITT:  We don't have that sort of18

detailed information.  We may hear of -- for19

instance, if the safety committee were to survey,20
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you know, the committee, on what we want to focus1

on at a safety seminar, we might get some hits2

back from people that don't submit survey data but3

want to touch on something -- some sort of hazard4

that they hadn't reported, so we will go ahead and5

do that.  Ergonomics, that is a big topic.6

But I do not have a great feel for the7

other 50 percent of the population that is not8

surveyed other than instances in which they will9

convey that to me, like when I survey them for10

topic ideas for seminars or that type of thing.11

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  And you said12

before that you could provide us with some of that13

survey information.  In the post-hearing comment14

period, would you please be willing to provide us15

with the injury statistics that you have for the16

SCA as a whole for the last three years?17

MR. BENNITT:  That would be fine.  It18

would be limited, and of course, blinded -- 19

MS. SHORTALL:  Yes, as appropriate.20
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MR. BENNITT:  -- but yes.1

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you.  Mr. Martin,2

what is the physical size of your Sturgeon Bay3

facility?4

MR. MARTIN:  Approximately 80 acres.5

MS. SHORTALL:  And is that about similar6

in Marinette?7

MR. MARTIN:  Pretty much.  They are8

pretty close in size.9

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  How many ships10

do you service or repair each year?11

MR. MARTIN:  Well, this year, it is going12

to be a little bit lighter, because they have put13

in a new bridge, it cuts some of our docking14

facility south of us, but usually anywhere from15

around 15 to 17 vessels, and they range from16

800-foot to 1,000-foot vessels.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  And how long, on18

average, does it take to repair a vessel?19

MR. MARTIN:  Usually, what will happen as20
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far as at any given time, when the ice forms, they1

are usually here.  They try to work all the way up2

through until the ice forms, and then of course,3

the locks clothes.4

And usually it is late December they will5

get in and we will try to get out around March or6

April at the very latest.7

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  Neither of you8

mentioned anything about fatalities.  Have you had9

fatalities at your site, Mr. Martin?10

MR. MARTIN:  No, we have not.11

MS. SHORTALL:  That is nice to hear. 12

What about in SCA -- other member companies?13

MR. BENNITT:  SCA yards in general, and I14

would have to reference our survey data because15

that is something that is included in that, but in16

the recent history, I think three or four years,17

only two.18

MS. SHORTALL:  And do you happen to know19

what those are the result of or how those20
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occurred?1

MR. BENNITT:  At this time, no.2

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  In your testimony,3

Mr. Martin, and speaking about SCA, you said there4

were 34 member companies and about 100 shipyards?5

MR. BENNITT:  Currently, over -- yeah.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Is that like three7

per company, or what is the average number of8

shipyards per company and what is the range?9

MR. BENNITT:  I think that our -- the10

large -- well, not the largest company, but one11

company, for instance, has 11 -- or 12 yards, the12

lowest being 1:1 ratio.  So it varies.  As Roy13

said, they have three.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Three.15

MR. MARTIN:  It just -- it varies.16

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  So is the average,17

three?18

MR. BENNITT:  I could get you that19

information.  I don't know the average offhand.  I20
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would imagine it would actually be -- yeah, it1

might be around three -- three -- two -- three.2

MS. SHORTALL:  How many have just one3

shipyard?4

MR. BENNITT:  I do not know.  I could get5

you that information.6

MS. SHORTALL:  In the post-hearing7

comment period, could you please --8

MR. BENNITT:  Absolutely.9

MS. SHORTALL:  -- provide us a list of10

your member companies and how many shipyards they11

have, and if you don't want to list the particular12

name, just blind it for us?13

MR. BENNITT:  Yeah, no problem.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you.  I would like15

to go back to a couple questions on medical16

services.  Mr. Martin, you said that the response17

time for off-site EMTs, ambulances is less than18

five minutes.19

MR. MARTIN:  That is correct.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  So why did you decide that1

it was so important to have on site clinics 24/7,2

first aid providers, and first aid kits?3

MR. MARTIN:  Just extra precaution, just4

to ensure the safety of the employees, the5

well-being of the employees, because what we will6

offer with our services on staff is more than just7

first aid.  She will do a lot of the training.8

Some of our members who actually are on9

the response teams, she will actually conduct the10

respiratory fit testing process for us.  We do the11

annual hearing.  We have a booth there.  So we12

conduct these other services as well as just --13

not only medical, but the ongoing medical survey.14

MS. SHORTALL:  How you convince the15

company it is worth the cost?16

MR. MARTIN:  Well, to be honest with you,17

it was easy.  They were in place when I got here.18

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  And do you19

know what the history was, how they convinced them20
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that we should have this much in place?1

MR. MARTIN:  Actually, no.  I really am2

not familiar with what process -- they have been3

doing this for quite a many years.  I know ion my4

previous life at other companies, we actually had5

medical facilities as well.6

And it just -- it behooves the company --7

you have quick medical response, you have quick8

treatment on just first aid on site, you get a9

sense of comfort with the employee, knowing that10

they are dealing with someone who has a medical11

experience on some of the minor injuries.12

And you know, let us really call it like13

it is, it is also cutting down on your medical14

costs --15

MS. SHORTALL:  Right.16

MR. MARTIN:  -- which we all well know is17

constantly increasing.18

MS. SHORTALL:  Yeah.19

MR. MARTIN:  We are actually even20
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visiting the idea of a physician visiting the two1

facilities on a periodic basis, weekly, just to2

review some of the ongoing medical treatment, to3

ensure that they are getting what they are needed.4

MS. SHORTALL:  You say that all the5

supervisors were trained.  How many supervisors6

are at your Sturgeon facility?7

MR. MARTIN:  Sturgeon Bay, we are8

probably looking at about 35 supervisors.9

MS. SHORTALL:  Thirty-five to what, 60010

employees then?11

MR. MARTIN:  That is about right, yes.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Have you ever measured the13

response time for those first aid providers to get14

to any area or areas in their location?15

MR. MARTIN:  Pretty much, they are so16

scattered that if we have any kind of issue, they17

are usually right there, even before I can get out18

on the site or any of the medical response.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Do they only respond to20
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their own employees who are injured, or any1

employee who is injured?2

MR. MARTIN:  Oh, no, it is any employee. 3

And the facility has really done a good job.  They4

have put in place a safety management system, and5

we have seen a tremendous reduction in injuries,6

to the point of 2006, a 50-percent reduction just7

in the two facilities alone, and just the increase8

awareness.9

And we really don't have that to measure,10

because we haven't had those types of emergencies11

in the facility that required it.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Do you keep any first aid13

kits on vessels?14

MR. MARTIN:  Not on vessels, no.15

MS. SHORTALL:  Could you -- why not, or16

what is the decision to do that?17

MR. MARTIN:  Just because we have the18

medical staff there readily available.  We have19

them placed strategically within the facility, and20
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just the dynamics of the multiple work and the1

processes going on, I guess we look at it as there2

is a possibility of it getting misplaced, damaged,3

whatever the case may be.4

So we have it on site, like on the dock5

side, versus actually on the vessel itself.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Have you ever measured the7

response time for your emergency -- you know,8

persons from your clinic to get to an employee on9

one of the 1,000-foot vessels who is working down10

on the bottom level?11

MR. MARTIN:  Not really, because I really12

haven't had an opportunity --13

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.14

MR. MARTIN:  -- thank goodness, that we15

have had to do that.16

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  Have you17

considered at all using portable quick-drench18

facilities in either certain locations or when the19

weather is such that a portable facility might20
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freeze up?1

MR. MARTIN:  I haven't -- we actually2

haven't been down that road with it yet.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Do you use portable4

toilets at all in your facilities?5

MR. MARTIN:  We do limited, just for6

convenience.  Sometimes in the graving docks --7

and of course, once again, it depends on the time8

of the year that we are looking at as well -- but9

we have a 1,200-foot graving dock, and just for10

convenience for the employees, it is much easier11

to put them down in there for them.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Uh-huh.  And what do you13

to ensure that a portable toilet is usable during14

Wisconsin winters?15

MR. MARTIN:  Well, during the winters, we16

pretty much remove them from the facility.17

MS. SHORTALL:  And so if you are only18

relying on sewered toilets then, how far is the19

farthest person from a sewered facility?  Is it a20
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quarter-mile, less than a quarter-mile?1

MR. MARTIN:  You know, I would only be2

speculating.3

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.4

MR. MARTIN:  I couldn't give you an5

answer to that.6

MS. SHORTALL:  If you would be able to7

tell us in your post-hearing comments, we would8

sure appreciate that.9

MR. MARTIN:  Sure.10

MS. SHORTALL:  Anybody else have any11

other questions?  All right.  Well, on behalf of12

OSHA, the Solicitor's Office, we really want to13

thank you for coming here, and for taking14

questions for so long.  We so appreciate it.15

And I must say, even though you didn't16

know the derivation of Manitowoc, I am perfectly17

comfortable, because the minute you said that when18

you were thirsty, you would go out to the hallway19

and get a drink from the bubbler, or go upstairs20
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and get a pop, I knew you had been in Wisconsin1

long enough.  So thanks so much.2

MR. MARTIN:  You are welcome.3

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Martin, Mr.4

Bennitt.  I appreciate your testimony.  Ms.5

Shortall, I will ask your preference at this6

point.  It is a little after noon.  We can either7

proceed with the next two witnesses, who were8

scheduled to testify, or take a break.9

MS. SHORTALL:  I think what my preference10

would be is -- our next witness is Mr. Dixon -- is11

to ask him whether he has a plane to catch today,12

if we are doing anything under time pressures if13

we were to take our lunch break now.14

MR. DIXON:  I have a 5:30 out of Reagan. 15

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.16

MR. DIXON:  But let me say, to give you17

some options here, that is fine.  I have no18

problem cutting it close, or if I have to stay19

another day.  But I think that I can get out in20
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time if I am after lunch.1

If you would want, if you don't want to2

not miss the lunch crowd or whatever, I think you3

will be -- I see the sense of what you are asking. 4

I can give all the introductory stuff first and5

then do the slide show after lunch.6

MS. SHORTALL:  I think what we would7

prefer doing is having it at one time, Your Honor. 8

So if he is available after lunch, maybe this9

might be appropriate for our break.10

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  That is fine. 11

The time now is 10 after 12:00.  Why don't we12

reconvene at 10 after 1:00.  Let me repeat, there13

is a cafeteria on the sixth floor of the building. 14

There is snack bar on the fourth floor.  There are15

some restaurants nearby.  I am not sure what the16

weather is outside.  I think they were calling for17

rain, so I know where I am going.  But it is up to18

you all.19

We are adjourned, then, until 10 after20
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1:00.  Thank you.1

[Luncheon recess.]2

MR. PURCELL:  I will ask you all to be3

seated. I think we are ready to proceed.4

The next participants are Doug Dixon and5

Cherie Berg, if they will come up to the table up6

here on the stage.7

Ms. Berg?8

MR. DIXON:  No, she is our Safety and9

Environmental Director, but she is not in good10

health.11

MR. PURCELL:  Okay.  I am sorry to hear12

that.13

MR. DIXON:  She helped to prepare this.14

MR. PURCELL:  If you would, please, state15

your full name and the party or parties you16

represent in this proceeding.17

MR. DIXON:  Yes.  I am John Douglas18

Dixon, and I am with Pacific Fishermen Shipyard in19

Seattle.  The shipyard is one of the 20 to 3020
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members of the Puget Sound Shipbuilders1

Association.  I am here speaking directly on2

behalf of the shipyard.  However, if you have3

questions of the general populace, I can shed some4

light on that, and I will give an introduction to5

them in my start.6

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Dixon.  I7

understand you have a presentation.  I believe you8

submitted some materials to Ms. Shortall.  I will9

ask her if she would like to make those an exhibit10

in this proceeding.11

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, if it would be12

okay, I will do that at the close of his13

presentation since he has three documents.14

MR. PURCELL:  Okay, that's fine.15

Mr. Dixon, if you are ready, you may16

proceed.17

MR. DIXON:  Sure.  Pacific Fishermen18

Shipyard actually on that site has been there19

since 1880, building stern wheelers for the city20
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fathers of Seattle.  In 1925, they built the1

world's largest diesel tug.2

During the war, they built mine sweeps. 3

One became the Calypso for Jacques Cousteau and4

the other to John Wayne's the Wild Goose, so it5

has been an active shipyard for quite a while.6

In 1946, 400 Norwegian-American fishermen7

went together and bought it at one share each for8

$300 each per share to have a place to fix their9

fishing vessels.  Since that time, they have built10

vessels for the USGS and NOAA, smaller vessels,11

built a lot of seiners and crabbers, stopped12

building new crabbers in the early, mid-seventies,13

and is now exclusively a repair yard, repairing14

vessels dockside to 300 feet and in drydock up to15

160 feet and 600 tons.16

I personally am a naval architect from17

the University of Michigan, been in the oil18

industry originally, the global marine, and then19

went on to work at Marco Shipyard for 15 days20
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during the heyday of the crab boom in the1

seventies, and the Northwestern was one of the2

first vessels I was responsible construction3

engineer for, for the current captain Sig Hanson. 4

If you see him on the deadliest catch, I built5

this vessel for his father Sferri [ph] back in the6

seventies.7

This is the type of vessel we normally8

repair. About 50 percent of our business is that. 9

The other 25 is tugs, another 25 is passenger10

vessels up to 2- 300 feet, the small cruisers, and11

then we do a little bit of government work,12

fireboats, things like that.13

So, it is a very active yard and we are a14

union yard, and we have been very proactive15

environmentally also, and other issues, not just16

environmentally, but the fire department, a lot of17

different things that we are spending the money.18

It was founded on the co-op principle, so19

we are pouring the money back in the yard20
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continuously to keep it a viable working yard in1

the City of Seattle, which is a hard thing.2

Next slide.3

I am going to just talk about the PSSA a4

little bit, the existing standards, the proposed,5

a little issue we had on the Northwestern, the6

Byron Amendment, and then a little catch-22 we7

have going on.8

Next slide.9

Here are the shipyards in Seattle.  There10

are 11 actual shipyards.  One doesn't have a11

drydock, the last one, that's Kvichak, the rest12

all have drydocks.  Western Tow actually borrows13

Foss' drydock to launch a boat.14

So, we have one large yard which is Todd15

and then everybody else has 300 feet and less as16

far as servicing, and 5 of the 11 are union shops. 17

The bold there are ones that are members of PSSA.18

Next slide.19

There is quite a few dockside20
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refurbishment facilities in Seattle, and sprinkled1

among them is another four or five of those2

dockside facilities that are members of the PSSA.3

So, now you are seeing not only do we4

have some non-union lower level shipyards, but we5

have a whole lot of lower level repair facilities6

that are not necessarily part of our PSSA7

organization and sit around and talk about safety8

and environmental or have the money to do that. 9

They do that on a comme-ci/comme-ca basis10

sometimes.11

The next slide is outline members to the12

PSSA.  You have nine of them ranging from Alaska13

down to Oregon, and then the next slide PSSA14

associate members.  We work with industry, the15

people the suppliers keep on top of environmental16

and safety equipment, have them do presentations17

and make sure that we are staying on top of18

things.19

My shipyard is about 50 to 70 people,20
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union employees, and another 17 nonunion.  We have1

an aging work force, so our strains and pains and2

issues, injuries are related to that sort of3

business.4

We acquired most for the assets of Marco5

Shipyard when they closed down due to regulatory6

issues, and got their aging work force, had one7

guy work for us for a week and go out permanently8

total disability on carpal tunnel syndrome and9

arthritis in his arms.10

So, those are the types of injuries we11

have.  The other injuries we had were eye12

injuries, so we did an exhaustive study of13

eyeglasses that guy would want to wear and give14

total protection, Foster Grant's, all sorts of15

colors, spared no money on safety glasses, provide16

those with something that they will actually wear,17

cut down our fugitive dust situations, so we are18

doing real good as far as eye injury are19

concerned.20
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We don't slip, trip, and fall very much1

except for down in the bilge where something is2

hidden or when some crew member, somebody that3

isn't our own gang, has pulled up a hatch and4

falls through.  Those are the types of injuries we5

have are slip, trip, and fall.6

We have things all over the yard, we7

don't fall. Our guys don't fall over them, and, in8

general, it is a pretty safe operation, it is a9

small yard, small boats.  It's those hidden things10

down in the bilge where a plate upturns and it's11

when somebody removes something when you don't12

know about it, that isn't part of your control.13

Controlling all the subcontractors that14

come in the yard is a very difficult task, because15

you get a lot of different languages spoken.  The16

owners contract crews that come in that are not17

always in tune with safety.18

Forklift, you asked about machinery.  We19

just don't have issues like that, small yard20
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doesn't -- you know, somebody going 4 miles an1

hour in a forklift, if it happens, he gets2

suspended, and they know that.3

I am very particular about forklift4

accidents.  I witnessed one at Marco one time, a5

long time ago, that took the guts out of a fellow6

when it rolled over, no seat belt, of course.  So,7

the guys that don't have seat belts, or they are8

jumping up on them, they get suspended right on9

the spot.10

So, we don't have issues like that, and11

the only times we really have cases where12

forklifts have issues, and where these machinery13

is a problem, is when they are on uneven surfaces14

or a guy is trying to compromise and load, and15

that is just a matter of brain work and brain16

power.17

All the regulations you write aren't18

going to help the common sense, telling these guys19

not to go over the bumps, to wear their seat20
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belts, and not to lift the loads in the right1

spots.  So, we are all in favor of forklift2

training and that sort of business, so we have no3

problems or issues with the things that you guys4

do with that, but some of these other things that5

you are coming in here, I just don't know that6

they are going to be what we really need to see.7

We kind of split up in the PSSA,8

different subjects.  Amy is doing lockout/tagout,9

for example, I am doing housekeeping, I don't know10

why.  You should see my office and my daughter's11

room, I shouldn't be speaking about housekeeping,12

but I do have a lot of experience just relative to13

vessels.14

I worked the 1990 chapter of OSHA when I15

was a surveyor for Det Nurske Veritas.  I have16

done a lot of sole certificates on behalf of17

hundreds of nations.  I have been around the bush18

relative to inspecting due to the Fishing Vessel19

Safety Act I did when I was an inspector for DNV,20
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and walked the line between OSHA and Coast Guard1

and class.  We actually have three lines, because2

class is outside the statutory requirements.3

So, join the lines in making a vessel4

safe, if OSHA didn't have it, and if statutory5

didn't have it, then, class did.  So, the vessels6

I worked on, which was the majority of all the7

factory trawlers, were enrolled with Det Norske8

Veritas rather than ABS.9

I was there helping to make them safer10

vessels and, working closely, I came back to OSHA11

one time to review the crane and cargo gear rules12

and programs and also worked really closely with13

Coast Guard on their issues.14

The other thing that I think qualifies me15

for this particular testimony is I am a CXLT.  You16

might ask what CXLT means.  I am a certified17

trebotomist.  There, you might ask what a18

trebotomist is.  That is a slip and fall guy.  I19

measure friction on deck.  I usually defend20
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vessels when there is slips and falls, but I do1

against on plaintiffs.  I went and won a ladder2

case against Foss one time for a slip and fall of3

an engineer going down a ladder and showed that4

the ladder was unsafe.5

So, I do these things for a business, not6

just in the shipyard, but for my own personal7

business, and have a lot of interest in these8

issues.9

So, let's just go to the next slide and10

see where we get with this presentation.11

I am actually going to just breeze12

through these.  We all know what the existing13

standards are, so why don't you flip through these14

first four, get the proposed.15

Let's get to the next proposed one that16

would be OSHA defines walking and working17

surfaces.  The proposal, by using the term walking18

and working surfaces attempts to ensure that all19

areas in the shipyard are kept clear.20
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Once again, we do a lot of different1

things throughout the yard.  We have areas where2

we have things and we have areas where we don't,3

so the way you are writing the regulations we can4

be in technical violation of your rules and5

regulations, and a guy can give us a ticket, but6

there is absolutely nothing wrong with what we are7

doing.8

We have something piled over there that9

someone might walk some way or one time, or even10

is a walking area, but I mean some of these things11

are obvious, we just don't have the history of12

problems that you are trying to solve.13

Next slide.14

I am speaking not so much just to the15

proposed rules, but the existing, too.  I think as16

you are going through this, you need to take a17

good look at your existing rules and see where18

those ones where we are putting down something19

ironclad that really isn't always an unsafe20
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condition.  You need to help us, and I will tell1

you about that why a little bit later.2

Clear working surface, next one.3

These can be deceptive.  What everyone4

thinks might be a clear wonderful thing is, well,5

this particular deck has Apitong on the back, an6

Apitong we would like to slide the crab pots on,7

so it is a oily, heavy dense wood, so it's8

slippery.9

So, here we have something that looks10

good, and everybody thinks is fine, the inspector11

comes by and says oh, that is wonderful, nice,12

clear deck, everything looks great, but it is not,13

it is a hazard, and our guys need to know that,14

and they do.  You know, we work on these boats,15

these are not inexperienced guys that are working16

on crab boats.  These guys have been around the17

bush for a long time, they are well-trained work18

forces.19

Next one.20
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Then, we get semi-clear decks.  Okay.  We1

have got something there.  Well, gosh, that thing2

is in the middle of the walkway where guys walk,3

and I have got some wires there.  Now I am in4

violation.5

Next slide.6

We do so many common things within areas7

where we have walking areas, we are working in8

those walking areas, just I can't stress to you9

how many different things happen at the same time10

and sporadically throughout the day to try to meld11

your new proposed regulations in with the way we12

actually have been operating since 1880, it is a13

pain in the butt, period.14

Next one.15

It gets complex.  This is not our yard,16

but this is a take over lake union drydock, but I17

mean they just have stuff strung everywhere, so is18

this wrong?  I mean we don't have big reports of19

people dying on these boats.  I have never20
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experienced a death in our yard, and I don't know1

any.  The deaths in Seattle are guys that are2

unregulated going in confined spaces and doing3

stupid things.4

Next one, passageways.  You know, there5

is stuff hanging around there.  That is not good6

housekeeping according to the new rules.  But what7

is wrong with it?  Nobody is going to get hurt8

there.9

Next slide.10

We are not into too much new11

construction, but I had a UAW intern also helped12

me put this together, and he was up at Dakota13

Creek for a while, and it is going to cause14

burdens on new construction, too, relative to what15

some of your rules are having to say here.16

Next slide.17

Even though the proposed rules use a lot18

of the standard stuff that is there already, but19

once again I am asking you to take a look at your20
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standard stuff, as well as your new.1

Next slide.2

Okay.  Is that a hazard?  That is a3

common occurrence.  That is a raised grading with4

a big manhole down there.  Now, if it were dark,5

that would be a problem, a guy, if he is trying to6

get out in an emergency and it is a fire, yeah,7

you could walk through there, but on a normal8

walking day, on a normal basis, a guy is not going9

to get hurt in that type application, he is going10

to step down onto that hatch and he is going to11

step back up again.  It is not a big deal.12

These lights, you know, that is probably13

a good idea, these whatever, if it does go dark,14

you know, then  you can light that up and go.15

Next one.16

That is hard to see.  That happens to be17

in a control room.  Control rooms in ships are18

traditionally cramped spots with huge, 480 volt19

switchboards that take up, you know, two-thirds of20
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the control room, and then you have got a control1

panel in front of that and everything else going2

on there.  You have got room for three or four3

guys to sit on chairs at the console, and that's4

about it, very cramped spaces as far as what is5

going on, a lot of activity, a lot of alarms, a6

lot of things going on.7

Next one.8

Our boats are small, so we get small9

tanks.  We are not like freighters and tankers10

that have the luxury of having ladders into the11

ballast tanks, which is written in the new rules. 12

I appreciated that as a surveyor when I did13

tankers and freighters, but that is just not, you14

know, ladderways, I mean with the actual inclined15

ladders, and all that sort of business.16

We have got tight spaces that we work in17

all the time.18

Next one.19

A lot of these tight places happen at20
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height.1

Next one.2

Just tight in general.  Okay.3

Next one.  We get here the proposed4

standards. At the end here, the proposal requires5

that equipment not necessary to perform the job in6

progress not be stored or located in an area that7

could interfere with walking and working surfaces.8

This statement is just too general.  It9

just hurts us.  It gives us a place where guys are10

going to be writing us $375 fines willy nilly just11

because he walks by and he sees a grinder over12

here, that has nothing to do with safety,13

absolutely nothing to do with safety.14

Next one.15

Required tools.  We have got required16

tools on and off through the day, all different17

types.  We have allied processes all the time.18

Next one.19

Here is one of my favorite ones.  I have20
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got a guy laying down there in overalls.  Okay. 1

He is making he worst, hardest weld on the under2

side of a stainless steel pipe you could ever3

imagine, and we have got 10 other jobs happen on4

the boat at the same time.5

So, is this or is this not a violation6

under the new rules?  I don't know.  I am in a7

total quandary when I read your rules.  I go, God,8

am I missing, are we in trouble or not.9

Next slide.10

Very rarely do we get by with just one11

operation.  Here we are, just taking a zing off or12

putting something on.  At that point, we are just13

doing a little bit, but that is a non-conductive14

surface.  Okay. That is a cement section of a15

marine railway containment area that we have, and16

we have welding leads around there, and we have17

some air hoses there.18

We have some blankets there, we are19

protecting the propeller blade relative to sparks20
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from the arcing on the rudder pintle, I think1

there in this particular operation.  Are we2

totally out of compliance because we have those3

welding leads arranged there, and not in neat4

trees?  I am afraid we are.  I think things that5

we have been doing for years without hurting6

anybody, we are now going to have to either7

change, spend a whole lot more time on setup to do8

a 10-minute job, to go and just blow, for 109

minutes to run the pintle off the bottom of that10

bearing, we are going to have to spend a half an11

hour of setup time, do the pintle, and then have12

another half an hour on take-down time.  Who is13

going to pay for that?14

I will tell you who is going to pay for15

it, not these owners anymore, they are going to go16

with the yards that you guys don't regulate.  That17

is where they are going to go, and we are going to18

go out of business, and your safety records are19

going to go out the window, that is what is going20
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to happen.1

Next one.2

New construction.  This is probably up at3

Dakota Creek.  I can't say that for sure, it kind4

of looks like it.  Obviously, the way they have5

their leads and their welds, it is not going to be6

permitted in the future.7

Next one.8

We have got lots of things going on, lots9

of tarps, lots of weights, lots of wood, lots of10

everything.11

Next one.12

Okay.  Here is an interesting one.  This13

is appropriate waterproof footgear.  Okay.  I14

spend a lot of money putting boots with the15

steel-toed shoes, nice leather boots that these16

guys wear.  They are going to have to take all17

those off.  We are going to have to get them18

rubber boots now that they make -- I suppose they19

make steel-toed rubber boots, but I am going to20
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have to do some searching on that one, and they1

are not going to be happy, and it's going to cost2

time.3

It takes me a day to send a guy out to go4

get shoes, and it rains all the time in Seattle. 5

We have been doing this since 1880 without any6

problem, and now we have got to go out and buy7

rubber boots for everybody, huh?8

Next one.9

Maintaining dry -- yeah, we want to10

maintain dry conditions, so we can get paint on. 11

That's it, that's why you maintain dry conditions,12

not just because somebody wants to put it in a13

rule book.  We have to have some dry conditions,14

yes, for painting, period.15

Next one.16

We have got difficult areas, lots of17

stiffeners, all sorts of things, an open hatch. 18

It rains down there, we have got water all over19

the place.  Okay.  Well, in the building process,20
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in the repair period, over a three-month period,1

it doesn't hurt us, it doesn't matter, it doesn't2

do anything bad, but now we have got to clean it3

up?4

We clean it up at the end of the job. 5

What's wrong with that?6

Next.7

And the next one after that.8

I can see, if you saw my daughter's room,9

and you want to write these rules and clean it up,10

but not a shipyard, not where we are doing work on11

boats.  You know, let's put these rules where they12

belong, in the parents' homes to have cleaner13

kids.14

Next one.15

Okay.16

And now this one.  Debris.  We have got17

to clean up the debris.  If I am going to have to18

clean up the debris that I make every day, I would19

go out of business.  I don't have enough clean-up20
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guys.  You know, when owners see the clean-up time1

that we put in there, it is astronomical right now2

because of EPA.  Okay.3

So, I do what is required to keep things4

out of the water and keep a safe environment5

environmentally, to stay clean, so that we don't6

pollute, so I don't go to jail for my MPDS permit.7

If I have to have another level on here8

just for OSHA, just for the fun of it, I mean come9

on, guys, it's not hurting anybody.  That steel10

boat is not going to burn up, and when we do hot11

work, if we are doing hot work, we have got12

Seattle Fire Department rules that say we remove13

the combustibles in that area within the14

prescribed limits, and we do that.15

MR. PURCELL:  Mr. Dixon, I am sorry to16

cut you off.  You are coming up on 20 minutes now. 17

I know there is going to be a lot of questions18

about your presentation. If you can just wrap up19

your testimony, I think we can get to the20
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questions.1

MR. DIXON:  Shall I leave?2

MR. PURCELL:  No, I don't want you to3

leave.  I think you have a lot to say, and I think4

the OSHA people and maybe some others here have a5

set of questions that you can answer.6

MR. DIXON:  I come here all the way from7

Seattle and you tell me I have got to stop halfway8

through?9

MR. PURCELL:  No, I don't want you to10

stop.  What I said is I think you have a lot of11

information to provide, and I think there is going12

to be a lot of questions.  I know you have time13

constraints and I just want to make sure --14

MR. DIXON:  I will change my flight, I15

will stay.16

MR. PURCELL:  That's fine.  I just want17

to make sure that you get the information on the18

record that you need to provide.  I just wanted to19

bring it to your attention.  You asked for 1020
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minutes, and I just wanted --1

MR. DIXON:  I did not ask for 10 minutes. 2

I read the rules, and it said if you were going to3

be under 10 minutes, you had to submit your stuff4

in advance.  I submitted my stuff in advance. 5

Does that mean I don't get 10 minutes?6

MR. PURCELL:  No, you have come up on 20. 7

I just wanted to let you know for planning8

purposes, so that you are aware of your time9

constraints, but go ahead and finish your10

presentation and then we will have questions.11

MR. DIXON:  Thank you.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, I would like13

to correct one thing.  We don't mind if Mr. Dixon14

takes a few more minutes to sum up the remainder15

of his presentation. We did have a requirement16

that people submit their presentations in advance17

if they requested more than 10 minutes, but they18

also had to do so by August 8th.19

MR. DIXON:  I did that.  This was on your20
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-- in your docket prior to August 8th, this1

presentation right here.2

MR. PURCELL:  You may proceed, Mr. Dixon,3

go ahead.4

MR. DIXON:  Next slide.  Next slide. 5

Next slide, please.  let's go through these.  Next6

slide.  Next slide.  Next slide.7

Okay.  You want to have trees for8

overhead.  Here are some trees for overhead.  I9

think it is worse than having it run on the deck.10

Next slide, please.11

Same thing here.  Your tree overhead12

business is going to create more problems and hurt13

more people than having it run on the deck.  You14

guys just got to relook at what your thought15

process here is going on.16

Next slide.17

And it is going to cost big money, and18

the little yards, the little guys that don't get19

enforced on this are not going to do it, and we20
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are going to have to charge the owners to do it,1

and they are just going to leave our yards and we2

are going to go out of business.3

Next slide.4

Combustible scrap.  I already discussed5

that earlier.6

Next slide.7

There it is again.8

Next slide.9

Okay.  This is a fun one.  We got cited10

for violation on the Northwestern.  There is a11

main desk.  This boat has a main deck, but it also12

has a raised platform above the main deck to clear13

water when they are out on the Bering Sea when the14

water lands on there.15

When it comes into port, we raise up16

that, we take up that main deck and we do -- or17

the raised deck, which is 9 inches above with the18

wood grading -- we take that up, so that we can19

work on the main deck and do things to it, and it20
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is up for the majority of the time the boat is1

there, because we are working over the entire2

portions of the boat.3

We got cited for having basically an open4

flush -- open manholes, open surfaces, and they5

wanted the 30-inch high hand rails around it, but6

they said, well, that didn't quite work out, that7

is not what they really meant, so they tried to8

use 73(f) as an explanation of floor plates in a9

bilge.10

What they wanted to do was have walkways11

put above the main deck.  The main deck is the12

main deck. People walk on the main deck all the13

time.  When we go into a watertight bulkhead, we14

have to step over an 18-inch sill required by the15

United States Coast Guard, from main deck, over16

the sill, to the main deck again.  That is what a17

man has to do to be legal in the United States18

Coast Guard to have a watertight hull.19

Next slide, please.20
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So, there is these typical 108 footers we1

are talking about.  There is 100 of them around2

trying to be worked on.3

Go ahead, the next one.4

So, we pull up the grading and every two5

feet, we have a 9-inch sleeper, a stiffener, or a6

hunk of wood  that normally supports the raised7

grading, that a man, when he is walking here, he8

has to walk over that, yes, he has to walk over9

that.  He doesn't trip and fall.  There is no10

hazard there.11

Next slide.12

Absolutely.  And where we do have flush13

manholes, we either have a cover on or a grading14

on or whatever the situation is.15

Next slide.16

Our workers aren't in wheelchairs, but17

your standards are providing for them like they18

are handicapped people laying planks down, so we19

can get the wheelchair going along the deck?20
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Next slide, please.1

But the real problem, it's the Byron2

Amendment, and I just heard about that it had a3

name the other day, I just knew about it, so I4

might have some things wrong in  your vernaculars5

and stuff, but something about under 10 employees6

they are exempt, but not just that, I won't say7

exempt, I mean they have to follow the rules, but8

you don't go out and necessarily enforce them. 9

You don't get funding each year apparently to go10

out and arrest them when you find violations or11

send inspectors.12

But the worst part is all these -- all13

the concentration is on the shipyard, you have all14

these other repair facilities out there that even15

though they have more than 10 people have very16

limited enforcement activities by OSHA.17

Next slide, please.18

What that does is it takes the core19

Seattle group of enforced areas, the core Pacific20
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Northwest group, and the core Alaska group,1

enforces -- because the rates are lower there, out2

in the bicycle world -- enforces that, so the work3

core is now getting taken out of the shipyards4

into a bigger demographic with higher, less5

compliance and higher safety violations that are6

untouched by OSHA, and it just is putting us out7

of business.8

Next slide, please.9

Here is one of my last fun ones.  The10

State of Washington, Department of Ecology, and11

the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency wants vacuum12

sanders and grinders to cut down on fugitive13

dusts, so they write them into their Federal EPA14

NPDES permits and Best Management Practices, a15

$10,000 fine, a year in prison.  That's what I am16

facing when I go back to Seattle.  But guess what,17

nobody makes a grinder in Europe or here with a18

dead-man switch, a vacuum grinder.19

Would you at least pick up the phone and20
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call EPA and say dah?1

Next slide.2

So, really, I would like to see the risk3

analysis that was done on any of these standards4

showing gains in safety or risk reduction from5

these new proposed rules.  They are up in6

somebody's office, one of you guys did it, I7

guess, I don't know.  The finance guy, is he here,8

as well as our economists?9

Is there a risk analysis that showed that10

all these things that you are doing --11

MR. PURCELL:  Mr. Dixon, if you want to12

ask questions, I think that you might be through13

with your presentation, but I --14

MR. DIXON:  All right, I am sorry. 15

Obviously, I have pissed you off.16

What I am asking for is technical17

violations that are safe, find a different way to18

write the rules, so we can have what used to be a19

technical violation, but it is something that is20
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done in a safe way.  That is what I would like to1

say nicely and ask you.  I am sorry to be2

antagonistic.3

But it is just putting good people out of4

business, no overall reduction in safety losses,5

and these conflicting regulations.  We just have a6

lot of issues with what is going on, and if there7

is just a way to not have the lawyers write these8

rules, have somebody with common sense sit down9

and say as long as you are doing a safely thing,10

we are not going to give you the 300 or the 500 or11

the $10,000 fine, if you are doing it safely, just12

because it technically violates the way a lawyer13

wrote something.14

Next slide, please.15

This is really how I feel about it, and I16

wish you would take this to heart.17

Help us work safer with less regulation. 18

Eliminate the current and proposed OSHA standards19

that can have OSHA technical violations but are20
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still safe, because safety culture and accident1

prevention is a state of mind with appropriate2

responsible work activities, not strictly3

regulation based on reaction.4

So, this is just one small phase of what5

is going on.  When you come to Seattle, you will6

hear about the other things - lumens, rain and7

snow.  We start at 6:00 a.m., it's dark.  I really8

do applaud your lockout and tagout.  That's an9

important thing.  People get hurt by10

lockout/tagout.  We are lax on it.  I look forward11

to having some regulations.12

We have some other issues with toilets. 13

I have to toilets for my guys, but what about I14

have got my 70 guys, but then there is another 10015

outside contractors. Am I going to get a ticket16

because these other hundred contractors are using17

my toilet, or do I say they don't use my toilet,18

they have got to bring their own toilet?19

MR. PURCELL:  Again, Mr. Dixon, you are20
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asking questions.  I think you have summarized1

your position and I appreciate your testimony.2

Let me ask, first of all, are there any3

participants who filed a notice of intent to4

appear that have any questions for Mr. Dixon?   A5

show of hands of anybody that has any questions?6

All right.  Not seeing any, I am sure the7

OSHA Panel has some questions.8

MS. SHORTALL:  Yes, Your Honor, but I9

would like to take care of -- dare I risk the word10

-- a few housekeeping issues first.11

I would like to have a hard copy of Mr.12

Dixon's slide presentation entered into the13

aforementioned docket as Exhibit No. 063, Mr.14

Dixon's CV as 0163.1, and a letter, an e-mail that15

Mr. Dixon sent to Ms. Joy Flack of OSHA as 0163.2.16

Mr. Dixon, I want to make sure I ask you17

about this, since your testimony didn't cover18

that, you will get to respond to it.19

Yes, we have questions, but first I would20
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like to say to Mr. Dixon, thank you so much for1

coming today, and I want to applaud the passion2

that you have about the issue.  We don't always3

get people that come here that care quite as4

deeply as you do, so we will take your comments as5

indicating that you really, really care about it6

and that you want to stay active in this7

rulemaking, and once again, we just appreciate you8

coming all this distance.9

We are going to start the questions with10

--11

MR. PURCELL:  Before you do, Ms.12

Shortall, let me admit those exhibits into13

evidence, and I want to make sure that I got the14

numbers right.15

You indicated the first one was 063 --16

MS. SHORTALL:  The PowerPoint17

presentation is 0163.  The bio is 0163.1.  The18

e-mail exchange is 0163.2.19

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you.  Those exhibits20
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will be admitted into the record.1

MR. DIXON:  And then I had a letter, it2

was the comments from the 17th of March.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Those have already been4

entered into the record.5

MR. DIXON:  I found when I mailed it in,6

I had 2007, so the one I handed you has 2008 on7

it, the proper date.8

MS. SHORTALL:  That's okay.9

We are going to start with Ms. Wangdahl.10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Mr. Dixon, it is quite11

obvious that you have done a thorough analysis12

between the existing and the proposed, so I am13

only going to ask yo a few questions specifically14

related to housekeeping since that is where you15

kept your presentation.16

You stated in your testimony that you are17

not having slips, trips, and fall hazards, so I am18

just curious, if we can talk just a little bit19

about what you are doing to prevent those, your20
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training programs or you reference the Apitong,1

you know, what kind of provisions are you making2

to prevent those slips, trips, and falls?3

MR. DIXON:  To clarify again, slips,4

trips, and falls we do have in bilges and we do5

have them in unguarded, unsuspected areas.6

Each of our employees goes through a full7

day orientation when he gets hired, so whether8

it's a new guy or an old experienced guy, we are9

putting the old, experienced guys through that10

same one-day training just to bring them back up11

to speed, and that is another thing that is time12

consuming and costly that the yards below us don't13

do, that is covered in our burden.14

So, we associate these guys, we let them15

know the type of vessels they are working on, and16

that there are hazards around and that they are17

looking out, the old story of one hand for18

yourself and one hand for the ship, okay.19

We drive into our guys a safety culture,20
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we tell them we want them to go home at night1

safe, and we want them back, we need them back to2

work the next day.  I can't live with too many new3

employees.  I have to have my current crew doing4

it.  That is why people come to us, because we are5

experienced with their type of bullets for making6

them survive the Bering Sea.7

I can't have a whole brand-new work8

force.  I can't afford injuries.  We just drill9

into them that safety culture, and we do that10

through very experienced people that have been in11

this business for a long time.12

The other thing is these are small boats. 13

There is no mystery to it.  When there are things14

on deck, people just don't chew bubble gum and15

whistle up in the air.  They have purpose, they16

have work they are doing.  They know what they are17

doing.  These are professionals.18

MS. WANGDAHL:  I am sorry, the Apitong,19

that is specifically on the decks to help, have20
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the equipment --1

MR. DIXON:  Slide, yes, and I don't know2

that everyone knows, but yes, when we have slick3

surfaces, we will put a little bit of sand down,4

we will do different things.  If it is not one of5

the working surfaces that the boat has, then, we6

already have sand-painted down on all the fixed7

areas in the shipyard, but when we have a boat8

that has sliding pots on deck, our workers know9

that those are crab boats that have slippery10

decks, and we have experimented with fur, and then11

they used a plastic kind that was a little too12

slippery, and then the crabbers went back to the13

more durable Apitong, so it is just one of those14

things.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Is that a surface, is it16

slippery even when it's dry?17

MR. DIXON:  No, when it's wet.18

MS. WANGDAHL:  Thank you.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Daddura has questions.20
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MR. DADDURA:  Yes, Mr. Dixon.  You said1

you are kind of in support of a lockout/tagout2

program.  Do you have one currently in your yards?3

MS. SHORTALL:  We have locks, we have4

tags, I have a written piece of paper.  My5

machinists and electricians know and have been6

told and have read the piece of paper and know we7

have in the tool room the locks and the tags, and8

as I said, we have a written actual piece of9

paper.  I would prefer that it be a mandatory10

thing.11

MR. DADDURA:  What do you do with12

contractors coming in as far as working right13

alongside your people in the same systems?14

MR. DIXON:  Have you ever herded cats?15

MR. DADDURA:  Yeah.16

MR. DIXON:  It's terrible, it's an17

impossible situation.  I don't know how you are18

ever going to control and make this thing safer to19

be honest with you.20
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We have got captains, we have got1

engineers, we have got contractors that speak2

English, we have got contractors that don't.  We3

have got multiple phases, engine guys, radar guys,4

everything you can imagine, and none of them are5

into lockout and tagout.6

I have seen guys almost wrapped around7

the axle, wrapped around a propeller shaft more8

than once.  It's scary.9

MR. DADDURA:  Your injury rate, do you10

have an injury rate that --11

MR. DIXON:  I will send you all that12

data, yes, I will give you the last -- actually, I13

have it going back.  Lots of it is asbestosis,14

carpal tunnel, one guy went so far as to write the15

name mattress on his overalls, his name was Matt,16

known for sleeping and laying down on the job, he17

went out with permanent back disabilities, you18

know, so we have a lot of that, we have a lot of19

those types of injuries, let me tell you.20
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It's rough work, lifting, you know, these1

guys lift big wrenches, they do big things.  They2

have big bilge blocks.  They get strains, they get3

back strains, they get arm strains.4

We have got horseplay, throwing monkey5

balls and heaving lines, and, you know,6

25-year-old kid throwing his arm socket out7

because he is chucking something at somebody else,8

kick boxing on a block to get it in place, and9

then slipping down.  Those are the kind of10

accidents we have, idiot stuff, nothing that your11

rules are going to do anything for, just common12

sense.13

MR. DADDURA:  What about your shop area,14

things of that nature, when you repair your15

equipment, do you use 29 CFR 1910.147 as your --16

MR. DIXON:  Sort of, sort of.  We are17

pretty lax.  Like I say, I am -- lockout/tagout18

was one of the last things on my list as I took19

over eight years ago, and I just never got around20
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to it.1

MR. DADDURA:  Thank you for being honest.2

MR. DIXON:  No, the Board is there, you3

know, the piece of paper is there.  You could4

probably have a guy come in and he would probably,5

oh, yeah, this looks good.6

MR. DADDURA:  Do you think there is a7

problem with basing your knowledge of the fishing8

vessels, is there a problem on identifying9

multiple power sources to equipment aboard ship,10

like a back-up generator or --11

MR. DIXON:  Well, I know them because I12

designed them, but anybody else would have a13

problem, so yes and no, it depends on your level14

of experience, but there are multiples, yes.15

MR. DADDURA:  A question not related to16

the subpart, you are an architect and engineer by17

trade, correct?18

MR. DIXON:  Right.19

MR. DADDURA:  What standards do you20
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follow when designing and building a vessel, a1

fishing vessel, for example, or any vessel, is2

there a set like, you know, building code or --3

MR. DIXON:  Yes, I actually wrote a paper4

comparing our codes to the building codes for a5

magazine. It's like building a ship is like6

building the Seattle or, you know, the World Trade7

Center except it has got to be totally contained8

and have its own sewage system, you can't connect9

it up to anything, and then you have got to lay it10

on its side to launch it and then you have got to11

subject it continuously through its life to the12

equivalent of an earthquake as it goes through the13

waves.14

So, very similar to building a building,15

not, but --16

MR. DADDURA:  But you understand the17

standards.18

MR. DIXON:  Yes, the standards are the19

American Bureau of Shipping, Lloyd's Register,20
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NKK.  There is Bureau of Veritas, the French,1

Regulatory Italiano.  So, there is like six or2

seven major classification societies, 11 are major3

members of IAX, and then there is 30 of them all4

together if you want to build it with no rules. 5

Okay?6

Then, each Flag State has its own7

statutory authority relative to like the Coast8

Guard is a concern, so you have those sets of9

rules.  For uninspected vessels, fishing vessels,10

it is just we are doing it like ABS.  Okay.11

MR. DADDURA:  When you order your12

equipment, do you accept locks like your13

disconnect switches?14

MR. DIXON:  Don't have a clue what you15

are talking about.16

MR. DADDURA:  Well, 1910 requires locks17

on de-energized equipment, and usually a18

disconnect switch or a switch that turns the19

machinery off, it's in off position, you look it20
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into off position with the authorized employee.  I1

just wonder if you know about that.2

MR. DIXON:  No.3

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  That's all I got.4

MR. DIXON:  I need to read that a little5

more obviously.  It is not my expertise level.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Bolon will ask the7

questions next.8

MR. BOLON:  When you said that you were a9

little lax on lockout/tagout, were you just10

describing your own shipyard, can you tell us what11

other shipyards in your area might be?12

MR. DIXON:  I will let Amy speak to that13

issue, because she has had some conversations with14

the other member yards of the PSSA, the ones that15

aren't members of the PSSA is zip, nadda.16

MR. BOLON:  Thanks.17

MR. DIXON:  And I really mean nothing.  I18

mean electronic tech goes up, turns on a radar,19

wham, somebody is down.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Burt has a couple of1

questions for you, too.2

MR. BURT:  Hi.  I just wanted to ask a3

bit more about your point about the grinders. 4

Tell me a little bit more just what it is that EPA5

requires that you feel and that OSHA wouldn't let6

you do or there would be an interference.7

MR. DIXON:  Right.  The term is "fugitive8

dust," and fugitive dust is dust that even if it9

were a dead-still day and we had some tarps10

around, they can still give us a $10,000 fine11

because we had dust there even though it fell on12

our property, and I have my own containment13

system, my own process plant, I didn't pollute a14

damn thing, they can still give me a $10,000 fine15

and put me in jail for a year.  If I don't have a16

vacuum device, a positive sucking vacuum that17

encloses the head of that grinder, which basically18

makes a grinder non-useful, that is why nobody19

puts them on there, but there are one or two out20
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there right now, but it is called, the brand name1

is Fine, F-i-n-e.  They are from Germany I2

believe, but they just have a regular on/off3

switch, click on, click off, and the port of4

Edmunds [ph], the Department of Ecology saw these5

Fine grinders  with the nice vacuum, it goes to6

Shop Vac, said this is great, we are going to make7

everybody have them.  No dead-man switch.8

MR. BURT:  So, let me be sure I9

understand.  There is nothing innately10

conflicting, it's just there is no piece of11

equipment you know of on the market that would12

satisfy both rules, is that correct?13

MR. DIXON:  That's correct.14

MR. BURT:  Thank you.15

MR. DIXON:  So,  you wrote a regulation16

around non-reality.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Dixon, I have a few18

questions, as well.  If you have said this,19

please, I apologize, but I didn't catch it.  How20
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many employees do you have at your shop?1

MR. DIXON:  We have currently today2

around 50 union in five trades, electricians,3

machinists, shipwrights, boilermakers, and4

painters, laborers in those five unions, and then5

17 administrative.6

MS. SHORTALL:  You have said that your7

goal is not to be having to hire new people all8

the time, so on average, how long have your9

employees probably been with you?10

MR. DIXON:  They stick.  I will get you11

some demographics and actually, we had some12

retirements.  Our age dropped recently with three13

or four old retirements, and I am going to do a14

before and after, so you can see our average age. 15

It will be fun.16

MS. SHORTALL:  So, basically, you are17

saying they have stayed a long time until they18

have retired.19

MR. DIXON:  Right.  So, I have got an20
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aging work force with aches and strains.1

MS. SHORTALL:  I am sorry?  You have an2

aging work force.3

MR. DIXON:  Yes, and knees, that's4

another one.  It's arthritis, but it is insurable5

by USL&H.  Thank you.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Do you have non-English7

speaking workers?8

MR. DIXON:  I have about five English9

Second Language of the 50, I would say, maybe six,10

and they all can read almost, one or two can't,11

but I think most all of them do, but then the12

owners hire crews of 5 or 10 just totally13

non-English at all.14

MS. SHORTALL:  How do you or what do you15

do to make sure that those employees understand16

either what it is they are supposed to do, what it17

is they are not supposed to do, and what hazards18

might be present?19

MR. DIXON:  Well, I used to yell at them,20
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and then I got a guy to -- a translator -- to tell1

them if they put paint in the water or didn't use2

their safety harness that they would cut their3

gonads off literally, and now I just ban from the4

yard if after you catch them a few times, because5

we have got people call them in, you know,6

occasionally, or I just say, hey, you just can't7

work here anymore.8

MS. SHORTALL:  What is the physical size9

or dimension of your shipyard?10

MR. DIXON:  About 2 1/2 acres.11

MS. SHORTALL:  Two and a half acres and12

how long does it take you on average to repair a13

vessel once it comes in?14

MR. DIXON:  The Northwestern just spent15

$750,000 over a three-month period.16

MS. SHORTALL:  And when you build a ship,17

how long does that usually take?18

MR. DIXON:  That is about a 10-month19

affair and four or five million, six million, but20
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we don't build them anymore.1

MS. SHORTALL:  One of the things we did2

in the proposal, in the sanitation provision, was3

to include a requirement, but try to find out from4

employees whether this would be helpful, to allow5

employers to provide potable water in individual6

bottles instead of in larger containers, so I was7

wondering what do you do in your shipyard, and8

would that proposal be helpful for you?9

MR. DIXON:  That is totally contrary to10

Mayor Greg Nichols of Seattle, who has banned all11

bottles of water from the City, and we are12

following that dictate, and we have gotten rid of13

even our large bottles, and we have, at great14

expense, piped in water coolers with filters that15

we change out, and so I have, in three or four16

specific areas of the yard, push-button water17

coolers that have filters on them.18

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Thank you.19

Oh, I am sorry, you can't hear me up20
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there?  All right.  This is as close as it will1

go.  I will just talk a little bit louder.2

When you have employees working in3

confined spaces, do you have a certain policy for4

checking on them to make sure that they are still5

okay?6

MR. DIXON:  Sort of.7

MS. SHORTALL:  Could you tell me about8

that policy?9

MR. DIXON:  We have a written policy10

relative to someone at the hatch at all times with11

a cell phone, I believe.12

MS. SHORTALL:  We also, in the sanitation13

provision, suggested to employers that maybe it14

might be easier for you to use waterless hand15

cleaning agents, so our proposal would permit16

that.17

Is that something you do currently? 18

Would this be helpful to you?  Could you tell us19

your current practices?20
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MR. DIXON:  If I cut down the amount of1

time that these guys like to spend in the toilet,2

I would probably have a revolution.3

MS. SHORTALL:  So, would it be helpful,4

then, to allow employer to use waterless --5

MR. DIXON:  The union would probably file6

a grievance.7

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  I was wondering,8

what are the concerns that we had about people in9

shipyards, where they are eating, drinking, and10

smoking.  Have you established certain areas that11

they are to do that?12

MR. DIXON:  Don't get me going on13

hexavalent chrome.14

MS. SHORTALL:  No, I am not talking about15

--16

MR. DIXON:  Well, I am going to talk17

about it now that you brought it up.  You guys are18

nuts, I hate to say that, but, you know, you wrote19

this hexavalent chrome business not realizing that20
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once it cools down, and lands around, and goes, or1

whatever, it becomes trivalent and doesn't hurt2

anybody, and here we thought we had all these3

rules where we are going to have to take all our4

clothes off and have all segregated stuff, and all5

these sorts of things, and it was just driving us6

nuts, and it was based on bad science.7

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, this is not8

the hexachrome rulemaking.  Could I move on to my9

next question?10

MR. DIXON:  I am sorry, I thought --11

MR. PURCELL:  The answer is not12

responsive.  I am not sure what he was responding13

to.14

MR. DIXON:  We have areas near where they15

weld that don't have hermetic sealing from where16

they eat, so maybe that answers your question.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Before lunch, Mr. Dixon,18

you handed me a letter -- actually, not a letter19

-- an e-mail that you had written to Joy Flack at20
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OSHA concerning an OSHA interpretation letter to a1

Mr. Bizland, which is currently in the record.2

You said you wanted to address this in3

your testimony, and I wanted to give you a chance4

to do so.  We have already entered the response5

e-mail into the record as 0163.2.  Do you have a6

copy of it?7

MR. DIXON:  No, I don't.  I gave you my8

original.  Thank you.9

Basically, for the audience, I was10

concerned.  We are forced, and I don't mind it, we11

have 15 out of the 50 that are CPR and First-Aid12

trained, and we voluntarily have an AED, and I13

recommend that.14

But what I struggled with is that if we15

are going off to a dock four docks down and we16

need to send one guy or two guys, and one of them17

doesn't happen to be CPR First Aid trained, then,18

the union does a walkout on me, okay?19

I said, well, gosh, you know, we have got20
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the fire department here, isn't that good enough,1

and the fire department responded yeah, we are2

literally six blocks away from you.  Six blocks,3

that is not very far, so we can get there is five4

minutes, no problem, but, you know, we can never5

guarantee that, because what if we are on another6

call and it has to be the one, the station that is7

30 blocks away, which still isn't very far, but8

that is in excess of five minutes.9

Then, Joy wrote back to me, and you guys10

were talking about five minutes here, or I got11

this letter that's in the record now of three to12

four minutes.  I know the value of restarting a13

guy's heart in three to four minutes, okay. 14

Actually, you want to get it going and you want to15

get them breathing again in one or two to give him16

a chance to survive.  Five, waiting on the fire17

department is not good, even if they make it in18

five, so that is why I bought an AED is just for19

that reason, and that is why I have guys trained. 20
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So, I have mitigated my risk to a very good1

degree, but I don't want you telling me that just2

because I am sending a guy down to tighten a nut3

on a boat that is four docks down, that I have got4

to send two guys down there CPR/First Aid trained. 5

It just doesn't make any sense.6

You have got to look at all the engine7

vendors out there, okay?  They are going down,8

they send the guy down, he is working down in that9

engine room by himself. Okay?  And there may or10

may not be somebody on the boat. He's, you know,11

turning some valves or adjusting something and12

then he leaves.13

That's the world of small boats.  Does it14

mean that every job that is out there has to have15

two people, one that is First Aid trained and one16

that isn't, because the fire department is not17

going to make it there in three to four minutes18

that everyone is hanging their hat on right now in19

this record.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Now, you indicated to me1

to mitigate your risk, you decided to train2

people.  Of your I guess 67 people that you have,3

how many people have you trained?4

MR. DIXON:  I think we have about 13 to5

15.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Thirteen to 15 people.7

MR. DIXON:  Yes.8

MS. SHORTALL:  Are those in all of the9

different crafts that you have?10

MR. DIXON:  Yes, equally spread and the11

office, but the problem is the smaller operators12

don't do that.  We have to have a higher charge13

out rate.  At some point in time, that little14

graph that I showed you, there is going to be a15

real big bubble there and there is nothing going16

to be down below.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Now, why did you -- I mean18

currently, the standard would not require, I mean19

the existing standard, the number of First Aid20
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providers you have, so why did you decide it was1

so important not to just have one or two, but to2

move up to 13, 15?3

MR. DIXON:  Because of your rule, if I4

send somebody off site to another place, I have5

got to have a guy available to go with him.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  How did you7

convince the owners of the company that you felt8

it was important to have more people be trained,9

and it was worth the expense?10

MR. DIXON:  Well, they hired me because I11

had experience in these matters, and so when it12

comes to items like safety or capital improvements13

or environmental, I am not questioned.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  I have two more15

questions.  One is, you said you purchased an AED,16

and we heard earlier about the price that another17

company was paying for an AED, and we have been18

hearing a lot about the cost of AED is really19

dropping.20
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So, were you able to get an AED at a good1

price?2

MR. DIXON:  2,500.3

MS. SHORTALL:  2,500.  All right.4

MR. DIXON:  But that was three years ago.5

MS. SHORTALL:  Because you have a lot of6

areas where you have got places where you walk7

down and walk up, and other things, do you have a8

system of warning things that you put in front of9

areas to alert people, you know, this is open10

right now, or you are going to have a step going11

down, or anything like that?12

MR. DIXON:  When you saw the one13

construction area on a dock where we are doing14

dock repairs, then, we have the proper guardings15

and everything up, but to answer your base16

question, no, it is just common sense.17

MS. SHORTALL:  I want to thank you very18

much for coming here today and answering all the19

questions, and for being willing to send us all20
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the different data.1

MR. DIXON:  May I make one last comment? 2

It would have to do with -- this is in the record3

already.4

MS. SHORTALL:  Yes.5

MR. DIXON:  Just my final last comment,6

and this was the letter I wrote, and it had to do7

with there was 130 pages of preamble and then 1508

pages of regulation.  I don't know if I have my9

numbers just right in this proposed deal.  It was10

a big set of documents.  Okay.  You know what I am11

referring to, this deal, the preamble.12

MS. SHORTALL:  The preamble.13

MR. DIXON:  The general preamble painted14

a biased, overly graphic picture of us all, good,15

safe operators and bad, as well, being involved in16

an extremely dangerous profession.  This has the17

possibility to destroying our insurance ratings18

when it may be only a few irresponsible operators19

that have caused your reaction, and we ask for20
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some apology, clarification, or retraction1

interrogator that regard from you for -- I don't2

know this word very well -- castigating, for3

painting this with such a big, black brush, the4

entire industry, because somebody's statistician5

did some rule in the statistics and did some means6

and averages, and says you guys are bad people.7

That is just not very nice, and I think8

you should apologize to us, the people that are9

good operators.10

MS. SHORTALL:  I appreciate your concern11

and I will point out, as a person who has read12

this preamble, that we were definitely mindful of13

the major improvements that the industry has made14

in reducing the injury and illness rates and15

fatality rates in the last 10 years, and I think16

we made a good point of marking that out in the17

preamble as well.18

So, we have definitely tried to also19

paint a record of improvement by the industry, and20
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it looks like if we have as many passionate caring1

persons out there dealing with safety and health,2

I am sure we will continue to make more and I3

appreciate your time to come here today and talk4

with us.5

MR. DIXON:  Thank you.6

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Dixon.7

The next panel of witnesses include Stacy8

Ballow, Jim Thorton, and Dan Nadeau, if you will9

come up to the stage.10

Gentlemen, if each of you, after you get11

seated and comfortable there, would state your12

full name for the record, and identify the party13

or parties on behalf of who you are appearing14

today.15

MR. BALLOW:  Yes, Your Honor, I am Stacy16

Ballow. I am the General Counsel for the American17

Shipbuilding Association.18

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Mr. Ballow.19

Next, Mr. Thorton.20
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MR. THORTON:  Yes, it's James Thorton. 1

My title is Director of Environmental Health and2

Safety, Northrop Grumman Shipbuilding.3

MR. PURCELL:  Mr. Nadeau.4

MR. NADEAU:  Yes, I am Dan Nadeau.  I am5

the Director of Environmental Health and Safety at6

Bath Iron Works.7

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Nadeau, let8

me make sure I have the spelling correct.  The9

last name is N-a-d-e-a-u?10

MR. NADEAU:  That is correct, sir.11

MR. PURCELL:  Mr. Ballow, is that12

B-a-l-l-e-w or o-w?13

MR. BALLOW:  B-a-l-l-o-w.14

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you very much.15

Who is going to be offering testimony16

this afternoon?17

MR. BALLOW:  I will.18

MR. PURCELL:  If you are ready, you may19

proceed.20
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MR. BALLOW:  Thank you, Your Honor.1

The American Shipbuildng Association,2

ASA, appreciates this opportunity to speak with3

OSHA on some of the concerns our industry has with4

the Agency's proposed rule on general working5

conditions in shipyard employment, which is the6

first  major rewrite of existing safety standards7

for shipyards since their adoption in 1972.8

As you know, the proposed rule represents9

a substantial revision of existing regulatory10

standards under Subpart F of 29 CFR Section 1915,11

which addresses the control of working conditions12

in shipyards.  In addition to those changes, OSHA13

is including new requirements affecting the14

control of hazardous energy, otherwise known as15

lockout/tagout provisions.16

Although these lockout/tagout provisions17

have probably drawn the most attention to the18

proposed rule, there are other provisions in it19

that concern us, as well. We will attempt to20
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address these concerns as adequately as possible1

in the context of this hearing, and we will submit2

post-hearing comments for the administrative3

record if necessary.4

The health, safety, and well-being of our5

member work force of approximately 60,000 are the6

first priority for ASA.  Without the highly7

skilled men and women who work at our shipyards,8

our industry could not exist, but ASA values the9

safety of shipyard workers as evidenced in part by10

the fact that we have partnered with OSHA since11

2003 and an alliance agreement that seeks to12

promote cooperative relationships between13

management, labor, and OSHA, and the14

implementation of comprehensive safety and health15

management systems at workplaces.16

In fact, almost 50 percent of our17

employees come to work each day at OSHA voluntary18

protection program sites.  Our past performance is19

a testament to the fact that we value this20
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relationship with OSHA and ensuring a safe and1

quality working environment for the men and women2

who build the safest and most technologically3

advanced ships in the world.  Indeed, our safety4

record further demonstrates how seriously we take5

measures to ensure against injuries and fatalities6

to the great extent possible.7

Our 70 percent reduction in injury and8

illness rates in the shipbuilding industry since9

1995 surpasses by far the rate reduction for10

general industry during the same time frame.11

With this proposed rule, OSHA seeks to12

apply general industry standards specifically to13

the shipbuilding industry.  Doing so, however,14

would reverse the Agency's long-standing15

acknowledgment that general industry standards are16

not suited to the unique nature of  the17

shipbuilding industry.18

In the preamble to 29 CFR 1910.147, which19

are the general industry standards for20
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lockout/tagout requirements, OSHA specifically1

excluded shipyards because of the unique nature of2

our industry was such that general industry3

standards were not a logical fit.4

With this proposed rule, however, OSHA5

now applies those general industry requirements to6

shipyards despite the fact that the unique nature7

of the shipbuilding industry is not changed.8

The nature of the shipbuilding industry9

remains such that it is not suited to a10

one-size-fits-all approach to safety regulation. 11

ASA strongly recommends that OSHA  develop a12

performance-based standard that allows shipyards13

to continue using current programs designed for14

hazardous energy control and shipbuilding, repair,15

maintenance, and overhaul that have been16

painstakingly developed over time and whose proven17

track record speaks for itself, thus surpassing18

the safety performance of the general industry and19

the general industry standards by which it is20
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regulated.1

Establish programs like the Navy's Tagout2

User's Manual, or TUM, which is the current3

industry standard, are much better suited for4

achieving safety goals in the shipbuilding and5

ship repair industry.6

Our shipyards are sprawling facilities7

where massive mobile structures, such as aircraft8

carriers, destroyers, submarines, amphibious9

assault ships, supply ships, and national security10

cutters are built and repaired.11

The large Navy and Coast Guard vessels we12

build and work on must meet strict military13

specifications and standards that have evolved14

over a long period of time.  ASA will always agree15

with measures taken to increase safety, but the16

proposed rule as it is currently written is not17

feasible for the type of work we do in many18

instances.19

The language is often too specific or20
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rigid and its desired effects would be better1

served if the standard allowed more flexibility in2

order for individual facilities to adapt and apply3

the requirements in a performance-based and cost4

effective manner.5

The proposed rule references as a6

justification for itself, a review of current and7

best practices for hazardous energy control or8

tagout in shipyards, which was published by the9

National Shipbuilding Research Program, or NSRP,10

in 2004, and based on an analysis of Bureau of11

Labor statistics data.12

The study cites 12 hazardous energy13

control or tagout incidents resulting in 1414

fatalities from 1983 to 2000, a period of 1715

years.  The vast majority of these fatalities were16

caused by procedures not being properly followed17

rather than the existence of inadequacies in the18

procedures themselves, in other words, ASA does19

not believe that the additional controls now being20
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proposed in this rule would have prevented those1

deaths.2

Electrical fatalities are more often than3

not the result of a failure to adhere to existing4

safe electrical practices rather than5

lockout/tagout related. Our shipyards have already6

adopted the Section 1910.147, General Industry7

Standard for Control of Hazardous Energy for8

Land-Based Systems, because they are significantly9

less complex.10

Employees performing land-based11

maintenance and repair capable of identifying and12

securing energy sources due to complexity of13

shipboard systems, experts are relied upon to14

identify and control systems to allow safe work by15

employees who might not have a complete16

understanding of the complex multi-source energy17

systems.  In fact, ASA believes that because of18

the complexity of shipboard system operations,19

imposing traditional general industry  standards20
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aboard ships will actually expose our employees to1

increased risk.2

ASA has other concerns about the proposed3

rule as well.  OSHA emphasizes the value of4

flexible performance-based language and summary5

and explanation of the proposed standard is an6

important means by which to reduce the need for7

revisions when changes in control strategy and8

advances in technology and industry practice9

occur.10

Yet, the proposal itself includes a11

considerable amount of prescriptive language. 12

Because they pervade the proposal somewhat, we13

suggest that some of the terms be defined a little14

differently in Section 1915.95, the Definition15

Section, such as affected employee, authorized16

employee, hazardous or toxic substances, hot tap,17

and walking and working surfaces.18

We will mention some of the other19

sections briefly here in numerical order.  Under20
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Section 1915.81, Housekeeping, some of the1

requirements should be more general instead of2

narrowly defined as a matter of practical3

application.4

For example, requiring that slippery5

conditions on walkways or working surfaces shall6

be eliminated as they occur is not realistic as7

written.  Requiring that cords be hung over or8

placed under walking and working surfaces is also9

not realistic given the definition of the term in10

Section 1915.95.11

Ensuring that walking and working12

surfaces have adequate space for work and passage13

is very problematic given the extremely confined14

and compartmentalized nature of the vessels being15

built and worked on in shipyards.16

The proposed definition of walking and17

working surfaces would subject all areas of our18

shipyards and the ships we work on to impractical,19

unreasonable, and cost prohibitive requirements20
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for material and line lead management.1

Under Section 1915.82, Lighting, a2

performance based standard should be used instead3

of the ANSI standard reflected in the proposal's4

table.  OSHA does not include cost estimates for5

the implementation or for the compliance6

measurements that would be necessitated by the7

proposal.8

As currently worded, the proposal would9

require explosion-proof portable light in areas10

with no potential for an explosive atmosphere.11

Under Section 1915.83, Utilities, the12

manufacturer's recommendation should be followed13

regarding steam lines.  Performance-based language14

should be used to allow for a variety of methods15

to ensure that employees are protected from hot16

piping instead of a prescripted physical barrier17

requirement.18

Under Section 1915.84, Work in Confined19

or Isolated Spaces, we agree in principle with20
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ensuring the accountability of all personnel1

entering confined or isolated spaces.  Again,2

though, performance based language should be used3

instead of prescriptive language requiring that4

personal identification be hung outside these5

spaces, for example.6

Under Section 1915.85, Vessel Radar and7

Radio Transmitters, ASA suggests allowing8

shipyards to follow the manufacturer's9

recommendations when operating, repairing, or10

testing vessel radar and radio transmitters.11

Under Section 1915.87, Medical Services12

and First Aid, the phrase "at each work location,"13

is too prescriptive.  Speed and adequacy of14

medical attention should be the criteria15

emphasized rather than increasing on-site medical16

staff.17

Also, the section's drenching facility18

requirements are fundamentally unrealistic.  The19

definition of hazardous or toxic substances is an20
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issue here, as well, because it's overly broad.1

Under Section 1915.88, Sanitation, either2

the industry standard found in Section 1910.141 or3

State or local building or plumbing codes should4

be utilized instead of the 9:00 to 1:00 employee5

to toilet ratio proposed. This involves sewer and6

plumbing systems infrastructure. It is not just a7

matter of buying more to toilets.8

In addition, properly maintained portable9

toilets should be permitted to reach the Section10

1910.141, Toilet Numbers, to account for mobile11

work forces and fluctuations in employee12

populations.13

Here again the overly broad definition of14

the term hazardous or toxic substances create15

impracticable requirements and high associated16

costs.17

There is also a concern here that18

employees will be prohibited from eating,19

drinking, and smoking in the workplace due to the20
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overly broad definition of the term "hazardous or1

toxic substances."2

ASA recommends the deletion of Subpart J3

because of issues already addressed in Section4

1915.89, Lockout/Tagout.  Under Section 1915.89,5

Control of Hazardous Energy or Lockout/Tagout,"6

there is formidable additional cost created with7

no safety value added to justify  the taxpayer8

investment.9

The most troublesome component of this10

part of the proposal is the requirement for11

shipboard individual employee involvement in check12

in and check out.  Group lockout/tagout13

requirements should be separated from individual14

requirements.15

Hot tapping should be excluded. The16

lockout/tagout standards of Section 1910.147 and17

Section 1910.269, Touch on Technologies,18

addressing some of these issues which might be a19

better application.20
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ASA conservatively estimates that the1

proposed rule will result in a cost to the2

American taxpayers well over $200 million.  This3

figure is based on an estimated cost of4

approximately 100 million for the six ASA member5

shipyards in addition to the Navy's 120 million6

cost estimate for its four nuclear shipyards.7

The largest contributor to this estimate8

is the proposal's required individual employee9

involvement in group lockout/tagout.  Most of10

these costs are recurring rather than a one-time11

investments.12

These estimates do not include estimates13

for the Navy's non-nuclear facilities, nor do they14

include estimates for the approximately 100 medium15

and small sized shipyards represented by the16

Shipbuilders Council of America.17

These cost estimates also do not include18

the large population of contractors and visitors19

associated with shipyards.  This cost estimate20
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exceeds by far the $100 million threshold that1

triggers additional scrutiny under the unfunded2

mandates reform act of 1995, and Executive Orders3

12875 and 12866.4

The proposed rule itself states that a5

standard is reasonably necessary or appropriate6

within the meaning of Section 38 of the Osha Act7

if it substantially reduces or eliminated8

significant risk, is economically feasible, is9

technologically feasible, is cost effective, is10

consistent with prior agency action or is a11

justified departure.12

If supported by substantial evidence and13

is better able to effectuate the Act's purposes14

than any national consensus standard it15

supersedes.  We would argue that the proposed rule16

fails to meet the majority of those requirements.17

Given the shipbuilding industry's track18

record on safety, we cannot see how the proposed19

rule can substantially reduce or eliminate20
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significant risk.  The proposed rules identifies1

the standard is economically feasible if industry2

can absorb or pass on the cost of compliance3

without threatening its long-term profitability or4

competitive structure.5

The cause for concern in that requirement6

is the phrase "absorb or pass on the cost of7

compliance," which is precisely what would happen8

at taxpayer expense.  Hundreds and millions of9

dollars would ultimately be added to the cost of10

Navy and Coast Guard ships by this rule, which11

completely undermines OSHA's stated requirement12

for cost effectiveness.13

The proposed rule states that a standard14

is cost effective if the protective measures it15

requires are the least costly of available16

alternatives that achieve the same level of17

protection.  Again, given the shipbuilding18

industry's safety record and the price tag for19

this rewrite of existing standards, it does not20
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appear that the proposed rule could meet its own1

requirement for cost effectiveness.2

There is no demonstrable safety value3

added by the proposal rule to represent a4

reasonable return on taxpayer investment, on the5

taxpayer investment involved in the construction6

of our nation's Navy and Coast Guard fleet.7

Ultimately, OSHA's implementation of this8

rule could result in decreasing the number of Navy9

and Coast Guard ships built by the United States. 10

Doing so would not only diminish our national and11

economic security, but it would also result in the12

loss of untold thousands of jobs without a13

substantial reduction or elimination of14

significant risk for those who managed to remain15

employed in shipyards.16

In conclusion, ASA understands that the17

Department of Labor and OSHA seek to strike a18

reasonable and realistically attainable balance of19

Federal safety regulations, employment levels, and20
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responsible taxpayer investment.  ASA believes1

that the maximization of efficient government can2

be achieved to the benefit of all stakeholder in3

the shipbuilding industry.4

First, we must ask what is really broken5

here that needs to be fixed.  We believe the6

success of our current safety standard speaks for7

itself and cannot see how replacing as much with8

the general industry standards is wise given that9

the shipbuilding industry outperforms general10

industry and safety.11

We suggest that if OSHA truly believes12

safety can somehow be significantly improved13

through a revision of current standards, then, the14

Agency should consider extracting the15

lockout/tagout provisions from the proposed rule16

and work separately with the shipbuilding industry17

to develop a feasible alternative, perhaps even18

through negotiated rulemaking.19

OSHA and the shipbuilding industry also20
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have an existing advisory committee, MACOSH, which1

is perfectly capable of dealing specifically with2

lockout/tagout issues.3

Your consideration of these remarks and4

the opportunity to share them with you are very5

much appreciated, and the American Shipbuilding6

Association looks forward to continuing to work7

with OSHA to ensure the health, safety, and8

well-being of the people employed in the United9

States shipbuilding industry.10

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you very much, Mr.11

Ballow. Ms. Shortall, I believe you have a copy of12

Mr. Ballow's testimony.13

MS. SHORTALL:  Apparently, I don't yet. 14

Mr. Ballow is going to make one available.  At15

that time we will assign it an exhibit number and16

enter it into the record, Your Honor.17

MR. PURCELL:  Very good.  Let me ask if18

there are any individuals here who have filed19

notice of intent to appear who have questions for20
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Mr. Ballow or any of the other panel members.1

Not seeing any hands, I will turn it over2

to Ms. Shortall for questions for OSHA.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you.  First of all,4

I would like to thank the American Shipping5

Association, as well as Mr. Nadeau and Mr. Thorton6

for coming here today, and also thank you for your7

written comments that you submitted on the8

proposal.9

You all three included some very10

interesting specific examples which I think will11

help as we are developing a final rule.12

We would like to start the questions with13

Mr. Daddura.14

MR. DADDURA:  Gee, got right to the heart15

of the matter, right?  Lockout/tagout, gentlemen.16

I think I have been to both your yards a17

number of years, a number of times.  I do know,18

and please verify, you do have a lockout/tagout19

program currently active in both shipyards,20
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correct?1

MR. THORTON:  Yes.2

MR. NADEAU:  We do.3

MR. DADDURA:  Stacy, the other four4

shipyards  that aren't here today, can you verify5

they have a lockout/tagout program?6

MR. BALLOW:  Yes.7

MR. DADDURA:  You bring up some8

interesting points and some of these questions are9

going to get interesting.10

When you, give or take, seven years to11

build a nuclear aircraft carrier roughly?12

MR. THORTON:  Yes.13

MR. DADDURA:  When you order equipment,14

and it could be up to that seven year period, do15

you order the equipment, since you are buying it,16

correct, I mean do you order equipment that accept17

locks?18

MR. THORTON:  You mean in general do we19

order equipment specifically for the purpose of20
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accepting locks?  No.1

MR. DADDURA:  For the carrier, that is2

what you are building?3

MR. THORTON:  No.4

MR. DADDURA:  Can you answer why?5

MR. THORTON:  Well, in many cases, the6

devices that we are talking about are not amenable7

to locks, and I guess would require manufacturers8

to remanufacture those products so as to include9

locks.10

I think the other reason is11

administratively, we look to our existing program12

and we find that our existing program is very13

effective we believe, in reducing and preventing14

those types of injuries.  So, that is the other15

reason that we do not specify.16

The third reason is that much of the17

aircraft carrier, much of the work that we do for18

the Navy, we purchase materials with long leads,19

so I think the fact the timing of same is also a20
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factor, so we like to order materials long lead1

time, as well, so I think that does have a bearing2

in the specifying of specific attributes for3

specific equipment.4

MR. DADDURA:  And long leads you are5

meaning way in advance?6

MR. THORTON:  That's years, sometimes7

years, and I might add also much of our equipment8

is bought to specifications by our customer.  A9

customer will prescribe, you know, here is the10

bill of materials, if you will, and so a fourth11

factor in this is ordering and purchasing12

equipment that is specified by our customer.13

MR. DADDURA:  For a better term mil spec?14

MR. NADEAU:  Correct.15

MR. DADDURA:  Dan, you fall in the same16

thing, of course, you don't take so long to build17

your vessels.18

MR. NADEAU:  Take about 48 months to19

complete a vessel.20
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MR. DADDURA:  And you do a series of1

vessels?2

MR. NADEAU:  We currently have six on3

hand at the same time ongoing.4

MR. DADDURA:  When you order your5

materials well in advance also?6

MR. NADEAU:  Correct.7

MR. DADDURA:  And from I guess a layman's8

point of view, when you order that material, the9

Navy doesn't pay them, you pay them, correct?10

MR. NADEAU:  We pay them.11

MR. DADDURA:  You purchase the material?12

MR. NADEAU:  Correct.13

MR. DADDURA:  So, it's in Bath Iron Works14

name or Newport News' name, correct?15

MR. NADEAU:  We order material in16

accordance with the mil specification, correct.17

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Getting back to your18

programs, and, Stacy, I guess you can answer of19

the four, too, it is understood that if you follow20
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29 CFR 1910.147, you lay inside operations as far1

as maintenance and repair goes, is that correct?2

MR. THORTON:  I think that's correct,3

yes.4

MR. DADDURA:  Stacy, is that correct for5

the other four?6

MR. BALLOW:  Yes.7

MR. DADDURA:  Thank you.8

So, the real issue is when the vessels,9

building and repairing of Navy vessels, which10

primarily you five shipyards do?11

MR. THORTON:  Correct.12

MR. NADEAU:  I think the main thrust is13

really in the name of the standard.  You have a14

general industry standard that we are applying to15

shipbuilding.  As you know, OSHA standards are16

divided into four areas, agriculture,17

construction, maritime, and general industry, so I18

think many of the issues are precipitated by the19

fact that we are taking a general industry20
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standard and we are attempting to fit it to a very1

complex industry like shipbuilding.2

Shipbuilding, I guess the argument or the3

discussion around shipbuilding really isn't4

general industry when you sift through it.5

MR. DADDURA:  Can you further explain why6

that is so, because the hazards are the same?  You7

get caught up or electrocuted by a piece of8

equipment, it's the same thing in general industry9

as it is on board a vessel.  Why is it so10

difficult and so unique to where you can't comply,11

you don't want to comply?12

MR. THORTON:  I think, number one, is the13

complexity on an aircraft carrier, for example,14

you may have 75,000 devices that you are isolating15

at any one time.  You may have 3,000 people that16

are engaged in some way of that lockout/tagout17

process, so I think sheer volume is one,18

complexity is another.19

It is one thing to talk about lockout and20
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tagout of an engine lathe in a machine shop, and1

it is another to talk about a complex tagout of an2

electrical system on a nuclear-powered aircraft3

carrier.  There is just no comparison in the4

breadth and depth of those systems.5

MR. DADDURA:  What do you do for6

contractor control?  I know both yards are7

different.  If you have this lockout and tagout8

program currently in effect now for vessels, what9

do you do when contractor come on-board vessels,10

what lockout and tagout standard do they follow,11

do they follow 1910, or do they follow yours, or12

they follow the Navy's?  What exactly happens13

here?14

MR. NADEAU:  We don't have a15

lockout/tagout program on ships.  Let's make that16

clear.  I think you referred that we have a tagout17

program, because, for example, the cabinets18

currently do not accept a lock device on that19

particular cabinet, so we have no capability to do20
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it to start with.1

Under our program at Bath, as you know,2

Joe, we have contractors come in, but they follow3

our standard, we have systems experts located4

within a facility on those halls that control5

hazardous energy.6

For example, our electricians, we have7

500 electricians in the plant.  Only 50 of those,8

45 or 50 are what we call system experts.  So,9

anytime anybody works on those ships, whether it10

is our own employees, contractors, vendors,11

anybody, they have to follow the guideline and the12

authority of that particular ship system expert. 13

So, we lockout, we will tagout that particular14

system for that contractor.15

He validates it, so do we.16

MR. DADDURA:  Who actually applies the17

tags?18

MR. NADEAU:  Bath and Iron Works19

employees.20
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MR. DADDURA:  So, you are actually having1

a Bath and Iron Works employee putting on the tags2

where contract employees coming into work the3

system?4

MR. NADEAU:  That's correct, we control5

the system.6

MR. DADDURA:  For the record I guess and7

for clarification, you say it's a complex8

situation in systems on board vessels.  What about9

the complexity of the work force, like10

electricians versus machinists versus sheet metal11

workers versus riggers versus -- you know, right12

on down the line, that could be involved with this13

system or this pump, for example, can you give me14

any insight on how you control the work for those15

people?  How do you know when one finishes and the16

other one can start?17

MR. NADEAU:  In our shipyard and our18

process, Joe, any one of any of the trades, we19

have 26 trades that work within a facility,20
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anytime a system has to be worked on, has to go1

through one of the supervisors in charge of those2

expert responsible persons and get authority to3

shut those systems down, and he assigned the4

appropriate expert within that.5

One of the things I want to explain to6

you is although 50 people, for example, if someone7

were assigned to work a ventilation system, there8

are four or five guys within that 50 that know9

that system one end to the other, and so those10

guys would be assigned to that system to go make11

sure that anybody, you know, tinsmith or12

otherwise, would want to work that, those guys are13

responsible, make sure they isolate that system,14

validate it, check it, communicate that to those15

mechanics, and then release it for work.16

MR. THORTON:  Let me sort of speak to17

that from I guess from our perspective, in a Navy18

overall nuclear perspective, I guess largely work19

processes are governed by what is called the20
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WAF-TUM, Work Authorization Form, Tagout User's1

Manual.2

That requires close coordination between3

all of the trades.  The Navy is the owner of the4

vessel, the Navy is the expert on the vessel, and5

so the WAF-TUM system requires close coordination6

between operations to ensure that there is7

consistency, that the left hand knows what the8

right hand is doing, and that risks and injuries9

are kept to an absolute minimum.10

We are also aware that the WAF-TUM system11

has been reviewed by the Agency, I think, and is12

bound to be acceptable, as an acceptable13

protection, an acceptable standard or acceptable14

procedure, I should say in regard to ensuring15

personnel electrical safety, and we believe that16

to be true.17

MR. DADDURA:  That's VPP, I guess,18

review?19

MR. THORTON:  Yes.  I think the VPP, and20
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let me speak to that, as a VPP yard, as you know,1

you are required, your contractors, visitors, and2

all those that enter the yard have to have3

programs that are equivalent to those of the base4

yard of our programs, so I wanted to kind of5

piggyback on the contractor issue, as well.6

There is close coordination with our7

contractor people.  Now, as well, the Navy does8

hire contractors, as well, directly, and they,9

too, follow the same sort of practice.  So, I just10

wanted to address both facets of that contract11

program in that regard.12

MR. DADDURA:  Just to eliminate13

confusion, repairing of vessels is kind of a14

little different than building one correct?15

MR. THORTON:  Yes.16

MR. DADDURA:  Actually, when the ship17

comes in, it is being repaired.  The shipyard has18

control of that vessel 100 percent or no?19

MR. THORTON:  When we are repairing a20
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vessel?1

MR. DADDURA:  Yes, when it has a crew2

on-board.3

MR. NADEAU:  Dual control, both the4

officers of the ship, who are on the ship, and the5

shipyard have dual responsibility to make sure the6

system is properly isolated.7

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  So, you are saying8

that you I guess jointly take something out of9

service, and you jointly verify that?10

MR. NADEAU:  Right.11

MR. DADDURA:  How do the contractors, let12

alone the employees, verify that that system is13

still de-energized, or is that part of your14

program individually?15

MR. THORTON:  Repeat.  I guess I didn't16

understand your question.17

MR. DADDURA:  How, under that program18

currently, and the repair part of it, does a19

contract employee or a shipyard employee verify20
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that that system has been de-energized?1

MR. THORTON:  In our case, all2

contractors work for a contractor coordinator, so3

a contractor coordinator is sort of the interface4

between the shipyard, between us, the shipyard,5

and the work.  So, there is close coordination6

between those two, and so does each contractor7

employee verify?8

MR. DADDURA:  Sure, I mean might as well9

take --10

MR. THORTON:  Are they personally engaged11

in verifying the securing of the work?  No.  I12

guess I am not --13

MR. DADDURA:  That is the question.  In14

other words, 1910 is very clearly authorize15

employee to hang his or her tag, and they verify16

that that system is secure, and no one can17

energize that system until his or her tag is18

removed, and that's why --19

MR. THORTON:  Yes, but isn't that20
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1910.147?1

MR. DADDURA:  Yes, that is what I was2

just wondering if your program --3

MR. THORTON:  Remember this.  Let me just4

clear this up.  When we talked about at the5

beginning, we talked about 1910.147 and its6

application to shop operations, and we kind of7

conceded that is what is kind of the state of the8

art on shipboard, 1910.147 is not applied, and I9

think that some of the discussion that we are10

having now is that.11

MR. DADDURA:  Yes, that is true.  I was12

just wondering how much did you carry over from13

1910.147 until the ship is processed, until the14

lockout/tagout, or tagout only on the vessel.15

MR. THORTON:  Well, we did not carry over16

that particular provision if that is your17

question.  We carried over some provisions, but18

that one, for me, for us, it is not carried over.19

MR. NADEAU:  No, but to answer Joe's20
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question, the people responsible for securing the1

system is the systems experts, and they are2

working collaboratively with the contractor who3

was on site with him.  Here is the drawing, here4

is the diagram, here is where we have isolated it,5

here is where we have tagged it, and here is how6

we have checked it, so there is a collaboration7

and discussion that goes on.  He doesn't go at it8

blindly for example, and proceed working with the9

system.  He is fully aware that the system is10

isolated, so it is kind of a collaborative type of11

effort.12

MR. DADDURA:  The difference in building13

a vessel versus repairing a vessel that is already14

commissioned, the shipyard still owns the vessel15

right while you are building it, right?16

MR. THORTON:  You are talking about new17

construction?18

MR. DADDURA:  New construction.19

MR. THORTON:  Yes, until we turn over20
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each system, and I am not sure Bath's contracts, I1

am speaking for Newport News now, but it is ours2

until we begin to turn over the vessel system by3

system and the Navy takes ownership.4

MR. DADDURA:  The same way, Dan?5

MR. NADEAU:  Yes, go through final6

trials, the Navy accepts the ship, and then they7

go through an IPDA process, they are now the owner8

of the ship, we work under their terms.9

MR. DADDURA:  I can see once the Navy has10

control of the vessel, bringing it into the yard11

for repair, for work or whatever, they don't want12

to relinquish control of that vessel because it is13

already manned, ready to go.14

Why isn't the same procedure for building15

a vessel as it is repairing a vessel when you own16

that new vessel you are building, until the Navy17

signs off?18

MR. THORTON:  Why is not the same?19

MR. DADDURA:  Why is the same approach,20
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why do you have a tagout program only when it is1

clear that you own, the shipyard owns that vessel?2

MR. THORTON:  I think there a couple of3

reasons.  One is consistency.  We spoke to4

different crafts and different workers.  It is our5

experience that people operate best with6

consistent procedures from one job to the next, so7

when we are talking about shipboard work, what we8

have found is that if we instruct people one way,9

the correct way, whether it be on new construction10

or overhaul, to offer them yet another set of11

standards and ask them to remember am I on this12

vessel or that vessel, it is very confusing and13

exposes him to additional or her to additional14

risk.15

So, I would think one is consistency of16

employees.  The other one I would point to is17

results.  I think this whole discussion should be18

about risk and reward, risk and return, so what we19

found is our program has been effective, so an20
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effective program is a good program.  So, if it1

isn't broken, why fix it?2

MR. DADDURA:  It's a good point.3

MR. THORTON:  Thank you.4

MR. DADDURA:  It's a good point.5

MR. THORTON:  Very much.6

MR. DADDURA:  So, basically, you are7

saying you want to train your people under one8

training program or one tagout program, and make9

it uniform throughout the Navy industry will say,10

is that correct?11

MR. THORTON:  That is my desire and I12

think to take it a step further and this is13

probably not going to make you very happy, but we14

do have this difference in the shop work versus15

ship work, so if I could wave a magic wand, I16

would have kind of a one size fits all if we could17

get there for the shipbuilding industry, who have18

not been able to do that, but if I had my19

druthers, I would like to have kind of one set of20
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standards.  But you asked me, and I told you.1

MR. DADDURA:  That is perfectly fine. 2

Are you saying from a manning standpoint that3

possibly your grounds or land side workers go4

on-board the vessels occasionally to work?5

MR. THORTON:  They do go on-board and6

often the workload shifts, we will bring work into7

the shops and we will work in the shops, and we8

will take it back and reinstall it, so there is9

some movement back and forth between shop and10

ship, so it's not like there is never the twain11

shall meet.12

Furthermore, as there has been13

integration, for example, Newport News has been14

integrated with our Gulf Coast yards, and we are15

moving people back and forth between the Gulf16

yards and Newport News, and we think it is17

important, if we can get there, to have a18

consistent set of standard or standards that would19

apply across the board, so I don't have to retrain20
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Gulf employees in my procedures and/or vice versa.1

We think that makes a lot of sense.2

MR. DADDURA:  Can you just for the record3

identify the Gulf yards?4

MR. THORTON:  The Gulf yards are5

Tallulah, formerly known as Avondale, Ingalls,6

Tallulah, and one smaller yard that escapes me,7

but it will come back.  Close enough -- Gulfport,8

whoever said that gets the prize.  Thank you.9

MR. DADDURA:  It is clear you follow 191010

on land side operations.  Does that include the11

vessel sections, you follow 1910, or you follow12

the other tagout only when building vessel13

sections on land?  Can we clarify what the shops14

are versus the vessel sections versus the vessel?15

MR. THORTON:  While I think about that,16

let Dan take a crack at that.17

MR. NADEAU:  Yes, for the shop side, Joe,18

we follow 1910.147 throughout the facility.19

MR. DADDURA:  That is the equipment in20
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the shops, period?1

MR. NADEAU:  Yes, machines, lathes, CNCs,2

welding equipment.3

MR. DADDURA:  What about the vessel4

sections you are building on land in the glass5

building or in the fabric -- 6

MR. NADEAU:  We still follow7

lockout/tagout.8

MR. DADDURA:  1910.9

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.10

MR. DADDURA:  That includes equipment you11

are using to build those vessels?12

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.13

MR. DADDURA:  Like ventilation --14

MR. NADEAU:  Because any maintenance15

performed on that is done by the facilities folks16

and they are all familiar with lockout/tagout.17

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Is that similar to18

you?19

MR. THORTON:  That is true, and let me20
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add this.  Those sections that are the sub-modules1

that are built out on the ways, and I don't mean2

to minimize the lockout/tagout, but far and away,3

there is not the same amount of lockout/tagout4

that is necessarily required. These are in the5

phase of construction where we are kind of putting6

metal together and we are kind of painting them7

and coating them, so just for the record, I would8

just say the amount of lockout/tagout that comes9

into play is probably very small relative to, say,10

some of the other operations.11

MR. DADDURA:  Why is that?12

MR. THORTON:  Because the energy that is13

used is it is pretty labor intensive, so I guess14

there is the absence for the most, it is physical15

labor.  You do have some painting in there, but16

they are largely sub-modules and you don't have a17

lot of electricity running through there.  The18

amount of compressed air is small, so I would say19

just the amount of energy used in general is much20
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less than, say, a fully developed ship or a1

facility.2

MR. NADEAU:  Can I add to that, most of3

the equipment in those shops are really set up on4

temporary cores, it can easily be disconnected5

from the disconnects, and therefore don't require6

lockout in that situation.7

MR. DADDURA:  Well, my question is when8

you start installing pipe, installing ventilation9

ducts, and things of that nature, is there a need10

to have energy isolation while you are building11

those units?12

MR. THORTON:  Sometimes there is, and13

where there is we use it, I guess that is my14

answer.15

MR. DADDURA:  Dan speaks of these 5016

specialists.  Do you have the same situation at17

Newport News, the electricians are utilized as I18

guess test people or in-service people?19

MR. THORTON:  Do we have skilled20
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electricians or test engineers?1

MR. DADDURA:  Yes.2

MR. THORTON:  Is that really kind of your3

question?4

MR. DADDURA:  Were you go in, one system5

is connected and mounted, all the equipment is6

mounted, but you go in and test the system and do7

a number of procedures on there to put energy to8

that system?9

MR. THORTON:  Yes.10

MR. DADDURA:  When do you apply the tags11

on that system?  Is it during construction, is it12

just prior to you start testing it, putting it in13

service, after you put in service?  When do you14

use isolating devices in securing the system?15

MR. NADEAU:  When we start applying16

energy to the systems and starting them on slowly,17

for example, a lighting system, we may start to18

turn on a lighting system within a vessel, and as19

you start turning those on, isolate those.  If you20
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have to troubleshoot them, you would isolate them1

with a tag.  That is how we do it.2

MR. DADDURA:  The same thing for3

ventilation, the same thing for steam, the same4

thing for everything?5

MR. NADEAU:  Same process.6

MR. DADDURA:  So you only really start7

getting to your tagout procedure when the8

equipment is being put in service and tested,9

correct?10

MR. THORTON:  And I think another part of11

that  is when employees are potentially put at12

risk, as well, so that is a pushback comment.13

MR. DADDURA:  Is there a risk, though, if14

it's not energized?  It is not a risk until it's15

energized, right?16

MR. THORTON:  Maybe I misunderstood your17

question.18

MR. DADDURA:  Well, you start connecting19

pipe from the engine room over to the -- it's not20
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a hazard, there is no energy there.1

MR. THORTON:  Yes, as far as electrical2

energy, that is correct.3

MR. DADDURA:  I am speaking to the system4

itself, that you might bring in sections of the5

system on line as you gradually go through, but6

that is when you apply your tagout procedures.7

MR. THORTON:  Yes.8

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  The same thing once9

you get into these special people -- can you10

identify I guess the systems and the power sources11

to secure, right?12

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.13

MR. THORTON:  Yes.14

MR. DADDURA:  How do they do that?  I15

mean you have multiple sources of energy, I am16

saying for an elevator, or whatever, that you do17

work on, and, Dan, I am sure you have a number of18

different back-up systems, because you both are19

doing combatant vessels, I am how does that person20
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know that it is possible, you know, back-up1

generator for electrical, there is pneumatic or2

hydraulic power also coming to that system, I mean3

how do they go about identifying, can you explain4

that to me?5

MR. NADEAU:  Each one of those systems6

has line diagrams and they also have power tests,7

operations people that work together to identify8

whether there is a mechanical or hydraulic energy9

associated with that system, so the power test guy10

is really the lead guy in lighting that system11

off, so that is how we do it, and then he does a12

validation check from that point, but we use line13

diagrams to do that.14

MR. DADDURA:  Let me talk also a little15

bit about the -- I am going back again to the16

WAF-TUM system, here is a work authorization form,17

so at the beginning of the shift, each foreman and18

his crew is assigned some work responsibility. 19

That is outlined in the work authorization form.20
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That includes also consideration of the1

need for securing hazardous energy, and through2

the WAF-TUM system, these various needs to secure3

whether it be air, whether it be electrical,4

whether it be any other forms of energy are5

coordinated through that WAF-TUM system, such that6

everybody that is affected by that system, whether7

it be air, electrical, et cetera, is covered and8

protected, and all of this is coordinated in a9

coordinated fashion.10

MR. DADDURA:  Is there ever a time when11

you apply more than just a tag to a system, like12

installing a blank, removing a valve handle --13

MR. THORTON:  Sometimes we will install a14

blank, you know, blanks in systems, in piping15

systems, et cetera, so yes, if your question is do16

we sometimes do something other than tags, yes, we17

do.18

MR. NADEAU:  We have, as well, Joe.  I19

mean sometimes we put lock and chain on some of20
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the valves in addition to the tag.  Some of the1

breakers at times have been able to accept a clip2

for a lockout to not allow it to snap into the3

right place, and plus a tag, so there are4

sometimes that we can do that, and se do.5

MR. THORTON:  And I think, if I could,6

let me amplify a little bit, sometimes I think our7

system has evolved over time, and I think even8

though each shipyard, as the shipbuilding industry9

is different, so there are difference in10

subtleties between individual shipyards.11

What we have found is that our programs12

must have adapted and have been shaped to fit the13

needs of our own yard.  For example, in some14

cases, you find that locks, if you lock certain15

systems out, may actually present a high risk if16

you need to, for example, get to a system to17

unsecure it for some reason.18

So, my point is saying all of this is19

even within, although the industry is different20
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than general industry, you will see differences in1

individual shipyards approaches to lockout/tagout,2

but I think they are affected.3

MR. DADDURA:  I guess both of you use a4

tiered approach when you tagout systems, is that5

familiar with that term?6

MR. NADEAU:  Can you explain that, Joe,7

what are you saying?8

MR. DADDURA:  I am not sure either.9

MR. THORTON:  That is a tag plus kind of10

concept?11

MR. DADDURA:  Well, that or the12

administrative part, how many people got reviewing13

levels?  We weren't quite sure what that meant.14

MR. NADEAU:  We are not sure of that15

either.  If you would describe that a little more,16

we --17

MR. DADDURA:  No, it just says tiered18

approach.19

MR. NADEAU:  What is the real cause of20
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your question?1

MR. THORTON:  What is the context of2

that?3

MR. DADDURA:  I want to know if it is a4

layer effect from administrative controls or it is5

a layer effect of the tags plus type situation. 6

That is where I was going to.7

MR. NADEAU:  When you are saying there8

are multiple tiers of people reviewing the process9

--10

MR. DADDURA:  I don't know how it was11

used.  We just heard the tiered approach.12

MR. NADEAU:  Every one of the tags, Joe,13

once a system's expert decides to tagout a system,14

we use a three-part carbon copy, so each tag has15

multiple copies, if you will.  One goes to the16

supervisor, one goes into a log box that is17

transferred over to an administrator, who logs in18

all those tags, whatever information is on it,19

date, time, specific reason why we are tagging20
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out, puts onto a log sheet that is reviewed at the1

operation level.2

The reverse is the same, when you go to3

take them off.4

MR. DADDURA:  You mentioned a log sheet. 5

That is where someone who is going to work on a6

system may log onto the sheet, write your name,7

number?8

MR. NADEAU:  The tag itself has a carbon9

copy, it is snapped off, put into a box.  That box10

is sent up to an administrative clerk who enters11

all that information into a database.  So,12

anytime, at that point, if someone has to get into13

that system or either secure it or non-secure it,14

has to go back to the supervisor, and they have15

logs of who has got the thing tagged out, and16

follow through that way.17

MR. THORTON:  And back to the tiered18

approach, if it is important, you know, if you19

will allow us, we will think about this a little20
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more and think about the context, and provide some1

more information to clarify this post hearing, if2

you would like, but we just need to think about3

that some more.4

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  I guess you kind of5

half-heartedly or during our discussion explained6

the group lockout situation, I think, Dan, you7

covered that, or the work assigned and geared, but8

a little bit different than what you --9

MR. NADEAU:  On a group lockout/tagout,10

we were using multiple clips.  I will give an11

example.  If we do a substation lockdown for a12

weekend where we check all the substations out, it13

typically happens twice a year.  On a group14

lockout we have had these clips, sometimes you15

would have 25 locks on these things.  We have gone16

to a lockbox now, put the locks inside the box and17

have one authorized person doing that, so we have18

evolved into that.19

MR. DADDURA:  But each has a key, right?20
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MR. NADEAU:  Correct.1

MR. DADDURA:  One last question.  Has VIW2

or Newport News tracked your successes with your3

current tagout program aboard the vessels, that4

your incidents have went down or increased or have5

they got severe?6

MR. NADEAU:  Incidents meaning what,7

fatalities to start with?8

MR. DADDURA:  Fatalities or injuries, any9

kind of incident.10

MR. NADEAU:  Well, we haven't had any11

fatalities on hazardous energy, so that hasn't12

happened in our shipyard.  In terms of injuries,13

we about five years ago had a stand-down awareness14

program, in fact, Jim came up and helped us put15

this on with a local power distribution company,16

and put an awareness on stand-down on shock, and17

that has helped, but nothing serious at this point18

for us.19

MR. DADDURA:  You don't have any tracking20
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system involved to see how successful your program1

has been over the years?2

MR. NADEAU:  We check out the log.  We3

use a log for that.4

MR. THORTON:  We do the same.  We use the5

log.  We have the near miss system.  If somebody6

gets zinged, you know, gets a shock, we absolutely7

insist they come to the clinic to get checked out. 8

We record that, we track that, and so we are9

constantly monitoring our program to ensure that10

it is providing what we believe to be effective. 11

We provide good production for our people.12

Unfortunately, we did have a fatality13

five years ago.  It was a land-based fatality, and14

I am not going to go into it except to say that we15

are sorry that it happened, and there were some16

things that just weren't done correctly, and17

that's all I want to say about it, but not18

shipboard.19

MR. DADDURA:  I just wondered if there is20
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any, like, you know, in the year 2000, you had 571

instances where lockout or tag program failed, you2

had injury or someone reported a problem with the3

procedure.4

Are you doing any kind of tracking like5

that?6

MR. THORTON:  If we found procedure7

violations just like any safety violations we are8

keeping track of those.  We have what we call an9

e-show or so.  If someone is found to have10

violated a procedure, a red tag, et  cetera, et11

cetera, or not do the proper thing, these are12

recorded on an issue, and we do track these, and13

we look for trending of those, and of interest we14

look at the tracking of those versus injuries15

and/or near misses.16

That sort of gives you a real kind of a17

look at how well your program is operating, so18

absolutely we watch this.  This is critically19

important to us.20
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MR. DADDURA:  The same way?1

MR. NADEAU:  For us, Joe, yeah, we do2

land-based audits to check out whether they are3

following the process.  We have had some4

circumstances where the guys didn't follow the5

tagout process, we have done a stand-down and6

training of those, but that is continual.  We do7

annual training on that whole system.8

MR. DADDURA:  What about on-board9

vessels, the tag program?10

MR. NADEAU:  We have done audits on that.11

Generally, you don't find any problems.  Where the12

shocks occur for us is basically in the welding,13

the welders, the 80-volt DC guy putting in his14

wire into the tongs or shorting out to the side,15

that kind of stuff, or someone holding a piece for16

a guy, but it hasn't been -- the lockout/tagout17

has a securing of energy, that kind of thing.18

MR. THORTON:  I will tell you just19

anecdotally, and I just have to speak to this,20
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sometimes out there in electrical -- let me say it1

this way -- it is critical that you get people to2

report these things.  A lot of times out their3

electricians they might get a little zing and they4

think nothing of it, and they go on about their5

business.  We absolutely insist that they come and6

report these things and get checked out, et7

cetera, et cetera, because to your point, this is8

a good check.9

Those near misses, okay, on your system,10

that is even more important to track those things11

as it does those true injuries and, God forbid,12

fatalities.  That is an important element of the13

program.14

MR. DADDURA:  I have got about another15

200 questions, but I am going to break it off now.16

Just one more thing.  The audits, do you17

conduct annual audits?18

MR. THORTON:  Yes.19

MR. DADDURA:  Monthly audits or what, or20
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both?1

MR. THORTON:  We conduct audits of2

ourselves, we have external audits, the Navy3

audits us.  So, we have lots of audits.4

MR. DADDURA:  Involving a tagout program,5

right?6

MR. THORTON:  Yes.7

MR. NADEAU:  The way we do it, the8

professional team, the safety professionals audit9

once a month throughout the plant, and the10

facilities folks themselves on a monthly basis11

rotate, they supervise, they audit themselves to12

see how the guys are doing with that whole thing,13

that is how it is supported, and they raise the14

issues if there are any.15

MR. DADDURA:  Thank you.  That's all.16

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you, Mr. Daddura.17

Ms. Watson will ask questions now.18

MS. WATSON:  Earlier when Joe was talking19

to you about ownership, I think, Jim, you20
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mentioned that you turn over system by system to1

the Navy, or whoever has contracted you out to2

build the vessel, when Northrop Grumman owned a3

percentage of it, and now the Navy owns the other4

percentage, what type of procedures do you follow? 5

Is it still your specialists that are doing the6

lockout/tagout procedures and keeping a log?7

MR. THORTON:  The beauty of this is that8

with our system, it is really following the same9

procedure, so in terms of programmatic changes,10

there is no real programmatic changes.  We are11

still operating to the same basic procedure.12

MS. WATSON:  But do the people change13

over as far as who is running it?14

MR. THORTON:  No.15

MS. WATSON:  With regards to lighting,16

you stated that OSHA should revise the provision,17

stating that the areas where employees work or18

pass through are adequately illuminated instead of19

specifying.  How would you define adequately20
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illuminated?1

MR. THORTON:  Well, not second guessing2

the Agency, but what the Agency did, I think, they3

went into the ANSI standards, and they sort of4

picked and chose which are the ones that they felt5

were most like or most applicable to shipyard6

operations.7

I think my answer to that is that you8

have got several forms of lighting.  You have got9

task lighting, and I heard earlier this morning10

some discussion about, you know, if you are in the11

dark, and if this, and if that, well, if you are12

going in there to work, surely you are going to13

have light for task lighting, so you have got that14

form of lighting, and then you have got lighting15

in the event there is an emergency, so there is16

the means of I guess emergency egress.  Okay,17

there is that kind of lighting.18

So, there are different forms of19

lighting, and I think the Agency, in its infinite20
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wisdom, has tried to maybe bite off a lot more in1

one package than it needs to, and I think what we2

would suggest, that if you would allow for3

performance language instead of prescriptive, so4

many lumens per whatever the operation is.5

The trouble with the ANSI standard is6

trying to fit the exact description of whatever7

that lighting issue is against the task or against8

the environment which it works.  So, there is just9

not a one for one here.10

So, what we would timely offer is let us11

use performance language, let us work with the12

Agency and developing some different guidelines or13

something, but I just think to saddle us with ANSI14

standards that you kind of have gone in there and15

pick and chose and hope that they fit, I think16

costs a lot of money and don't necessarily buy17

additional safety.18

MS. WATSON:  So, you would be willing to19

assist, maybe making a suggestion in verbiage?20
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MR. THORTON:  Absolutely.1

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.2

MS. WATSON:  I know this was asked3

earlier, both to Dan and Jim, what do you use for4

emergency lighting?  I know that obviously, you5

provide lighting, but in case there is a power6

outage, what do you do in that case?7

MR. THORTON:  For employees, we require8

if you work below deck, to have some auxiliary9

form of lighting whether it be a flashlight or10

whether it be a light stick that will at least --11

and remember its real purpose there is so we can12

find you.  It is not necessarily for the purpose13

of exiting, okay.14

If you have a flashlight, obviously so,15

but as a minimum, we want you to have a means that16

we can locate you in the event of emergency. 17

Ships are also provided with at least my ships,18

and Dan can speak to his, with emergency lighting19

that is sort of strung through the ship, and does20
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provide that.  In the event of total failure,1

though, we want to be able to find you, and so we2

require the use of an auxiliary device if you are3

working below decks.4

MR. NADEAU:  Similarly, on our end, we5

have emergency lights.  We have a blinking system,6

for example, that goes on to the center of the7

ship, so in the event that we had a power outage,8

a back-up generator system will kick on and power9

that general lighting in the ship, so people can10

get out.11

For the most part, people working in12

confined areas or tight areas will bring along13

flashlights, but from a practical standpoint, even14

though they are provided with one, don't always15

carry it with them.16

We have a process in place that in event17

of an evacuation, and they are stuck in the dark,18

for example, they stay put.  We have supervisors19

that muster the ship immediately, talk to the fire20
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chief, and he sends his brigade to go and search1

for those people, knows exactly where they are,2

and it has been very successful for us.3

MS. WATSON:  For the record, can you4

please define a light stick?5

MR. NADEAU:  We don't use them.6

MR. THORTON:  It's Halloween time.  If7

you go to Toys R Us, they are generally, they are8

about 6 or 8 inches long, they are half-inch in9

diameter, and basically, you crush it and10

magically it emits light, and I guess there is a11

trade name for it, but I don't know what it is. 12

That is all I know --chemical light.13

MS. WATSON:  Thank you.14

Now, to switch gears for a little bit --15

MR. THORTON:  I am not finished.  I just16

want to say one thing.  We are very concerned17

about losing our people, working alone, working in18

confined spaces, and let me just follow up by19

saying we have these safety checks,  you know, you20
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report in the morning, you have to check out in1

the evening and if we don't find you, I will just2

tell you time stops.  We stop work and we go and3

find you.4

Oftentimes employees -- sometimes5

employees will forget and check out, but we still6

look, and we look and we look until you are found. 7

I just can't emphasize enough the importance of8

this working alone accountability and finding9

people, because, I stress that we work very hard10

at that, and that is true of the other shipyards,11

as well.12

MS. WATSON:  Thank you.  To shift gears,13

Jim, in your written comments, I am on Northrop14

Grumman's written comments, you mentioned control15

testing with lifeboats, and I was just curious if16

you wouldn't mind specifying if that is a vessel17

alongside the pier, is it just during sea trials?18

MR. THORTON:  We made these comments and19

we thought you were talking about testing of20
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lifeboats, the lowering, the raising and lowering,1

but I have come to learn maybe that wasn't what2

the Agency was looking for in terms of comments,3

it might have been deployment, so, you know, our4

comments were around raising and testing of the5

process of raising and lowering, I have come to6

learn that maybe our comments were not properly7

directed, that you were looking for something8

else.9

Regarding sanitation, this is both to Jim10

and Dan, are there areas that you prohibit or11

permit eating, drinking of beverages, or smoking? 12

Are there specific areas that you have or is it13

kind of throughout the shipyard?14

MR. NADEAU:  We generally have lunch15

rooms that are designed or set up near ships.  We16

have structures that are adjacent to our ships,17

and that have lunch rooms, office spaces, tool18

boxes, bathrooms, that kind of thing.19

Then, each of the facilities themselves,20
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the buildings have lunch room areas.  Some people1

choose to use them, some people choose to sit on2

the tool box and have a sandwich and play cards,3

that kind of thing.4

MR. THORTON:  I would sort of echo what5

Dan said, and I would also tell you that it also6

is dependent somewhat if you have a bargaining7

unit.  For example, we used to have an hour for8

lunch, and many of our workers would leave the9

shipyard, go across the street for a sandwich, or10

do something like that.11

The union bargained for a 30-minute lunch12

period, so you are somewhat limited in terms of13

transiting where people can go to in terms of get14

there and then get back.  Yes, we do have certain15

lunchrooms, and yes, we do prohibit eating,16

drinking and smoking where named substances, you17

know, asbestos, lead, and all of the 1,000 series18

substances are used, as well, and there are no19

smoking areas, as well.20
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So, yes, we do limit those, but I think1

what I would like to see, and we would be happy to2

offer this, it is some additional clarification of3

what a definition of what is a toxic or hazardous4

material.  As it is prescribed in the shipyards,5

you almost couldn't do any of those things because6

of the overly broad definition, so we would kindly7

suggest that the Agency take a look at that and8

provide a little more clarity around that.9

MS. WATSON:  Thank you.10

Jim, in your comments, you mentioned no11

drive times.  I was wondering if you could just12

explain that for the record what those are, when13

you have no drive times, how you enforce it.14

MR. THORTON:  What no drive times are is,15

you know, in shipyards, we have pedestrian traffic16

and we have vehicular traffic, and at shift17

change, and at lunch, we have no drive periods18

that are 10 minutes around the beginning of the19

shift, lunch, and then the end of the shift that20
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all vehicular traffic stops so as to allow1

pedestrians time.  We are talking about to2

transit, to come and go from the yard.3

Also, around lunchtime, so if they are4

going somewhere, they are moving throughout that5

yard to get a sandwich or something, they can do6

so and minimize the risk.7

So, we have been doing that for many,8

many years, and that has really reduced a lot of9

the risk that we had with our pedestrian traffic10

within the yard.11

MR. NADEAU:  We do the same in our12

shipyard including break times.13

MR. THORTON:  I think that is true of the14

other yards, but I am not going to speak for them,15

but I think you will probably find that to be16

true.17

MS. WATSON:  The other question I have is18

what means of transportation do most of your19

workers use in the yard, are they riding in the20
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back of pick-up trucks, do you use bicycles?1

MR. THORTON:  Today, there are many2

forms.  We have thousands of bicycles that people3

transit in.  People sometimes ride in pick-up4

trucks.  We have locomotives that we move5

materials in the yard, not very many passengers,6

but there are people that sometimes accompany7

those, and walking.8

We have experimented with some things9

that we affectionately call mules that think is a10

trade name.  It's a little motorized kind of a11

small scooter with a little cargo box in the back,12

and we have a few of those, so those are some13

examples of how employees get around.14

MS. WATSON:  And that is the same for15

you, Dan?16

MR. NADEAU:  A little different.  For a17

lot of reasons, and being in the Northeast, we18

don't allow bicycles in a shipyard.  When we had19

that, actually, I removed them.  When you allow20
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that, we had several hundred, and when it comes to1

November and December it becomes incumbent upon2

them to make a decision whether to use them or3

not.  We have ice and snow and that kind of thing,4

and you can keep control of those things, you5

think you have got them locked up, but they come6

out somehow, so we eliminated all bicycles.7

We don't allow anybody riding in the back8

of pick-ups.  We have recently introduced what9

they call the mule, the 4-wheel drive, caboose cab10

with seat belts and a little place to put material11

in the back to haul to job sites, but for the most12

part, we are pretty congested in terms of13

shipyards so most people walk to the job sites,14

and the facilities folks generally have the15

pick-up trucks and that kind of thing.16

MR. THORTON:  And I should have mentioned17

we do have cars, regular cars.18

MS. WATSON:  For both Dan and Jim, what19

type of systems or training or anything like that20
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do you have in place to prevent accidents?  If you1

could talk a little bit about whether you have2

pedestrian walkways or --3

MR. NADEAU:  Our shipyard is laid out in4

such a way that we have pedestrian walkways5

throughout directing where people need to walk6

from building to location to site.  Also, anybody7

operating whether any form of equipment, whether8

it's a manlift, forklift, pick-up truck, all go9

under a licensing program, if you will, it's a10

training program.  We validate whether or not the11

guy is competent to operate that piece of12

equipment.13

For the most part, it will be three14

years, we retrained those guys to make sure that15

they are fine with that.16

MR. THORTON:  Similarly, we have marked17

walkways, what do you -- they are not bypass,18

pedestrian paths, and all areas of our yard are19

segregated into what is considered a roadway, what20
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is considered a walkway.1

Our people are taught don't get in the2

roadway, and we have training programs and3

orientation programs for new employees, our4

visitors are also oriented and taught about that,5

so that is a similar program to Dan's.6

MS. WATSON:  Great.  I just have one more7

question, it's for Dan.  In your I guess comments8

on the proposal, you had mentioned we had9

shielding in there, in our proposal, and you had10

mentioned that instead of shielding, you guys11

re-route steam pipes and hoses.12

Can you just give an example of how you13

guys do that?14

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.  Northeast, it gets15

pretty cold in the wintertime, and the way we heat16

the ships in the vessel sections, we use these17

large steam heaters with temporary hoses run18

throughout the vessel on the ship or it's a vessel19

section.20
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So, what we try to do is every coupling1

is insulated, the temperature on a coupling is2

somewhere between 210 to 230 degrees, which is3

very, very hot versus the outer shielding, which I4

think is the four times rating of the steam hose5

is roughly 120 to 150 degrees, so we try to route6

those in areas, for example, in the upper part of7

the passageways going onto the hatches, so that8

people don't get too close to them.9

You can touch the back of your hand and10

you are not going to burn yourself necessarily,11

but to have to shield them would be problematic12

for us.  When they do get hot at times, some of13

these steam lines may get brittle, and we have14

guys assigned to watch these systems at all times15

there is a temporary, if we see any brittle lines16

we will disconnect them and put new ones in if17

that ever happens, so if they are shielded, you18

are not going to see that.  What we want to avoid19

is people walking in the space and not have a20
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failure of that line, shoot off a puff of steam at1

them.2

So, that is why that is important to not3

have a covering over them, but we do shield all4

the couplings and the connectors, and that kind of5

thing.6

MS. WATSON:  Have you had any instances7

where the hose or the piping actually burst and8

someone was burned from the steam?9

MR. NADEAU:  No, i don't recall of any10

incident like that.11

MS. WATSON:  Thank you.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Ms. Wangdahl will ask13

questions next.14

MS. WANGDAHL:  Jim and Dan, could you15

each give us a description of your facility, size,16

number of employees, just in basics?17

MR. THORTON:  Let me speak to Newport18

News and I will also come back to the aggregate19

Gulf Coast yard.20
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The Newport News proper is around 5001

acres.  We have about 20,000 employees, and what2

was the other, size and number of employees, and3

something else that I missed?4

MS. WANGDAHL:  No, that's fine.5

MR. THORTON:  And the Gulf Coast yards,6

they are a little larger in land mass, they are7

about 650 acres, and they have about 22,0008

employees.  I should point out that a recent9

acquisition is AMSEC, about 2,500 employees that10

were added to actually own the role of the Gulf11

Coast, so in aggregate, we have about 42,00012

employees and about 1,200 acres in aggregate.13

MR. NADEAU:  Nowhere near as large as14

Newport News, obviously.  We have a total of15

roughly 54 acres of property on the Bath Iron16

Works, 42 of which are under our main plant in one17

township called Bath, the remaining are in an18

off-site adjacent town Brunswick, that has a19

couple of manufacturing facilities, an inventory20
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warehousing and two office complexes.  In total,1

we have 6,000 people that are employed there.2

MS. WANGDAHL:  Great.  Thank you.3

I want to go ahead and jump into the4

confined and isolated spaces, and, Jim, you had5

touched on that earlier.  Obviously, you are very6

passionate about this particular requirement.7

Earlier, SCA had recommended that we8

require checks during the end of work tests, not9

necessarily work shift.  Is that something you10

would support, as well, are you currently doing11

that?12

MR. THORTON:  I am not sure I understand13

SCA's proposed, what do you mean by work --14

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right now we have15

frequently during work, frequently being checked16

on during work and then at the end of the shift,17

like an end of shift muster. I believe their18

position is that they also do this at the end of19

the task, so that the work task may not take a20
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whole shift, but at the end of task they still1

have a checkout procedure sort of.2

MR. THORTON:  I think that is fine.  I3

would just say probably -- I think I understand4

this, but let me make sure I do -- if a job is5

completed, then, there is some contact?6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Right.7

MR. THORTON:  Okay.  At the shift yard,8

if the job is over, okay, then, the foreman is9

going to make contact with the employee to give10

the next assignment, so I think we are probably11

doing that, but we don't call it that maybe.12

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  How are you doing13

your checks, visual, radio?14

MR. THORTON:  The ones I talked about15

earlier?16

MS. WANGDAHL:  Any.17

MR. THORTON:  In the morning, when18

someone reports, they have a safety card, we call19

it a safety card that he  has issued to his20
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supervisor.  At the end of the shift, then, that1

transfer takes place and the foreman, face to2

face, sees the employee, so I would say it's a3

face to face encounter as opposed to a paper4

exchange although there is a little ticket we use. 5

It's a face to face transition.6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Dan, how are you doing7

this?8

MR. NADEAU:  We kind of do multi-checks9

throughout the day.  The assignment is given in10

confined space and cleared by the marine chemist11

or competent person who puts a log tag at the12

entrance of that particular confined area and13

including the names and the work being performed14

there.15

If there is only one person, then we do a16

buddy-buddy system.  Someone checks them every 1517

minutes or the supervisor will check him in 1518

minutes.  At the end of the task, similar to Jim,19

he reports back to the supervisor knowing that the20
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task is done, but we also do two checks at the end1

of shift.2

One is a physical check, all the crews3

are mustering, and the supervisor musters with4

each of the guys, asks him if there are any5

problems during the day or any injuries that6

occurred, and then he also has his computer7

system.  He has got to log out every time card8

under a task system to make sure everybody goes,9

has punched out the facility.10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Have either of you ever11

had the occasion to -- Jim, I know you said if you12

can't find somebody, if they are not there, you go13

and look -- have you ever had the unfortunate14

occasion to find somebody that has been missing? 15

Maybe the incapacitated -- 16

MR. THORTON:  No, the cases that I am17

aware of where we have missed somebody, and then18

subsequently found them, they haven't been19

overcome by something on the vessel.  In those20
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cases, they have either left early and forgotten1

to check out, or some other circumstance like2

that.  I am not aware of a case where the safety3

check has caused us to go find somebody that has4

been injured or ill.5

MS. WANGDAHL:  Dan?6

MR. NADEAU:  We have had a few cases7

where we have had employees who have had diabetic8

reactions and we have had to go chase them down,9

find them, and get them some help that way.10

Like Jim, there are some folks who decide11

to go to physical therapy, for example, without12

notifying the supervisor, and we have had to go13

track them down physically to find them, and it14

has taken us an hour sometimes to go find those15

people, but we have to find them before they leave16

the area.17

MS. WANGDAHL:  I am going to go ahead and18

switch over the Medical Services.  I know you both19

have on-site medical services, if you can explain20
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just a little bit about the services that you are1

providing currently.2

MR. NADEAU:  We have an on-site physician3

that is there 40 hours a week along with six4

nurses.  We also have a physical therapy ward5

along with two physical therapists on site.  We6

have five emergency medical technicians that are7

trained on site in the facility, and I have got8

two on night shift and three on day shift.  We9

have an ambulance on site.  We also have a fire10

department, we have 35 fire brigades, employees11

that provide support if need be.12

Then, we have a mutual aid pack with a13

local authority with two townships that will14

support us if we need them.15

MR. THORTON:  Yes, let me speak to16

Newport News and then I will also speak to the17

Gulf Coast.  Newport News, we have a full service18

medical facility.  All total there are 20 people19

in it.  We have two doctors, one physician20
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assistant, four occupational health nurses.1

We have on-site x-ray.  We have2

audiology, we do surveillance, treatment of3

occupational injuries, and I should have pointed4

out with our doctors, one of our doctors is an5

orthopod, an orthopedic surgeon, we had to look at6

our back injuries and our knee injuries, and our7

ergonomic type injuries, and our other doctor is a8

general surgeon, so we have good services there.9

The Gulf yards are similar except they10

have one doctor, a complement of occupational11

health nurses, and they are similarly structured,12

so they have audiology, x-ray, and pretty much a13

turnkey full-service kind of facility.14

MS. WANGDAHL:  And these are 24/7?15

MR. THORTON:  No, they are not 24/7.  In16

our case, Newport News, we start at 6:00 a.m., so17

that the third shift gets over at 7:00 a.m., so we18

lap over third shift, full day shift, and then we19

lap over into second shift.  For injuries that20
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occur on second shift, where the clinic is not1

open, we also have a fully staffed fire department2

with trained EMTs.  I should know this level, but3

they are at the level that they can provide4

advance cardiac care, they can do the paddles, and5

that sort of thing, so they are the treatment arm6

on the second shift, and they will triage.7

If they can treat someone in a First Aid8

situation, they will do that.  If not then, they9

will transport them to the emergency room.10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Dan?11

MR. NADEAU:  We for a long time staffed12

two shifts, and because the third shift really13

doesn't exist anymore, we have some facilities14

folks probably 10, 15 people on site on the third15

shift.16

On second shift, we cut back the hours to17

7 o'clock at night because the traffic really18

wasn't there, maybe one person, two persons per19

night, so we transport to a local hospital within20
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five minutes away.1

MS. WANGDAHL:  I know that, Jim, in your2

comments, you say that you have over 1,000 First3

Aid trained providers on site.4

Dan, do you have also in addition to the5

ambulances and the EMTs, do you also have First6

Aid trained providers on site?7

MR. NADEAU:  We do not.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  Jim, can you explain to us9

how they are trained, what they are trained in, is10

it just First Aid, is it CPR?11

MR. THORTON:  It is kind of operational12

specific.  For example, electricians in which13

there is the risk at least of electrocution, you14

know, we will look at the electricians and we will15

have CPR, I think we have maybe 400 of those16

people that are actually CPR qualified, so we will17

specifically earmark specific trades and say do18

they need general First Aid, do they need CPR, and19

so we will kind of look at that.20
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In addition, there is voluntary -- we1

offer voluntary -- it is amazing -- we offer2

voluntary CPR qualification for even salaried3

people and we get a lot of people that do come in4

after hours and get certified and maintain their5

CPR certification for that.6

I have lost track of your question, but7

we sort of focus our training on the risk.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  Thank you.9

Dan, I think you referred to the off10

site, you have about a five-minute response time11

to some of the local municipalities?12

MR. NADEAU:  Well, to the hospital it's13

five minutes, but the responders generally are14

three to five minutes.  In those facilities we15

have installed AEDs as added support.  I could16

tell you a story about that recently that worked17

out real well for us, but --18

MS. WANGDAHL:  Using an AED?19

MR. NADEAU:  Absolutely.20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  We would love to hear it.1

MR. NADEAU:  Well, we just had about2

three weeks ago an occurrence where a gentleman3

working on Saturday morning went to an office4

complex and incidentally, he was off that whole5

week and decided to come to work on a Saturday on6

overtime, and went into cardiac arrest, and we7

just happened to have an AED a few feet away.8

A person came over and put the paddles on9

him, and a response arrived, and he survived the10

whole thing, so it was a big success.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  That's great.  Was that12

person trained in AED, or you just were supplying13

the AED?14

MR. NADEAU:  We have 15 people trained15

throughout the facility to use those AEDs.  It16

just so happened that the person there was not17

trained, but the instructions were right clear18

through the responding voice, the command, and19

everything went real smooth.20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  Was that a recent1

purchase?2

MR. NADEAU:  About three years ago, and3

we are looking to purchase more right now.4

MS. WANGDAHL:  Jim, your on-site response5

time, is that how long for an ambulance to get to6

some of your vessels or rest of the sections?7

MR. THORTON:  It's less than five8

minutes.  Is this in the context  of AEDs, or just9

general First Aid?10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Just in general.11

MR. THORTON:  Less than five minutes, and12

we are particularly proud of that, and I don't13

like to say it this way, but if you kind of got14

hurt and you wanted somebody to get to you real15

quick, if you happen to be injured in a shipyard16

or have a heart attack, it is not a bad place to17

have it because we can get to you real fast.18

I don't mean that in a negative way, I am19

just trying to illustrate that -- let me also talk20
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about AEDs just a little bit.  I think AEDs are1

needed, and we have just chosen to take a2

different approach to it, because we have mobile3

security units that drive the shipyard for4

security purposes, et cetera, et cetera, and these5

are equipped with AEDs and the unit themselves,6

and we have trained those people, the security7

force who man those units how to properly use the8

AEDs, so the combination of AEDs on our ambulances9

and our mobile roving security units we feel we10

can get to somebody well within the three to five11

minute number.12

We worked through this our security13

people and our medical people, so that is the14

route we chose to take.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Is your ambulance service16

located  centrally on your facility?17

MR. THORTON:  Yes.18

MS. WANGDAHL:  I just have a few19

questions about First Aid and then I will let20
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Sarah take over.1

Do you have First Aid kits in your2

facilities at all?3

MR. NADEAU:  Several years back we used4

to have them in different places, very limited,5

Band-Aids, those kinds of things, and found that6

the care of the employee wasn't really the best. 7

People would try to do First Aid, but really8

weren't very good at it, and end up being either9

lost time and serious infection otherwise.10

So we have taken them out of the11

facility, anybody getting cut or hurt, we want12

them directly brought to the clinic or in the case13

of off-ship, bring them right to the local14

emergency, they get proper care.15

MR. THORTON:  We have a similar16

situation.  We have toyed around with First Aid17

kits, we have toyed around with high wash lotion,18

things, you know, foreign bodies are around 1019

percent of our injuries and so in an effort to20
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kind of reduce those, we have experimented a1

little bit with the use of eyewash kits sort of2

things, and First Aid kits, and, like Dan, what we3

found is that over the long haul, people, although4

they want to self-treat and self-medicate, we find5

we wind up maybe getting into sort of the injury6

gets magnified, so we want people to come to our7

clinic.8

That is what it is there for.  I have9

convinced management that although the money spent10

is good money, so we really want our employees, we11

want good medical care, and so we are not denying12

that, but we want you to come over to the clinic13

and get treated over there.14

MR. NADEAU:  We found over time that15

employees were less likely to report it or come to16

us about that whole thing, and so if we don't know17

about it, we don't know about the root cause of18

what had happened, a whole bunch of things that we19

are a lot more aware about what i going on without20
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having those in place.1

MS. WANGDAHL:  Thank you very much.2

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Bolon will ask some3

questions.4

MR. BOLON:  Mr. Ballow, you had mentioned5

in your testimony some requirements for shipboard6

check-in and check-out in regard to7

lockout/tagout.8

I was just wondering what part of the9

standard that was drawn from, or you were10

referring to.11

MR. BALLOW:  Can you repeat the question?12

MR. BOLON:  You referred to some13

requirements for checking in and checking out in14

some relation to lockout/tagout as being kind of a15

significant cost item, and I just wondered what16

part of the standard that comes from.17

MR. BALLOW:  Off the top of my head, I18

can't answer that, sorry.19

MR. BOLON:  You also mentioned a couple20
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of estimates that industry had provided on the1

cost of lockout/tagout primarily, and I would just2

ask you if you could -- I don't believe that3

information has made it into the docket yet, but4

for OSHA to evaluate it, we would need to get some5

information on the models and the assumptions that6

went into the cost estimates.7

MR. BALLOW:  Absolutely, and we have8

talked about that.  I am not the best person to9

direct that question to, however.10

MR. THORTON:  We will provide this11

post-hearing, but in general, for us simpletons, I12

am not an economist, I am just an EH&S guy, okay,13

but if you think about -- and by the way, what you14

are referring to is controlled in the proposed I15

think 1950 -- I can't read that -- the basis of16

our estimate is that we believe that it will take17

30 minutes of administrative time for people, if18

the standard is enacted as proposed, there would19

be 30 additional minutes of time that people would20
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need employees who are affected by the1

lockout/tagout to check in and check out.2

We figure there are about 30 additional3

minutes of time that people would need employees4

who are affected by the lockout/tagout to check in5

and check out.  We figure there are about 3006

working days.  Typically, it's 260, we understand7

this, but in shipyards we work a little harder, so8

we figure 300 working days.9

We used the basis of $50, a burdened rate10

of $50 an hour, so if you do the math, it comes to11

about $7,500 per employee per year.  So you can12

extrapolate and we said since we have just for ASA13

yard, it is about 60,000 employees, we figure as14

much as 20 percent of the people might be affected15

by this, so if you do the numbers, which is 12,00016

people times the $7,500 per employee, that comes17

up to around $100,000 mark.18

So, that is the quick answer to that. 19

What did I say, $100,000?  I am sorry, $10020
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million, I beg your pardon.1

MR. BOLON:  I think you have got a lot of2

numbers there in your head.3

The Navy made a submission to the4

rulemaking from John James, and in it they5

referred to the Navy's vessel's expert base6

tag-plus system, and as the one that they wanted7

to follow, and also that they were looking for a8

single standard which would flow from a single9

OSHA rule, so I would ask you, Mr. Thorton, if the10

tag-plus criteria has filtered into the TUMs at11

all yet for you.12

MR. THORTON:  Define what in your mind13

what tax-plus is.  Everybody in the room I think14

has an idea of what that means, so you may have a15

different -- I am not trying to evade your16

question at all, but I think each of us has17

probably a different perspective on what that18

tags-plus program means, what it really means.19

To answer it properly, I would have to20
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know your definition of tags-plus, however, I1

would answer it this way.  I think the WAF-TAD2

program provides sufficient protection whether it3

meets your test of a tags-plus criteria or not by4

virtue of it affording protection, and I would5

answer it that way.6

MR. BALLOW:  And the same question to7

you, Mr. Nadeau?8

MR. NADEAU:  The same way.  We haven't9

considered using the tags-plus program or the TUM,10

so we have been putting place, we feel it is very11

effective and has been.  We have been very12

successful with it for several years now.13

MR. BOLON:  Mr. Thorton, you mentioned14

that there were some Navy equipment to which you15

could not affix a tag, that that wasn't feasible.16

Could you just give a couple of examples?17

MR. THORTON:  You mean physically affix18

it.19

MR. BOLON:  I think that is what you20
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mean.  I think you actually said tags --1

MR. THORTON:  Tag or lock?2

MR. BOLON:  I think you actually said3

tags in your submission.4

MR. THORTON:  I thought I was referring5

to lock, but if your question is about tags, then,6

I misspoke.  I remember mine about locks.7

MR. BOLON:  My question is about tags.8

MR. THORTON:  I believe tags can work in9

virtually all applications, if that is your10

question.11

MR. BOLON:  Great.12

At least on the land side, where you13

follow 1910, there is a requirement for the annual14

inspection of procedures, and you mentioned, I15

know, Jim, you mentioned a very large number of16

procedures, and I think 10,000, but are the number17

of procedures for land side operation sufficiently18

small that you are able to do that annual19

inspection?20
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MR. THORTON:  Yes, all of our procedures1

that are formal shipyard procedures enter into2

what we call our quality control system, so each3

of those systems is spelled out.  If there is an4

annual requirement for review, updating, and5

inspection, that is automatic, so, in other words,6

we will get a trigger from the quality system that7

says procedure Y1022 is now up for review, and8

that stimulates us then to go and even if we have9

forgotten, to go and perform that review and10

analysis of that procedure consistent with the11

requirement, our quality control system.12

So, yes, even though we have a large13

number of procedures, we check them out.14

MR. BOLON:  Mr. Nadeau.15

MR. NADEAU:  Likewise, the same at Beth16

Iron Works through our quality systems, we are17

ISO-certified and we have an annual check on every18

one of those procedures.  It is triggered every19

other week, so many procedures come up, and we go20
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out and check them out and validate.1

MR. BOLON:  For the checking procedures2

on vessels, and where you mention so many, Jim,3

are those often procedures for a single system4

that once it's installed and activated, you won't5

ever necessarily use that procedure again?6

MR. THORTON:  Let me clarify because I7

think maybe we are confused a little bit.  When I8

talked about the thousands of -- I was referring9

to devices, okay, as opposed to procedures, so I10

think we may have gotten cross ways a little bit11

there.12

So, in my earlier testimony, it was13

really about tens of thousands of devices as14

opposed to tens of thousands of procedures, and I15

think maybe that is some confusion, has caused16

some confusion.17

MR. BOLON:  I think I remember the figure18

of 10,000 procedures.19

MR. THORTON:  I said there were 75,000,20
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could be as many as 75,000 devices and as many as1

3,000 employees who may be affected on a daily2

basis on an aircraft carrier by the lockout/tagout3

process.  I think that is what I said.4

MR. BOLON:  When I looked at the NSRP5

report, it really boiled down to a couple of6

issues.  One was the preference for locks over7

tags, or tags-plus, and the other was in a group8

tagout situation relying on an expert based9

system, so that you wouldn't have every individual10

employee putting a tag on11

Is that really where you are looking for12

flexibility for a shipyard?13

MR. NADEAU:  On the ship side, we are14

looking for that, absolutely.15

MR. BOLON:  Those are the primary areas?16

MR. NADEAU:  Yeah, on the ship side we17

would like to continue using the ship experts. 18

They are very limited, they are very well trained. 19

It takes a long time to get on those crews to20
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become proficient to be able to get those1

assignments, and we think we have limited our2

risks substantially by using those systems of3

experts versus using the whole group approach.4

MR. BOLON:  A question on lighting, Jim. 5

You referred to studies that Newport News had done6

that showed that you didn't need as much light as7

was in our proposal. Would you be able to submit8

those into the record, so that we can evaluate9

them?10

MR. THORTON:  Whatever I have I will11

provide.12

MR. BOLON:  Also, Jim, on the issue that13

comes up under motor vehicles and seat belts, you14

used pick-ups at Newport News for transport.  I15

just wondered roughly how many are there for16

transporting employees.  Is there just a handful?17

MR. THORTON:  187.18

MR. BOLON:  Are they in constant use, are19

they used frequently all the time?20
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MR. THORTON:  They are used very1

frequently, and I was coy, there is 100 or 2.2

MR. BOLON:  Are they dedicated to3

particular crews, or are they just on call?4

MR. THORTON:  They are assigned to a5

specific department, but they may be used to6

transport material, they may be used.  I wouldn't7

call pick-ups as a mainstay transportation vehicle8

for employees.9

They occasionally, you know, sometimes10

ride in there, they do, but I think the mainstay11

for those kinds of pick-ups are material. More12

often, people are transported in -- I spoke to Amy13

about cars, and we do have probably 100 or so of14

those, you know, regular cars.15

MR. BOLON:  I had a question for you16

about portable toilets.  Do you use those up in17

Maine?18

MR. NADEAU:  When we have like19

construction sites, a new project, that kind of20
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thing, we have occasionally used them.  For the1

most part, we don't use portable toilets.2

MR. BOLON:  You rely on the permanent3

facilities?4

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.5

MR. BOLON:  Are those heated?6

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.7

MR. BOLON:  That's all my questions.8

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Burt has as a few9

questions.10

MR. BURT:  I am Robert Burt again.11

For Mr. Ballow, how many additional12

companies besides the two represented here belong13

to the Council?14

MR. BALLOW:  We represent the six largest15

shipyards in the United States.  I can give you16

the names if you would like.17

MR. BURT:  Do you have an estimate of how18

many employees the remaining four have?19

MR. BALLOW:  As Jim indicated, it's20
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42,000 for the Northrop Grumman yards.  That would1

be the Gulf Coast yards and then Newport News.2

MR. BURT:  Not those, what about the four3

--4

MR. BALLOW:  I think there are about5

3,000 at NASCO, that's in San Diego, 6,000.6

MR. NADEAU:  6,000 at Bath.7

MR. BALLOW:  6,000 Bath, 10- to 11,000, I8

believe at Electric Boat.9

MR. BURT:  I just wanted to quickly10

revisit the cost estimate.  Let me be sure I11

understood what it was for.  That was $20012

million, and that is for things associated with13

lockout/tagout?14

MR. THORTON:  No, that is 200,000, it15

depends on -- I gave you the $100,000 for the16

lockout/tagout.  I also said -- help me.  17

MR. NADEAU:  $100 million.18

MR. THORTON:  Thank you, $100 million. 19

There are also some other provisions contained. 20
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For example, the toilets, which require hard1

piping.  We have done some estimates for Newport2

News and we have extrapolated there, and the main3

cost there is digging up the shipyard and plumbing4

and piping, and those sorts of things, so that is5

included in that number.6

MR. BURT:  Which provision is that?7

MR. THORTON:  The requirement for the8

toilets, sanitation.  So, there is some cost9

there, and then there is some other ancillary10

things.11

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, I would like12

to clarify one thing here, which was mentioned by13

Mr. Ballow and which Mr. Thorton is commenting on.14

The proposed rule does not contain any15

changes from the current existing requirements on16

the number of toilets that must be provided.  We17

posed the issue of should we change it, so it18

would be in compliance or match what the current19

ANSI 4.1 standard requires, but we did not propose20
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any change.1

MR. THORTON:  I fully understand that,2

but in answering and responding to the request, we3

felt compelled to say if the standard were4

enacted, what would the impact be, so we5

understand that you were seeking guidance, if you6

will, we fully understand that.7

I guess we elected to take it a step8

further and say what is this were enacted in its9

current form.10

MR. BURT:  I think that will be helpful. 11

I would hope that for each of these, you would go12

through them in your follow-up post-hearing13

comments with the same kind level of detail you14

just gave us as an example of lockout/tagout,15

because that is just what we need.16

MR. THORTON:  Right.17

MR. BURT:  Now, let me ask of the example18

you gave, 30 minutes per day, what are they doing19

exactly for those 30 minutes?  I am not quite20
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getting it.  We certainly didn't take 30 minutes1

per day per person in general industry, and nobody2

said we grossly underestimated.  What is different3

here requiring 30 minutes?4

MR. THORTON:  I think our review of the5

proposal indicates that there must be some6

positive engagement and disengagement of employees7

who were affected by the lockout/tagout process,8

and so we saw this as employees checking in and9

checking out in some way whatever form that took,10

and so we saw an employee before he began the job,11

and he was affected by this lockout/tagout, some12

way of demonstrating his engagement in it by13

checking in, and then we saw at the end of the14

work shift, of whenever the job was over, some15

form of his then signing out or disengaging,16

positively disengaging from the process.17

So, I would answer it that way.  So, it18

is the time spent that he would be transiting from19

the job to the checkout point and/or standing in20
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line.1

MR. NADEAU:  Not to mention, Jim, that2

currently, the experts that we have are very3

familiar with systems and can go through line4

diagrams quite quickly because they are very5

familiar with them.6

You inject all these people who have to7

get into lockout/tagout and want to secure and8

identify the proper source.  Again, that is the9

root cause of why we had so many fatalities is the10

misidentification of source, may exceed the11

30-minute mark trying to get that information.12

MR. THORTON:  Let me also follow up.  If13

you look at 1910.147, these are usually, my humble14

experience is, they are singular kinds of lockout,15

so it is limited in scope, it is limited in number16

of people that are affected, it is limited in the17

effect of this.  Whereas, if you look at an18

aircraft carrier where we are locking or securing,19

let me say it that way, a system, there are a lot20
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of people affected by this, and so illustrated1

that I think earlier in as many as 3,000 people a2

day on an aircraft carrier, and I can't speak for3

the other yards, but it is that concept that you4

asked about.5

MR. BURT:  Thank you.  That covers what I6

had.7

MS. SHORTALL:  I have a few questions,8

too.9

Mr. Ballow, did you mention, and did I10

not get down quickly enough, how many employees11

are at the Tallulah facility?12

MR. BALLOW:  No, I didn't.  We aggregated13

42,000 for all the Northrop Grumman yard.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Thorton, I have been15

looking forward a very long time to question you. 16

You were the very first person I ever questioned17

when I first came her to the Solicitor's Office. 18

Do you remember what rule that was on?19

MR. THORTON:  No, ma'am.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  That was on the lead1

remand rulemaking.2

MR. THORTON:  That was 100 years ago,3

wasn't it?4

MS. SHORTALL:  That wasn't quite 100.  I5

am not quite that old.6

[Laughter.]7

MR. THORTON:  How did I do?8

MS. SHORTALL:  For me, you did excellent. 9

I became the office hero because I got you to say10

on the record that it was feasible to meet 50 in11

the shipyard industry.12

MR. THORTON:  Well, if I said so, it must13

have been the truth.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Yes.  You always are a man15

of your word.16

Well, I am so glad you mentioned the word17

"simple," and you said, hey, I'm just a simple18

Environmental Safety and Health guy.  Well, I'm19

just the simple lawyer, and on the food chain, I20
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am even below ESH.  So my question is the1

following.2

You said that you designed the ships for3

the Navy, and then you build them.  Then when they4

need to be repaired, you repair them.5

MR. THORTON:  Yes.6

MS. SHORTALL:  I wonder, given that you7

design them for one entity, what seems to be the8

issue or what seems to be the problem about9

whether you could design vessels that have more10

lockable energy isolating devices if, in fact, you11

are going to be the one eventually repairing them12

and you only are doing it for one purchaser.13

MR. THORTON:  May I say for the benefit14

of my favorite customer that I see out there, I15

mean nothing by this, but there are different16

organizations in the Navy.  We design ships for17

what I would call a design part of the Navy.18

Then there is the part of the ship that19

is build and oversees the building of the ship, an20
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inspection of the ship, and that is another part1

of the Navy.2

Then there is the operational Navy that3

operates the vessel.4

So each has unique needs.  Each has5

unique expectations, and so our job when we design6

a ship, it is not necessarily altogether for the7

operational Navy.  It is for the contract part of8

the Navy.9

So there has to be great coordination10

between those different from our customer who then11

looks at it and agrees with and gives us the12

specifications and says okay, it is okay to build13

that this way with these materials in this regard.14

or he may say no, I do not want you to use this15

material, or I do not want you to construct this16

vessel this way because it will cost too much17

money or it will compromise operational readiness18

or not.19

So I am taking the long, maybe the long20
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answer to this, but I would just tell you that all1

of what you said sort of revolves around our2

relationship with our customer, and they have3

different needs.4

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  Have they5

expressed any unique need to have energy-isolating6

devices not to be lockable?7

MR. THORTON:  Not that I am aware of, but8

also, if I could recognize that the Navy has9

people that work on their vessels as well.  So10

similar as I am a contractor, they also have11

people that do perform work on their vessels. 12

They too have a process that they go by.13

So my point to all of that is that the14

Navy's program I think is a pretty effective one15

in the sense that it protects not only their16

employees and the people that have to work on17

their vessels, but also provides guidance for us18

for our contractors and has served, I think, us19

all well in following that.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Would you acknowledge that1

a lockable system is superior to a tag system, but2

with our tag system, we have come pretty darn3

close to meeting that same level?4

MR. THORTON:  No.5

MR. NADEAU:  I would not either.6

MS. SHORTALL:  So you think your tag7

system is better than a lockable?8

MR. NADEAU:  As effective.9

MR. THORTON:  As effective.10

MS. SHORTALL:  What if you had to go to11

the Navy with your next round and you said to the12

Navy, listen, in 10 years, OSHA is going to13

require that we have lockable energy-isolating14

devices, we need to start working that into the15

design specs?  Is that something that the Navy16

would be able to adapt to as well, do you think?17

MR. THORTON:  Well, I can't speak for the18

Navy, but I can speak for the fact that we do work19

very closely with our Navy customers, and as20
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regulations emerge and we as contractors see that1

there is an emerging regulation that could have2

significant impact on our Navy customer, we are3

required to tell them about it and discuss it with4

them and then figure out whether the Navy wants to5

make operational or design adjustments in6

accordance or to come and speak to the agency who7

is developing the regulation about an alternate8

way, much as we are doing now.9

MS. SHORTALL:  If the agency were to10

decide that you must have a lockable11

energy-isolating device -- and I am just saying12

if, a hypothetical -- what type of lead time would13

be necessary in order to have that work itself14

into the normal design phase and purchasing phase15

from manufacturers from who you get parts?16

MR. THORTON:  A long time, years.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Ten years?18

MR. THORTON:  Ten years.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay, 10 years.20
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Would you agree the same, Mr. Nadeau?1

MR. NADEAU:  Yeah.  I mean I was thinking2

about your question, but actually there's two3

parts of this thing, your existing ships that have4

today that would have to be converted to what you5

are suggesting.6

MS. SHORTALL:  I am just talking about7

new.8

MR. NADEAU:  New construction.9

MS. SHORTALL:  Yeah, good point.  Good10

point.11

MR. NADEAU:  It would be at least that12

long.13

For both of you on your near-miss14

incident investigations that you are doing and15

keep records of, how has the number of incidents16

changed over the year?  Have you seen an increase17

in the number of near-misses?  Decrease?18

MR. THORTON:  In a specific area?19

MS. SHORTALL:  In the lockout/tagout.20
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MR. THORTON:  In the lockout/tagout. 1

Overall, I would say we have seen a decrease, and2

I say that because I think that as programs3

mature, as the work matures -- we have been4

building aircraft carriers, a specific type of5

aircraft carrier for years and years and years. 6

So we have kind of got it together.7

So it is the learning curve, and I think8

as we build more and more of these products, we9

have gotten better and better and better at it.10

MS. SHORTALL:  What about you, Mr.11

Nadeau?12

MR. NADEAU:  From our experience of a13

lockout/tagout, we haven't seen an increase.  It's14

really about the same.  We haven't had an incident15

with that process.  It is pretty sound.16

But what we did do, because we got17

anecdotal information, we did a stand-down.  We18

found that people were more forthright in telling19

us what was going on.  It was more on the DC20
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issues, the welding leads and that kind of thing1

that we found were problematic, and since that2

time, we have declined significantly.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Were either of your4

shipyards one of the seven that were in the NSRP5

survey?6

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.7

MR. THORTON:  Yes.8

MS. SHORTALL:  And were all of your yards9

in it, Mr. Thorton?10

MR. THORTON:  I believe so.11

MS. SHORTALL:  Would you happen to know12

who the other ones were?13

MR. THORTON:  Well, you may speak to the14

NSRP.15

MR. BALLOW:  That predates my tenure. 16

That was 2004.  Right?17

I know there are some of the other, the18

SCA yards that participate in it.19

MS. SHORTALL:  So was it primarily then a20
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report on the large shipyards?1

MR. NADEAU:  No.  We went off the BLS2

numbers.  We looked at the OSHA information.3

MS. SHORTALL:  No, no.  I am just talking4

there were seven shipyards who participated in the5

survey.6

MR. NADEAU:  In the research, yes.7

MS. SHORTALL:  Uh-huh.8

MR. NADEAU:  Okay.  And your question is?9

MS. SHORTALL:  Do you know what the seven10

were?11

MR. NADEAU:  Most of the ASAY [ph]12

shipyards, and maybe a couple of the SCA people at13

the time who were working with us.14

MS. SHORTALL:  You both explained how15

long it takes to build a vessel.  How long does it16

usually take you to repair one when it comes in?17

MR. THORTON:  It depends on what the18

nature of the repairs are.  They could be years in19

our case.  They could be, you know, as many as two20
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or three years, depending on what we are doing,1

the complex overhaul in nuclear refueling, to a2

few days.  So it varies.3

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.4

MR. NADEAU:  Generally for us, three to5

six months, we do a PSA, that kind of thing.6

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  I have7

something that you mentioned in your comments but8

also in the NSRP, talking about the system expert9

and then the dedicated organization assistant10

experts.11

In your comments, Mr. Thorton, you12

mentioned at some point in the program from a13

system expert to this expert group -- at your14

facility, when is that point usually reached, and15

what are the factors that determine when you go16

from the system expert to the group?17

MR. THORTON:  Maybe this gets at the18

tiered question.  I am not sure, but the holder of19

our first tier system is the form, and he is the20
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person that holds the WAF or the work1

authorization forum.  So it is his.2

So, when the job is complete and whatever3

the work that is entailed is completed and is now4

ready for testing -- testing is a good example of5

that -- or turnover, then it would go to this next6

level where you have the systems expert that sort7

of coordinates all of these different WAFs that8

have gone in to complete the work, that task at9

hand.10

So it would go from your individual11

foreman, in my case, and Dan can speak to this on12

his behalf.  Then once that work is completed, all13

lockout/tagout actions have been completed and the14

work completed, then it goes up to the next level15

for the test engineer or the systems engineer to16

say okay, does the system operate like it -- does17

it do like it is supposed to do.18

MS. SHORTALL:  I guess the thing I was19

trying to reach is what you said in your thing is20
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when a particular lockout/tagout application,1

deenergization program occurs, that is so complex,2

it gets to a level of complexity, it can no longer3

be handled by the system expert, that is when we4

bring the dedicated group of experts.5

MR. THORTON:  Uh-huh.6

MS. SHORTALL:  And I want to know what7

are the factors that determine when it is so8

complex, you just can't rely on the one system9

expert, you need to have the group.10

MR. THORTON:  I would say the number of11

deenergizations that were needed to complete the12

task, the sheer number of those, because you may13

have had to secure not only electrical system,14

compressed air, steam, and other energy that goes15

into this.16

So each of the individual foreman is17

going to have his or her own smaller piece of18

this, and it rises to a higher tier, I guess, if19

you have a number of these things that go into20
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that one job.1

MS. SHORTALL:  How frequently do both of2

your facilities do lockout/tagout training?3

MR. NADEAU:  We do an annual training for4

our people.5

MS. SHORTALL:  Same?6

MR. THORTON:  Yes.7

MS. SHORTALL:  What do you do to make8

sure --9

MR. THORTON:  Let me just answer not only10

is there formal training, but there are reminders.11

For example, during the year, if we have12

seen a lot of near misses, we might put out to the13

yard for general distribution, a communication14

that says okay, we saw a number of these kinds of15

things, be sensitive to this particular operation,16

and so it is not just the formal training, but it17

is also refresher training and a reminder if we18

have had near-misses and that sort of thing.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.20
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MR. THORTON:  So there is lots of1

communications.2

MR. NADEAU:  Yeah.  We do stand-downs. 3

We just shut them down, set them all down in the4

room and go right through the training again and5

explain what the incident was all about and what6

happened.7

MS. SHORTALL:  For your training, what do8

you both do to make sure that non-English-speaking9

workers fully understand the material that they10

need to know and how to execute the procedures?11

MR. NADEAU:  On our end, for the most12

part, they are all English-speaking, but we also13

do a validation exam, make sure they understand14

the material, and then we go through the answers15

to make sure everybody understands that.16

MR. THORTON:  I don't know what I do.  I17

know we don't do our materials in Spanish, for18

example, and I think we have very few19

Spanish-speaking people, but I don't know the20
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answer to that.1

MR. NADEAU:  I could add to that, one2

more point.  There are sometimes we have had some3

folks who are illiterate, and we have done some4

one-on-one training with those folks, so they5

understand.  That has happened before.6

MS. SHORTALL:  And that is very helpful7

to know, how you handle people who aren't able to8

read and take the exams.9

Mr. Thorton, you said that you had10

measured lighting.  Do you happen to remember on11

average what levels you were generally able to12

achieve in work areas on vessels?13

MR. THORTON:  Well, no, but I think each14

task is different and, therefore, requires15

different illumination levels.16

I can remember personally, earlier in my17

career, measuring specific lighting for task18

lighting aboard ships, aboard vessels, and for19

emergency evacuation purposes, but I don't know20
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that I can give you a background lighting level. 1

Is that what you are looking for?2

MS. SHORTALL:  No.  I am just looking for3

what lighting is in the areas where people need to4

work on vessels.  I just wanted to know what was5

on average, what is usually there.  What did you6

find?7

MR. NADEAU:  That varies significantly. 8

In terms of phase of construction of ships, as you9

paint those ships, for the most part, they are10

painted with white.  So, as you have background11

reflective light come in, the light will increase,12

based on the same lighting that is in the space. 13

So that will vary. 14

MR. THORTON:  I think in a ship, in15

general, if you are in the entrails of the ship16

where there is no natural light, you have to rely17

on lighting that is brought in for task lighting.18

I don't know how many foot candles I19

would say.  I need to think about that.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  I thought one of the best1

suggestions we received in comments was from you,2

Mr. Thorton, when you suggested we strike the3

concept of handheld from the emergency lights4

because some people have portable lights that are5

designed to be attached to their hardhats.6

MR. THORTON:  Right.7

MS. SHORTALL:  But I didn't hear you8

mention that Northrop Grumman uses them.  Do you9

use them?10

MR. THORTON:  You mean of the --11

MS. SHORTALL:  For people working on12

vessels --13

MR. THORTON:  Yes.14

MS. SHORTALL:  -- do you have their15

hardhats equipped with lights on them?16

MR. THORTON:  Not as a standard practice. 17

Okay.  Can be, but we typically do not have that.18

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.19

MR. THORTON:  Like a miner's lamp-type20
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thing?1

MS. SHORTALL:  Well, you were the one who2

came up with the great suggestion.3

MR. THORTON:  Well, that is just an idea.4

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.5

MR. THORTON:  We will have to cross that6

out.7

[Laughter.]8

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Nadeau, make sure I9

understand.  Is BIW between two townships, between10

two towns?11

MR. NADEAU:  No.  No.  We are on the edge12

of the Kennebec River, and the township behind us13

is Brunswick, in a different county, about five14

miles apart.15

MS. SHORTALL:  About five miles apart.16

When you said the response time was three17

to five minutes, is that in optimum conditions, or18

does that include weekend traffic, rush hour?19

MR. NADEAU:  No.  The ambulatory service20
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--1

MS. SHORTALL:  Below the lowest deck of2

the vessel?3

MR. NADEAU:  Are you talking main plant,4

or are you talking the exterior facilities? 5

Because there is a difference.6

MS. SHORTALL:  I am talking main plant.7

MR. NADEAU:  Main plant.  The ambulatory8

service is right down the street.  They are there9

within three.  We have own ambulance, our own EMTs10

that respond that are on site.  Most of those EMTs11

are right on the ships themselves.12

So, when a call is made, they all have13

the pagers, voice pagers.  So they know14

immediately where to go, and they dispatch within15

a few minutes.  They are right on site.16

MS. SHORTALL:  I am trying to understand. 17

How long does it take for a responder to go from18

the top of a vessel if the person is down in the19

bottom of a vessel working?  Just that part of it.20
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MR. NADEAU:  Couple minutes, minute and a1

half maybe.2

MS. SHORTALL:  So what you are saying is3

it takes about three to five minutes to reach the4

vessel and then a couple of minutes to go down?5

MR. NADEAU:  Yes.  In most cases, I6

explained earlier that the EMTs that we have that7

are trained are also assigned on the vessels.  So8

that most are already there.9

MS. SHORTALL:  I see.  Okay.  Thank you.10

Mr. Thorton, you have a thousand trained11

first aid providers.  That is clearly more than12

what is required in the existing standard.13

Why did you decide it was so important to14

have those, and what were the factors that were15

important in your decision-making?16

MR. THORTON:  Well, number one, because I17

have 550 acres, 500 to 550 acres.  So I have a18

large facility.19

Number two -- and I would like to provide20
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at least first aid until the services that I1

describe get there.  So it is size.  It is number2

of employees.  I have 20,000 employees.  So that3

is 5 percent, give or take, of the work force, and4

I think thirdly, a number of these people do take5

these courses, CPR and first aid, et cetera, on a6

voluntary basis as well.7

A lot of people at home, for example, you8

know, if they have a husband with a coronary9

condition, we have a lot of the wives that take10

these courses for first aid and CPR on a voluntary11

basis.  So I have counted some of those in there12

as well.13

MS. SHORTALL:  How did you convince14

management or the company this is money well15

spent?16

MR. THORTON:  Well, I think I did not do17

this on the basis of cost.  I said it is the right18

thing to do.  In other words, if we have people19

that are working out there, it is a hazardous20
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environment.  It is, and people do suffer1

injuries.  I felt it was very important that2

people were able -- and we have some fine3

shipbuilders, and those people work very hard. 4

They work under terrible conditions, and just5

because of the work, not because of something we6

have created.  It is just hard work, and I just7

felt it was the right thing to do for our people.8

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  I was also9

wondering what kind of quick drench facilities you10

offer specifically.  Do either of you use a11

portable one?12

MR. THORTON:  In our case, we do, and it13

is specific.  If I am using or exposing people14

around a corrosive, then I will provide those15

shipboard.16

In addition, stationary, if in a shop, if17

I have a specific acid bath or something or18

electroplating, I will have drenching facilities19

that are hard-plumbed, et cetera.20
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So, yes, we do where there is that1

potential.  Then we do provide the portable2

drenching facilities, but I just implore the3

agency to look hard at the definition because it4

really is overly broad.5

MS. SHORTALL:  Do you only provide quick6

drench facilities where an employee could be7

splashed with corrosives?8

MR. THORTON:  And something that could9

injure the employee.  I had mentioned corrosives. 10

If it is something that is injurious to the skin.11

MS. SHORTALL:  What are some examples of12

other things that are injurious that are not13

corrosives?14

MR. NADEAU:  Maybe a dipping tank.  We15

have piped in drench facilities right there.16

MR. THORTON:  We have hot water baths.17

MR. NADEAU:  Hot water baths.18

MR. THORTON:  They are not corrosive, but19

are certainly injurious.  So there are a number of20
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examples of those, I guess.1

Other chemicals that people work with,2

paint may be irritating, but not necessarily3

corrosive, and it depends on what paint it is. 4

Latex paint.  We use a lot of latex paint, for5

example.  Not all paint uses oil-based or a lot of6

organic solvents and things in it.  So we use lots7

of chemicals.8

MS. SHORTALL:  Does BIW also use portable9

quick drench facilities?10

MR. NADEAU:  We do not.  They are all11

solidly piped.12

MS. SHORTALL:  And do you provide them in13

areas where there could be injury from other than14

corrosives?15

MR. NADEAU:  Yeah.  I just described a16

couple.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Those.18

MR. NADEAU:  Yep.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Are either of you starting20
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to equip your facilities with waterless1

hand-cleaning agents?2

MR. NADEAU:  No.3

MR. THORTON:  We have used those, but4

primarily, we use some portable units where we5

have a high population of people, say on an6

aircraft carrier.  We will occasionally use some7

of those, but for the most part, we encourage8

people and offer them availability to hard-plumbed9

rest rooms that do have hot and cold running10

water.  But we have used some waterless hand11

creams as well.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Where you have the13

portable units, how frequently do you service14

them?15

MR. THORTON:  We have a vendor that does16

that.  I do not know the answer.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Would you be able to18

provide that in your post-hearing comments?19

MR. THORTON:  Okay.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you so much.1

MR. THORTON:  Okay.2

MS. SHORTALL:  I just have one other3

question to ask, and that is for those people4

working on vessels and possibly where you would5

have water facilities, what are you doing so that6

they have adequate supplies of water, and have you7

moved at all to providing single-use bottles?8

MR. NADEAU:  For bath, most of the9

facilities are right adjacent to the ship's own10

pier.  So they are within 100 feet, 200 feet.11

We have got hundreds of water bottles12

either on the ships or in the adjacent work13

stations for the hulls, every stage, every14

location.  They are all over the place.15

MS. SHORTALL:  That you provide?16

MR. NADEAU:  Yes, that we provide.17

MS. SHORTALL:  What about for Northrop18

Grumman?19

MR. THORTON:  In terms of water bottles20
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for the purposes of washing?  Maybe I didn't --1

MS. SHORTALL:  No.  Just for drinking. 2

Just for having adequate water supplies.3

MR. THORTON:  Lots of water.  We4

frequently in the hot summer days will provide5

bottled water, and we will hand these out to the6

people as they come on board vessels and at lunch7

time and particularly hot days.  We will do that8

very often.9

MR. NADEAU:  We have done the same.10

MS. SHORTALL:  Does anyone have any other11

questions?12

[No response.]13

MS. SHORTALL:  Well, on behalf of OSHA14

and the Solicitor's Office, I appreciate you being15

here today, and Mr. Thorton, I especially16

appreciate a second chance to question you.  Thank17

you again.18

MR. THORTON:  I hope I did okay.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Wonderful, wonderful.20
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MR. THORTON:  Thank you.1

MS. GOODMAN:  Thank you very much,2

gentlemen.  I appreciate your time.3

The next and final witness is Ms. Amy4

Duz.5

[Pause.]6

MR. PURCELL:  Ms. Duz, when you get7

comfortable, take your time, if you will pull the8

mic over in front of you, and please state your9

full name and the party or parties that you are10

representing at this hearing today.11

MS. DUZ:  My name is Amy Duz, and I have12

been given 10 minutes to comment for two different13

organizations today.  The first one is iWorkWise, 14

and it is fishing vessel-related.15

As a word of explanation, I just have a16

few slides for each of the 10-minute17

presentations.18

MR. PURCELL:  Certainly, that is fine.19

MS. DUZ:  Mostly, they are just to put up20
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a quotation so I don't have to say "quote/1

unquote" constantly for you guys.2

MS. SHORTALL:  Ms. Duz, could you maybe3

pull one of the microphones a little bit closer to4

make sure they are picking you up there?5

Thanks so much.6

MR. PURCELL:  You may proceed.7

MS. DUZ:  I was hoping to get my slides.8

MR. PURCELL:  They are working on it.9

[Pause.]10

MS. SHORTALL:  Your Honor, while we are11

waiting, I would like to request that we enter two12

exhibits into the record for this presentation.13

I would like to have the comments by Ms.14

Amy Duz entered as OSHA SO49-2006-0675-0164 and15

the hard copy of her PowerPoint presentation as16

0164.1.17

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  Those exhibits18

will be admitted into the record as identified.19

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you, Your Honor.20
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[Pause.]1

MS. DUZ:  Your Honor, I don't think the2

slides are critical for the first 10 minutes.  So,3

if you want to go ahead and do the first 104

minutes, I handed out copies along with the words5

so there is no point holding up the meeting.6

MR. PURCELL:  That is really up to you,7

Ms. Duz, if that works better.8

MS. DUZ:  The second 10 minutes, I would9

like to have them.10

MR. PURCELL:  Sure.  You can proceed,11

then.12

MS. DUZ:  My name is Amy Duz.  I13

appreciate being able to comment today on the14

proposed shipyard rule.  I have been permitted two15

10-minute time periods to comment.16

I will focus for the first 10-minute17

period on the fishing industry, specifically my18

views of the hazardous energy control portion of19

the proposed rule affecting fishing industry20
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vessels.  During the second 10-minute segment, I1

will be speaking to you on behalf of the Puget2

Sound Shipbuilders Association.3

My entire working life of 24 years has4

been spent in the fishing industry.  I started as5

a line worker, working my way up to managing6

production, and then managing operations on board7

seafood processing vessels in Alaska.8

While vessel manager, we experienced a9

90-percent reduction in the number of injuries and10

illnesses.  We applied for and were accepted into11

OSHA's Voluntary Protection Program.  My vessel12

was the first and I believe still the only vessel13

in the United States to participate in a VPP14

program.15

As a vessel manager and after, I also16

managed many projects in shipyards.  I am17

committed to the safety and health of employees in18

this industry.  I have and continue to work side19

by side with many dedicated and resourceful people20
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in the industry who try to make work on these1

vessels as safe as possible.2

Following the fatal accident of a close3

friend in an occupational incident, I founded a4

consulting company specializing in the practical5

application of occupational safety requirements as6

well as Coast Guard and OSHA training.7

I have 58 clients engaged in fishing and8

ship repair.  Their fleets include more than 809

large vessels, including 19 processors, 27 factory10

trawlers, and 16 long liners.11

Work-related injury is unacceptable and12

most can be avoided.  The goal should be none. 13

The question is:  How do we get from here to14

there?15

We don't get there by having two lockout16

standards apply to a ship.  Two standards will not17

make a single person more safe.  It will introduce18

confusion and burden that will very likely make19

people less safe.  Not a single vessel or fleet20
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owner that I am aware of support this two-standard1

approach.2

The fish processing equipment on board a3

fish processing vessel can't be separated from the4

core of the vessel any more than skimming5

equipment from a spill response vessel or tow6

cable and winch from a tug, nor can the personnel7

that work in the processing area be viewed as8

separate from the rest of the ship or its systems.9

The two-standard approach begins by10

asking the impossible.  OSHA states that, quote,11

"to determine which lockout standard applies, fish12

processing employers would have to determine first13

whether the equipment or system is an inherent and14

permanent part of the vessel or is used for15

performing inherently general industry16

operations."  This simply cannot be done in many17

cases.18

For example, when a ship's hydraulic19

system powers both processing and fishing20
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equipment, where will one standard end and the1

other begin, or if processing equipment, such as a2

grinder sump pump is critical to keeping the ship3

afloat, is that ship's equipment or processing4

equipment, or when panels provide power for5

engineering and processing needs, what standard6

will be followed?7

No benefit is gained by answering these8

questions because the simplest and best solution9

is to have 1915.89 apply at all times for all10

personnel and for all areas of a vessel.11

OSHA's line of reasoning for the12

two-standard approach and vessels is not13

compelling when the first step to applying it is14

not practically possible.  It is even less sound15

after examining some of the major assumptions made16

about the fishing industry.17

OSHA makes a number of mistaken18

assumptions about fishing vessels.  I believe that19

the reason these assumptions were made is the20
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complete lack of consultation or collaboration on1

the part of OSHA with the fishing industry,2

despite alliances that exist between the two.3

The most important of these are as4

follows.  One, OSHA assumes that fish processing5

equipment on board vessels is serviced almost6

exclusively by fish processing employees and not7

others who regularly service ship systems -- and8

that is a quote -- when in fact processing9

equipment on the vast majority of processing ships10

is maintained and repaired by the same engineers11

that service all of the equipment on board.12

Two, OSHA believes that, quote, "These13

vessels usually set anchor in the fishing grounds14

for weeks or months at a time, processing fish and15

seafood that fishing boats unload onto them," when16

in fact that is true for only about one-third of17

vessels that process seafood.  The majority of18

vessels fish and process at sea.19

Three, OSHA assumes that at the end of20
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each fishing season when the vessel returns to1

port, new equipment is installed to process fish2

that will be caught during the next fishing3

season, when in fact the minority of vessels4

change out their processing equipment between5

seasons.6

The two-standard approach accomplishes7

nothing additional toward the goal of no injury8

when compared to the uniform application of a9

single standard.  Furthermore, there is no10

industry support for the two-standard approach.11

We must put ourselves in the place of the12

people who need to implement these standards.13

The two-standard approach.  On board14

fishing vessels, 1910.147 applies to some of the15

equipment some of the time and to all of the16

employees that service that equipment but only17

some of the time, whereas 1915.89 applies to those18

who service equipment on board and to all of the19

equipment some of the time and to some of the20
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equipment all of the time.1

The proposed two-standard approach2

creates more questions and problems than it3

attempts to solve.  One hazardous energy control4

standard should be applied to the fishing industry5

and that standard should be 1915.89.  1915.89 is a6

better choice than 1910.147 for several reasons. 7

First, these vessels will be in shipyards and8

ships and shipyard personnel need to interface. 9

This interface will be more seamless making people10

safer if everyone is accustomed to using the same11

standard.  Second, there is still a chance that12

Proposed Rule 1915.89 could be made a better rule13

for protecting shipyard and fishing vessel14

workers.  I will discuss improving 1915.89 further15

when I address shipyard work specifically.16

Both shipyards and vessels deserve a17

standard that allows greater flexibility in18

determining which method is best used in any given19

situation where hazardous energy needs to be20
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controlled.1

I am not asking that less be required of2

these employers or their workers, but that they be3

provided with more options, more methods to4

succeed, in facing the significant challenges they5

have when trying to implement the hazardous energy6

control program.7

Many of the hazardous energy control8

situations encountered on vessels are complex due9

to multiple factors such as, one, ships and10

processing equipment that are built overseas and11

are not designed for lockout/tagout; two,12

disconnects that are difficult to locate or are in13

restricted areas; three, disconnects that are not14

labeled or are not labeled with the common names15

of equipment; four, redundant energy sources for16

critical shipboard systems; five, inaccurate17

drawings or schematics or no drawings or18

schematics. For these and other reasons, fishing19

vessel lockout programs are not suited to a one20
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size fits all approach.  The general industry1

standard does not adequately address these issues2

and is not flexible enough to deal with all of3

them.4

Where energy control procedures are not5

complex, a standard such as 1910.147 or the6

proposed 1915.89 could work, but only when it is7

possible for a worker to properly identify,8

disable, and verify that they have disabled the9

source of the hazardous energy that they10

encounter, but this is not true on vessels much of11

the time.  In many cases, a system expert must be12

used along with a tiered approach to hazardous13

energy control.  This approach is outlined in the14

National Shipbuilding Research Program's 200415

document entitled "Review of Current and Best16

Practices for Hazardous Energy Control in17

Shipyards."  The fishing industry needs one18

standard and that standard should be an improved19

1915.89 standard.20
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Slide 7.1

MS. SHORTALL:  Slide 7.2

MS. DUZ:  Critical to improving the3

1915.89 standard is acknowledging the general4

failure of the tagout portion -- should I pause5

here?6

MR. PURCELL:  Can you switch to slide 7?7

MS. DUZ:  Critical to improving the8

1915.89 standard is acknowledging the general9

failure of the tagout portion of both the general10

industry rule and the proposed rule.  In the11

fishing and shipyard industries, it is common for12

workers and employers to misunderstand tagout.13

Safety professionals understand that14

tagout means disable before applying a tag.  The15

people who are actually supposed to be protected16

by the procedure do not understand that tagout17

really means disable and tagout.  While the18

concept of tagout is sound, as understood by19

safety professionals, the communication on this20
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concept to the public and their understanding of1

it is flawed.  It is precisely this2

misunderstanding that led to the traumatic injury3

to which OSHA refers on page 72488 of the Federal4

Register.5

In that case, the power supply was not6

locked out because, as is often true on vessels,7

it was not capable of being locked out.  However,8

the crew, acting within their understanding of9

lockout/tagout, applied a tag to the power supply10

that was not disabled.  Of course, the tag was of11

no protection for the employee when someone12

believed it was safe to turn the equipment on not13

realizing she was still inside the equipment.14

It is interesting to note that after the15

Coast Guard investigation of the incident, the16

vessel was complimented on having three years of17

tagout logs.  Not only did the vessel believe that18

tagout logs were of some value to worker safety,19

but the Coast Guard also apparently believes that20
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these logs are of some value to worker safety. 1

The misunderstanding of tagout in the maritime2

community is a serious threat to worker safety.3

Therefore, I urge OSHA to amend both the4

1910.147 and 1915.89 as soon as possible to make5

clear that the proper energy control procedure is6

not lockout or tagout as it is commonly7

misunderstood, but rather lockout or disable, test8

out, and tag.  This more precisely communicates9

that the procedure requires that the energy10

isolating device be either locked out or disabled,11

then tested to verify that it has been identified12

and disabled correctly.  Only then is it13

appropriate to place a tag on the device.14

The fishing industry needs one standard15

and that standard should be an improved 1915.8916

standard.  That improved standard should17

accurately communicate the procedures that it18

requires by using better language, such as lockout19

or disable, test out and tag.20
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Thank you for listening.  It is my hope1

that I have been able to contribute in some way to2

a better understanding of my fishing industry3

colleagues in our industry along with some of the4

problems that the proposed rule would present5

them.6

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Ms. Duz.  Now, I7

understand you have a slide presentation that you8

wish to go through separately?9

MS. DUZ:  Yes.  I have a second 10-minute10

allotment for the Puget Sound Shipbuilders11

Association.12

MR. PURCELL:  All right.  You can proceed13

with that when you are ready.14

MS. DUZ:  When we get the slides, I would15

be happy to.16

MS. SHORTALL:  The next slide, the next17

slide, the next Powerpoint, the next PowerPoint. 18

We are waiving, your Honor.  I would like19

to enter into the record Ms. Duz' next testimony20
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on behalf of the Puget Sound Shipbuilders1

Association.  I would like to enter in the2

aforementioned docket as Exhibit 0165, Ms. Duz's3

comments, and I would like to enter as 0165.1, her4

PowerPoint presentation, a hard copy of it.5

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you.  Those exhibits6

are admitted into the record and, Ms. Duz, when7

you are ready, I believe we have the slide8

presentation on the screen.9

MS. DUZ:  It is now my pleasure to speak10

to you on behalf of the Puget Sound Shipbuilders11

Association.  PSSA represents 21 employers working12

with 11 labor unions in the Pacific Northwest, as13

well as other businesses and organizations14

important in the shipbuilding industry.  Our15

interest in the rule is based on the impact it16

will likely have on our members as well as the17

potential such a rule has of making our employees18

safer.19

It is our view that this public process20
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is best viewed as a collaborative one and we are1

here today to do our part and be a partner in the2

process as we are a partner with OSHA in our3

alliance in Region 10.4

In fact, our association and members are5

always available to OSHA to collaborate on issues6

of mutual concern.  We believe that ours and7

OSHA's goals in this process are compatible.  We8

share the goal of assuring that work can be9

accomplished without incident and without injury.10

My comments will focus exclusively on11

part 1915.89 of the proposed rule, hazardous12

energy control.  My shipyard and vessel13

representative colleagues will address other14

issues of concern at the October 21st hearing in15

Seattle.16

PSSA believes that this is a too rare17

opportunity that should be seized.  We want to18

acknowledge the difficulty that OSHA faces when19

promulgating any rule for any industry.  It is an20
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unenviable but necessary task.  In this case,1

though the intention is to improve shipyard rules2

and formalize the control of hazardous energy in3

shipyard employment, we don't believe that the4

rule as proposed goes far enough toward making our5

workers safer.  Unfortunately, we have to state6

unequivocally that we do not support7

implementation of the proposed rule.  As it8

stands, this rule seems more like a lost9

opportunity.10

We would, however, support a rule that is11

current, clear, and is written to fit the industry12

it is intended to regulate.13

We are also concerned that our comments14

may be coming too late in the process because15

while it is clear -- next slide, please -- OSHA is16

aware of many of the problems this proposed rule17

would present to shipyards as well as many of the18

solutions to those problems, no action has been19

done -- has been taken to address them in 1915.89.20
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OSHA is asking the right questions in its1

Summary and Explanation Section related to2

1915.89, and we have addressed those questions in3

our written response.  OSHA has provided excellent4

guidance in solutions to general industry in its5

newly revised 136-page compliance directive and6

letters of interpretation related to the general7

industry rule.8

In the preamble to the proposed rule,9

OSHA makes reference to documents written by ANSI10

in the National Shipbuilding Research Program that11

represent the best available state of the art12

thinking about hazardous energy control, but none13

of this information is in the proposed standard.14

We maintain that the proposed rule is not15

current, it is not clear, and that it contradicts16

OSHA’s previous sound thinking regarding the17

unique nature of shipyard employment.  The general18

industry standard, which is the basis of the19

proposed rule, arose with very little change from20
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an ANSI standard written in the 1970s.  This1

standard was updated by ANSI in 2003.2

Next slide.  About their 2003 standard,3

ANSI states, "The standard now more effectively4

addresses the need for greater flexibility through5

the use of alternative methods based on risk6

assessment and application of the hazard control7

hierarchy."  ANSI recognized that a vast amount of8

experience had been gained and many lessons9

learned since the original standard was written10

and in order to protect people adequately, this11

information had to be included in their new12

standard.13

Additionally, the National Shipbuilding14

Research Program's 2004 review of current and best15

practices for hazardous energy control in16

shipyards’ document proposes the fundamental17

elements in an effective remodel program the18

purpose of which is so that -- next slide, please19

-- the research and knowledge can be used by the20
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industry, labor, OSHA, and other stakeholders1

during the OSHA rule making process as a2

foundation for establishing an effective and3

feasible standard.  Unfortunately, the key4

elements of this model program, which are on this5

next slide, are not in the proposed rule.6

These key elements reflect the core of7

the hazardous energy control programs of many of8

the shipyards in the Pacific Northwest as well as9

that of many employers who own vessels or vessel10

fleets, all of which perform ship repair.  It11

should be noted that if the proposed rule were to12

become law, the result would be the gutting of13

current energy control procedures used for14

shipboard work.  It should also be noted that the15

NSRP model program, as well as the 2003 ANSI16

standard, would both require more of shipyard17

employers than the proposed rule.18

Instead of using a decades old standard19

as a basis for formalizing hazardous energy20
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control and shipyard work, make it clear that OSHA1

understands that this complex rule making requires2

the leveraging of industry expertise and requires3

that OSHA be as current as the industry it is4

regulating.  The shipyard industry deserves a5

current standard that offers the most protection6

possible and employs all of the available tools.7

We need a standard that is current and8

clear.  When writing a rule for an exceedingly9

complex workplace, clarity and brevity are not the10

same.  Even OSHA's current general industry11

standard required a long process of question and12

interpretation.  Indeed many of the letters point13

out where the rule should be made clearer, but all14

of the critical information contained in the15

letters of interpretation that make the rule16

understandable and usable are not in the proposed17

rule.  Surely, OSHA does not intend to start over18

again if the proposed rule becomes law.19

In addition, the general industry rule20
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requires a 136-page compliance directive.  If1

regulators need the information in the CPL to2

regulate appropriately, then shipyards certainly3

need it to comply with the regulation4

appropriately.  The relevant information for5

shipyard hazardous energy control should be in the6

proposed rule, not in some other esoteric7

location.8

This information, if it isn't contained9

within the rule, isn't readily accessible to10

employers, the very people who are supposed to be11

protected by it.12

The proposed rule, as written, is a13

dangerous shortcut that will not lead to the14

intended goal.  The shipyard industry needs a15

clear path to hazardous energy control and a rule16

that contains all of the information we need.17

In the preamble to the proposed rule,18

OSHA provides justification for the application of19

the general industry standard to shipyard20
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employment contradicting previous sound reasoning1

regarding the unique nature of maritime2

employment.3

Next slide, please.4

In the 1993 exemption of the maritime5

industry from the lockout/tagout rule, OSHA6

explained that because of the unique nature of7

these industries, the respective workforces in8

working conditions, OSHA believes that this final9

rule might need considerable modification in order10

to provide optimal protection to employees.  That11

was true when it was written and it is true now.12

The National Shipbuilding Research13

Program confirmed its validity in 2004 when it14

warned that, quote, “This standard could have a15

significant impact in the current methods for work16

control and hazardous energy control and17

shipbuilding and repair, particularly if it18

attempts a one size fits all approach to ship and19

boat yards of all types, complexity, and size.” 20
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End quote.1

Slide 7.2

OSHA again from the 1993 exemption, the3

energy control procedure may vary widely from one4

work place to another and an employee in5

construction, for example, may find him or herself6

in several workplaces during the course of a7

single year.  A shipyard employee is virtually8

guaranteed to find him or herself in a new9

workplace monthly, weekly, or even daily.  This10

hasn't changed.  To assume that it has or that it11

is no longer a problem is mistaken.12

The reasoning used to exempt the maritime13

industry from this portion of the general industry14

rule is just as valid today as it was in 1990.  To15

contradict it now with a proposal of this rule16

suggests a sea-change in the state of shipyard17

work that is not in evidence.  Now is not the time18

for contradiction and OSHA was correct when it19

recognized that the general industry standard20
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would not be the optimal way to protect shipyard1

workers, and while now is not the time for an2

exemption, it is the time to have a rule that fits3

our industry and protects our workers.4

If we could go back to slide 5, please.5

In the foreword to their 2003 standard,6

ANSI states, "In spite of substantial efforts by7

employers, unions, trade associations, and8

government during the past 25 years, the annual9

toll of injury and death related to hazardous10

energy release incidents remains unacceptable." 11

ANSI determined that greater flexibility was12

needed for dealing with complex situations.  In an13

industry in which OSHA estimates, quote, "that14

more than 90 percent of the equipment and systems15

are not capable of being locked out," end quote,16

flexibility will be the difference between success17

and failure.18

The essential elements listed on this19

slide are the foundation for a new hazardous20
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energy control standard that will serve the1

employees in the shipyard industry well.2

One, separate energy control programs for3

land based and shipboard operations.  This is4

common in the industry now and doesn't present a5

problem.6

Two, a written program.7

Three, a permit system for complex tasks. 8

Instead of trying to write specific procedures for9

equipment that a shipyard doesn't own, a10

well-designed permit system can be put into place11

to make sure that the responsibility for the12

safety of workers is placed at the appropriate13

skill level.14

Four, use of a supervisor or system15

expert for identification and complex shutdowns,16

the tiered or hierarchal approach.  Again, this17

places the responsibility on a par with18

capability.19

Five, additional verifications for20
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complex shutdowns.1

Six, training and residual energy2

verification and safe work practices.  Though not3

mentioned by ANSI, the CPO, the NSRP, or the4

proposed standard, training for safely5

neutralizing residual energy is necessary for a6

comprehensive lockout program.7

Seven, procedures for regular8

verification.  Particular emphasis should be9

placed on the verification step.  Mistakes can be10

made and caught without tragic consequences if the11

verification step is mastered.12

Eight, supervision of complex restarts.13

And finally, nine, incident14

investigations and regular inspections.15

It is current and clear that accounts for16

the unique nature of the shipyard industry.  It17

provides the needed flexibility.  This is the18

opportunity seized.  Work without incident or19

injury.  We can get there, but we need OSHA's20
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help.1

Thank you for your consideration.2

MR. PURCELL:  Thank you, Ms. Duz.3

Let me ask if there are any individuals4

who have filed notice of intent to appear that5

have any questions for Ms. Duz?6

[No response.]7

MR. PURCELL:  Seeing no hands, I will8

turn it over to Ms. Shortall for questions by9

OSHA.10

MS. SHORTALL:  Well, the first thing I11

want to do is to thank Ms. Duz for coming here12

today, all the way from Seattle, and her13

appearance here suggests maybe we should be14

changing our hearing procedures.15

Ms. Duz was the first person to arrive16

this morning and is the last person to testify.  I17

apologize for the long, long wait to come up here,18

and yes, we do have questions, and Ms. Wangdahl19

will start.20
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MS. WANGDAHL:  I would like to focus my1

line of questioning on the fish processing vessel,2

so I know you gave testimonies on both sides.  I3

just want to go ahead and let you know that I am4

going to focus on fish processing.5

MS. DUZ:  Okay.6

MS. WANGDAHL:  Can you talk about the7

difference, the different types of vessels?  We8

have heard the terminology "trawlers," "catcher9

processors," some other types of vessels.  Can you10

just give us a brief education on the different11

types of vessels that are used in this industry?12

MS. DUZ:  Some vessels, there are13

probably about 20 vessels that are dedicated14

processors, where they may tie up in a protected15

area and receive deliveries from other vessels. 16

They also may process at sea and receive17

deliveries from other vessels, and when they do18

that, they would be called "mother ships."19

Those mother ships are typically serviced20
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by a whole fleet of trawler vessels.  It is a1

trawl fishery.2

Factory trawlers both fish and process on3

board while at sea.  Long lining vessels, this4

style of fishing is by long line, and they also5

process on board.  Then there is a series of other6

vessels and, of course, the shipyard rules apply7

to all of them whether it is a five- or six-man8

crab vessel or a purseiner.  They are basically9

kind of put together by fishing gear type.10

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.11

I know as iWorkWise, you are a safety12

consultant company, and how many fish processing13

vessels did you say you are currently working?14

MS. DUZ:  Eighty.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  Eighty.16

And what is the majority of the type of17

those vessels?18

MS. DUZ:  I think 19 are processors.  Let19

me just look up the numbers.  Nineteen are20
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processors.  Those include mother ships. 1

Twenty-seven are factory trawlers, and 16 are long2

liners.  Long liners are typically the smallest,3

with processors and factory trawlers being quite4

large, by fishing vessel standard.5

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  Can you tell us6

just a little bit about I am going to say life on7

board, but the typical shift, how many employees8

there may be on these vessels?9

MS. DUZ:  There could be up to 20010

employees and on some vessels that process as few11

as 20, so it just depends on basically the size of12

the vessel and what their gear type is.  Many --13

some boats may work a 12-hour shift.  I think,14

most work 16 on and 8 off, as far as their15

processing crew goes.16

MS. WANGDAHL:  Uh-huh.17

MS. DUZ:  There are ship's officers and18

the key staff will work 12s.  Other vessels will19

work six on and six off for quite a long period of20
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time.  And those are probably the most typical1

schedules.2

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.3

Can you tell us about the specific fish4

processing equipment?  I guess we made -- you feel5

we made some generalizations in the preamble6

there.  Can you tell us about the differences of7

the equipment that is land side and also one the8

vessel itself, the processing equipment itself, is9

what I’m --10

MS. DUZ:  There are some traditional --11

what I call traditional fish -- processors.12

MS. WANGDAHL:  Uh-huh.13

MS. DUZ:  And they will follow a circuit14

of seasons up the coast of Alaska and maybe even15

down to Washington and Oregon.  And those vessels16

will do herring in the spring -- well, I guess if17

we start in January they’re doing crab in Alaska. 18

Maybe then cod and then herring following the19

coastline up and then salmon and then maybe some20
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cod again or a shipyard season and then back to1

crab again.  So there are some vessels that do2

that, that process a lot of different fish types. 3

And a crab line is different than a salmon line.4

MS. WANGDAHL:  Uh-huh.5

MS. DUZ:  So some of those vessels might6

have two decks:  one is dedicated to crab and one7

is dedicated to -- some vessels might change out8

their equipment, you know, back and forth between9

seasons or some of their equipment, perhaps not10

even all of it.  And then there are a lot of11

vessels that -- particularly factory trawlers that12

have the same line all the time.13

MS. WANGDAHL:  So when you said they are14

changing out the equipment, how involved is that15

process?16

MS. DUZ:  Depends what fishery they are17

moving between.  Some fisheries it can be a few18

conveyor belts and the rest of the line is just19

moved around to facilitate flow.  Some vessels20
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they can pull out, you know, their crab cookers1

and crab lines and gilling stations and butchering2

stations and whatnot and put in a salmon line.3

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  And now are these4

systems hardwired?  Is their machinery --5

MS. DUZ:  They are usually hardwired. 6

And also the systems are also hooked up to things7

like steam piping, refrigeration.8

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.9

MS. DUZ:  Air systems, certainly. 10

Hydraulic systems, almost always.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  So the processing12

equipment is using the same systems that the ship13

is using?14

MS. DUZ:  The amount of modification that15

the vessel has to do in order to go from one16

season to another, for only that small number of17

traditional processors, varies by vessel.18

MS. WANGDAHL:  What is the typical life19

of a processor?  About how long before you have to20
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do a major overhaul or major replacement of1

equipment?2

MS. DUZ:  That is actually an area where3

I have considerable question about.  I mean, I am4

not sure if they ever do a general overhaul or if5

they are doing a general overhaul every year.  I6

don't really know what a general overhaul is. 7

They typically -- some vessels -- most vessels get8

repairs done every single year, sometimes between9

seasons.  Often they will have a block of two or10

three months when they dedicate that to repair, a11

repair period, and then maybe there’d be another12

point in the year depending on seasons where they13

would do another.  Some vessels do all of those up14

north in Alaska and then they come down every five15

years for drydock, but just because the hulls16

being worked on doesn't mean necessarily that a17

lot of other things are.  So they are kind of18

refurbished on an ongoing basis.19

MS. WANGDAHL:  For the vessels that are20
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anchoring out at sea, they are staying out for1

weeks, months, are they just coming in and2

dropping off --3

MS. DUZ:  They don't anchor.  They are4

fishing out there.  The accident that was referred5

to in the Federal Register, the vessel was over6

150 miles offshore when it happened.  So, you7

know, sometimes that happens and they might8

offload to a tramper.9

MS. WANGDAHL:  Uh-huh.10

MS. DUZ:  What we call a tramper, which11

is a cargo vessel that takes the catch to Japan or12

China or other places, or to a barge that has13

40-foot containers that takes the product down14

south to Seattle or somewhere on the West Coast.15

MS. WANGDAHL:  So if you have a piece of16

machinery that breaks down, most of the repair is17

going to take place out at sea?  Does it just18

depend?19

MS. DUZ:  They'll try to repair it at20
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sea, but if they need a contractor, then they 1

will go into port and get their contractor on2

board or if they need parts, you know, they are3

going to have to somehow get the parts.4

MS. WANGDAHL:  So are any lockout/tagout5

procedures being followed when this does happen6

out at sea?7

MS. DUZ:  Yeah.  The vessels don't like8

to switch, you know, to have like -- I should say9

most vessels.  You know, it is easiest if you just10

have a policy and that is your policy.  And then11

trying to change it.  Oh, we are here and now we12

are going to do this, and now we are out there and13

we are going to do this.  I think some people try14

to do that but the majority of vessels it is just15

much simpler.  Also, one thing you have to realize16

about the fishing industry is OSHA's jurisdiction17

ends at three miles.  So you don't have to follow18

any OSHA rules outside of three miles.19

So let's say they are -- you know, all20
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the vessels, basically this rule would really only1

seriously hit as far as the factory goes a2

handful.3

MS. WANGDAHL:  Uh-huh.4

MS. DUZ:  But the other vessels want to. 5

You know, we have had a series of a couple6

injuries that are profound.  I mean, it is a small7

community.  We know each other.  We don't like8

those accidents.  So a lot of vessels have gone to9

great expense to even replace panels, whole10

control rooms, you know, to try to make things11

lockable, and it is kind of a mishmash of12

everything because they don't have very good13

guidance from OSHA and the general industry14

standard doesn't fit that well.  So it would be15

quite helpful, I think, and a lot of vessels are16

interested in doing that.17

The other thing that happens with these18

vessels is they don't fall under Workers19

Compensation.20
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So, when an employee gets injured, they1

sue the company under the Jones Act, and the2

losses are staggering.  They make OSHA fines look3

like nothing.4

So they have every incentive to try to5

run a safe operation -- or not every, but they6

have a lot of incentive to do that, and I think7

that if they had a workable and feasible standard8

and had help from OSHA in this department, they9

would be carrying on the activity as prescribed no10

matter where they were.11

MS. WANGDAHL:  Okay.  I think I am done. 12

Thank you.13

MS. DUZ:  Okay.14

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Daddura will ask15

questions next.16

MR. DADDURA:  Hi, Amy.  Falling asleep17

yet?18

MS. DUZ:  Not yet.19

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Welcome to20
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Washington officially.1

In your line of work as a consultant,2

have you developed or assisted in the development3

of any lockout and tagout programs for your4

clients?5

MS. DUZ:  Yes.6

MR. DADDURA:  Can you elaborate on that?7

MS. DUZ:  With fishing industry vessels,8

I have worked at it extensively.9

A couple of the road blocks I got into as10

far as OSHA standing in the way, which you guys11

would probably be interested in, is they have the12

specific procedure that is given as a sample, the13

Appendix A, I think it is, to 147.14

That thing has a scope and it has all15

this language and it has application and it has16

all this language.17

A lockout procedure is a lockout18

procedure.  People know what it is when you kind19

of give it to them, especially if it says lockout20
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procedure or something across the top, and we have1

a lot of people who -- they speak English but2

maybe not that well, maybe as a second language,3

or there are other people who aren't that4

literate.5

And when you throw all these words at6

them and the first thing they have to climb7

through in order to get what it is they are8

supposed to do -- because this is an industry9

where people are really geared toward what is10

next, what is next, you know, they are interested11

in what they have to do and doing it efficiently. 12

Kind of, you know, to have each thing on a page13

and read through that whole -- they are gone14

before I can get them to the meat of what you are15

supposed to do.16

So I have been laying it out in more of a17

spreadsheet fashion with all the equipment on18

board, inventoried and itemized, and the lockout19

procedures across the sheet.  That seems to work20
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pretty well.1

One of the major problems on vessels is2

you can't identify the energy source because it’s3

not labeled.  So --and that happens mostly on4

smaller vessels but smaller vessels rarely have5

injuries.  You know, the bigger ones do have some6

things in place and they are not as likely to as7

the smaller vessels.  So just identifying it and8

getting that to happen consistently is quite a9

trick.  So what I try to do in those spreadsheets10

is, you know, if it is pump 1, breaker, you know,11

64, on power panel whatever, and then12

verification, you know.  Some systems, when you13

lock out a hydraulic ball valve, for instance,14

they bleed back automatically so you don't have15

the residual pressure and some systems don't.16

So, you know, of course, there is a whole17

bunch of things like that.  And we are not dealing18

with probably the level of skill that you find in19

shipyards like Newport News.  That is probably an20
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understatement.  But, anyway, there is certainly1

some really qualified people but, in general, you2

know, if we are trying to get for the most part3

locks for the people working on it, on the4

equipment, which is a problem, it has to be5

simplified and spelled out, and the procedure has6

to be clear, extremely clear, and that is how we7

avoid the accidents.8

And so I do write specific procedures for9

them and provide technical writing services and10

kind of try to get that information out of them11

and give it back to them in an easy to reference12

kind of way, but having that Appendix A, it leads13

people sometimes down another road where they have14

a book that is on a shelf and no one looks at it.15

So I have been trying to come up with16

interventive ways, ways to reach everybody, ways17

to lay it out to where it is simplified, and then18

there is some things, where you are working on19

multiple things at a time or a system.  For20
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instance, a refrigeration system, you get1

pressure.  Maybe you have anhydrous ammonia. 2

There are a lot of considerations, and certainly,3

a pipe welder is not the worst person you want to4

have a lock on it.5

MR. DADDURA:  Yes.6

Curiosity.  Is there a magical paint line7

that separates the energy source from the vessel8

versus the processing equipment?9

MS. DUZ:  These vessels are built for10

processing.  I can't stress it enough.  I mean,11

that is their purpose.  So the whole rest of the12

vessel supports that purpose.  The vessel wouldn't13

be out there if they weren't doing that, and it is14

integrated.15

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  Next question.  Is16

there a maintenance man for processing equipment17

only, or is that usually done by the ship's force,18

or is it done by anybody?19

MS. DUZ:  In the vast majority of cases,20
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it is done by the engineer.1

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.2

MS. DUZ:  So it is a ship -- the person3

who works on everything.4

On some vessels, they will have factory5

technicians who will handle, for instance, a filet6

machine, but they will also help out the ship's7

engineers and engineering when they are not busy8

watching their machine.9

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  It wouldn't make10

much sense, like you say, having two separate11

standards.12

You included a list of significant13

challenges to developing and implementing an14

effective lockout and tagout program.  You said15

you have done several.16

Can you explain, elaborate on these17

challenges and on the effect your industry,18

fishing industry, right now?19

MS. DUZ:  I don't know if they only do,20
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but nonetheless, there is some challenges.1

Many of the ships are built overseas.  So2

the panels don't accept any little red device you3

buy from -- it doesn't matter where you buy it.4

So there is a letter of interpretation in5

the general industry standard where OSHA says, oh,6

you shouldn't add on external devices because then7

it is not really UL listed.8

Of course, the electrical standards don't9

apply to ships, so we would probably ignore that,10

but nonetheless, what do you do?  You just can't. 11

And opening up panels when the ship does at clean12

up and they are working on 120 pieces of equipment13

at once and trying to pull wires and, you know,14

basically we have got a huge problem.15

The standard can come out tomorrow, but16

it doesn't mean people are going to be doing it17

tomorrow.  It is a monumental problem, and it is18

an engineering problem.19

And the company that you mentioned in20
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that accident that is in the Federal Register will1

be in Seattle and speak about that, but they have2

ripped out -- they are ripping out two-thirds of3

their factory and installing new control rooms at4

incredible expense because they are serious about5

it, but the bottom line is the industry has a lot6

of foreign parts, and they aren't going away7

without millions of dollars and fishing isn't8

always lucrative continually and there is9

challenges.  So that is a monumental problem.10

The other problem, since there is no11

standard  that makes them lockable, they do own12

the ships, so you could have a requirement that13

they install lockable devices, but until then, I14

saw a Siemens control switchboard go in a year ago15

and you couldn't put a lock on it.  So, you know,16

anyway that is a significant problem.17

Moving to the next one, for sake of time,18

a lot of the disconnects are unrestricted areas,19

particularly in the factories but also on deck. 20
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It is wet, and it is wet way beyond what you might1

even imagine.2

So, when you install electrical, they try3

to install as little as possible out in those4

areas so they don't have shorts and corrosion and5

those types of things, or have people hit6

electrical with hoses.7

So, therefore, a lot of these panels are8

in companion ways and maybe two decks up and those9

kinds of things, and so to have the processing10

employees in their rain gear go to find whatever11

it is breaker, to know how to use the clip and12

identify the right one and get it on there, it is13

monumental.  It would take forever if you had each14

person do it.  So people are trying to work15

through that.16

Disconnects are not labeled, like we17

talked about, or they don't have the common names18

of equipment.  That is pretty easily rectified, I19

think.20
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Redundant energy sources for critical1

shipboard systems.  A lot of systems have some2

redundancy built in, particularly the vessels3

built in Japan, and those are a little bit4

complex, and you need someone who knows what is5

going on, on the boat electrically, and in the6

engine room, in order to figure that out.7

MR. DADDURA:  Just before you move on,8

you are talking back-up power sources or9

additional power sources to the equipment?  In10

other words, if your main engine or main11

electrical system goes out, the emergency12

generator kicks on.13

MS. DUZ:  Yeah.14

MR. DADDURA:  That is what you were15

talking about.  Right?16

MS. DUZ:  Right, and also there is some17

vessels, we are running into extremely weird18

situations where there actually a bunch of relays19

in the line.20
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MR. DADDURA:  Okay.1

MS. DUZ:  And so it takes somebody who2

has been on board a long, long time to actually do3

anything effectively there.4

Inaccurate drawings and schematics, they5

change these ships a lot, and most years, most of6

the ships come in to get some kind of shipyard7

work done, usually in the fall or early winter,8

and they don't fix the drawings every time.  They9

are in a hurry to get -- you know, they barely get10

down when one season ends, and then the opening of11

the next season is set by Fish and Game.  They12

have to go again.  So these shipyards are going13

crazy in October, November, and December.14

MR. DADDURA:  Uh-huh.15

MS. DUZ:  And so are all the boat crews16

trying to get the boat back up to shape to go out17

fishing for another year.18

MR. DADDURA:  Any more additional19

challenges?  Move on?20
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MS. DUZ:  We can move on, I think.1

MR. DADDURA:  All right.  The shipyard at2

--3

MS. DUZ:  Okay.4

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  We are moving from5

fishing vessels to shipyards.6

You said that most shipyards use the7

tiered approach.  Will you explain what a tiered8

approach is?9

MS. DUZ:  What a tiered approach to me10

is, the more complicated it gets, maybe the more11

qualified or the more people that need to be12

involved.  So if I am going to lock out a pump and13

the pump has one 220 breaker, that is pretty14

simple, and it says Pump 1.  You know, almost15

anyone can be trained to do that.  But when you16

start getting back into the engine rooms and the17

control panels of these places, there is going to18

have to be multiple people involved or a system19

expert, I should say, and when you are pulling in20
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contractors and shipyard employees, there has to1

be a lot of coordination.  So I think of it almost2

like the incident command system, where sometimes3

you have an incident commander and sometimes you4

have a unified command.  Right?5

I mean, sometimes you have to step it up6

based on risk or complexity like the other7

shipyards were saying.  I mean, that is a whole8

another world.  I mean, what I am working with is9

small and medium shipyards and, you know, I agree10

with everything that they say, but we have a11

different set of challenges and I don't envy OSHA12

for trying to make one standard that fits all of13

this.  So the only thing I think you could do is14

make it flexible enough to where people have to15

provide full protection but they have some ways to16

do it.17

MR. DADDURA:  Do shipyards have a lockout18

and tagout program?19

MS. DUZ:  Some do and some don’t.20
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MR. DADDURA:  Fifty-fifty? 1

Thirty-seventy?2

MS. DUZ:  You know, it depends on the3

size, primarily.  The larger the shipyards, the4

more qualified safety people they often have or,5

you know, they have help from their insurance6

company and that kind of thing, and in these7

shipyard rules, one thing that I would really like8

you at OSHA to keep in mind, these shipyard rules9

apply to, you know, one guy on a boat doing work,10

if he’s an employee, you know.  So, anyway, some11

do and some don't.12

In the smaller size vessel, generally,13

and it is not always true, but generally the less14

organization you have behind it and also the less15

-- the least amount of knowledge on how to do it,16

and also the lower level of resources that they17

can, you know, get outside help or even they are18

just so busy they just can't even go to a class,19

you know, so it is pretty -- it is pretty20
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challenging and I think it is, for a large part,1

based on size, the size of the yard.2

MR. DADDURA:  Can you give us a number,3

what the magical number is, sizewise?  Is it 10 or4

less?  Is it 12?  15?5

MS. DUZ:  I really don't know.  I would6

just be speculating and I would probably regret it7

later.8

MR. DADDURA:  Okay.  That is fair.9

Did the shipyards use the general10

industry standard and weigh in facilities for11

shops, things of that nature, or did they just12

ignore it completely?13

MS. DUZ:  I think they use it and I think14

they think they use it on ships kind of, too,15

until they realize that it means individual16

lockout.  Until they realize every person has to17

have a lock, then they are like, wait, we don't do18

that.  But if you say, do you have a19

lockout/tagout program, they say, yes.20
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MR. DADDURA:  When the shipyard goes to1

replace this equipment, disconnects, which is2

breakers and things of that nature, do they ever3

consider purchasing equipment that receives locks?4

MS. DUZ:  I think their margins are5

pretty tight and I think the competition is pretty6

fierce, so I think they do whatever the vessel7

wants and I think they are kind of locked into8

that.  I mean, we have Victoria Shipyard and we9

have Singapore and vessels go to both places.  So10

when their costs get out of line, they lose the11

job.12

MR. DADDURA:  We have heard some13

discussion today, a long day, and I apologize14

again -- of tags plus where you put an15

identification tag on and you isolate or blank out16

the system or piping or refrigeration, whatever. 17

Is that commonly done in shipyards repair?18

MS. DUZ:  I think the larger shipyards19

particularly like Todd have a pretty active20
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tagging system and I am not completely familiar1

with the intricacies of tag plus, but I think they2

have it pretty formalized and also a pretty3

effective tagging system.  And I don't work with4

them specifically on that, so --5

MR. DADDURA:  So you don't know if6

they’re using tags plus or just hanging the tag?7

MS. DUZ:  Well, they will be in Seattle8

so I think probably it’d be better to ask them9

that, but I would say that having run a VPP site,10

you know, what alarms me kind of being here -- if11

you will allow me this little comment -- sorry --12

is, you know, turning a VPP site upside down13

saying you are not using the procedures that you14

have developed for years and years and years and15

have, you know, tested through time and say and16

all of a sudden you’re going to do this and here17

is 3,000 locks, is a bad idea, and it would be the18

same at somewhere like Todd or some places in the19

Pacific Northwest.  I think that this is an area20
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where flexibility might not be cheating and I1

think OSHA may tend to think of, you know, you2

have some flexibility, oh, you can wiggle out of3

things.4

You are probably used to dealing with5

people all the time and -- who are trying, but in6

this case, you know, a lot of these things are7

just so different from another.  Then you run into8

a situation and if you don't have a way to deal9

with it, you may not deal with it safely.  That is10

all.11

MR. DADDURA:  I am done.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Mr. Bolon has questions13

now.14

MR. BOLON:  Joe had asked you about the15

programs, the lockout/tagout programs for16

shipyards, and you were alluding to programs, I17

think, through the fish processing vessels or the18

owners or employers.  Could you tell us the same19

story there?  Do they have programs?  What kind of20
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programs they are?1

MS. DUZ:  As far as shipyards go?2

MR. BOLON:  No.3

MS. DUZ:  As far as the fishing vessels?4

MR. BOLON:  Yes.5

MS. DUZ:  I think I was speaking about,6

well, let me review it and then you can decide if7

I was talking about them last time.8

I think the fishing vessels have tried as9

best they can to adopt 1910, but what they run10

into and where it falls short is in the11

implementation.  You know, they kind of want to12

and they write it up kind of that way and then13

they are like, oh, my gosh, I have 130 processors. 14

I have to clean up this factory in 12 hours.  You15

know, there is no provision in the general16

industry standard to really deal with that very17

well unless they are set up for it ahead of time18

and so many of these boats aren't.  So, let's say,19

they tear our equipment and make everything20
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lockable and everything, then again I think that1

we will get into a system expert and factory2

manager can lock everything out.  You might even3

enable a lockout box.  We tried lockout boxes on4

several factory trawlers.5

MR. BOLON:  Actually my question is just: 6

Do they have -- do they have some program that7

they use now with provisions for training8

employees on lockout?9

MS. DUZ:  I think all of them do.10

MR. BOLON:  Inspections -- they all do,11

okay.12

MS. DUZ:  I think all of them do, of some13

level or another.  They are all different.14

MR. BOLON:  Thanks.15

MS. SHORTALL:  I have a few questions16

also.17

In your written comments that you had18

submitted earlier, you said there were 40019

contractors in the Puget Sound area.  How did you20
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come up with that estimate?1

MS. DUZ:  I came up with it by talking to2

the people -- Puget Sound Shipbuilding Association3

and also the North Pacific Fishing Vessel Owners4

Association to try to come up with some sense of5

that.6

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.7

MS. DUZ:  So we just settled at that8

number.9

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  There is no10

registry of contractors?11

MS. DUZ:  No, but we work with similar12

contractors all the time.  I mean, there is a lot13

of contractors who work on ships in the Seattle14

area.  A lot.15

MS. SHORTALL:  What type of work when16

they come on the shipyard do the contractors tend17

to perform?18

MS. DUZ:  Equipment repair, welding,19

electrical, electronics.20
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MS. SHORTALL:  You also said you1

estimated there were 2,500 uninspected vessels in2

Washington and Alaska.  How did you get to that3

estimate?4

MS. DUZ:  I talked to the Fishing Vessel5

Owners Association.6

MS. SHORTALL:  And do they keep a7

registry?8

MS. DUZ:  You are going to be hearing9

from Karen Conrad who is the Director of the North10

Pacific Fishing Vessel Owners, and I will ask her11

specifically to try to have that kind of12

information ready for you.13

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  Working with the14

various shipyards that you have been, what tends15

to be the most -- the major cause of injuries in16

the shipyards?17

MS. DUZ:  I have never done a survey, you18

know, an informal survey other than, you know, the19

OSHA's website and looking at citations or that20
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kind of thing, but I haven't done a survey of PSSA1

members to try to find out what is the most, most2

common.  So I can't really say.3

MS. SHORTALL:  Well, let's say what ones4

have they told you seem to be the frequent types5

of injuries that are occurring?6

MS. DUZ:  I don't think I can really7

address it.  Again, I would be kind of speculating8

and then later I would be on the plane and be9

sorry.10

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.  We will ask you11

that.  We will give you a lot of time between now12

and Seattle to catch up on that one.13

MS. DUZ:  Thank you.14

MS. SHORTALL:  You said that you15

developed some lockout training -- lockout/tagout16

programs for shipyards.  Did that include17

training?18

MS. DUZ:  For fishing vessels.19

MS. SHORTALL:  For fishing vessels.20
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MS. DUZ:  Right.1

MS. SHORTALL:  And can you tell me a2

little bit about the training programs?3

MS. DUZ:  The training basically consists4

of orienting to whatever the procedure is used on5

the boat, whatever those procedures are --6

MS. SHORTALL:  Uh-huh.7

MS. DUZ:  -- within the scope of what8

their job is.  So, for instance, you know,9

training for an engineer would be a little bit10

different.  There’d be some hands on, some11

on-the-job training, as well as some initial12

orientation and, you know, going over drawings and13

whatnot, and a processing employee would only, you14

know, would be trained to the affected employee15

level, and if it is in their procedures that they16

would perform lockout, then they would be trained17

what to do in that regard.  Getting them, for18

instance, to verify that energy has been disabled19

is a trick because they don't know what they are20
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doing -- working on.1

MS. SHORTALL:  For the training that you2

do for processing employees who are also doing3

some form of servicing, you know, it could be4

cleaning, it could be minor repair, something like5

that, are you -- have you had a need to develop6

training for them that also takes account7

potential variations in either literacy levels or8

their ability to speak English?9

MS. DUZ:  Of course.10

MS. SHORTALL:  And so what have you done11

to make sure that those employees understand the12

procedures that they would need to follow?13

MS. DUZ:  You know, those -- that area is14

actually one, I think, area where the fishing15

industry does quite well and that is because, you16

know, when the person comes on board, they have to17

learn how to tell five salmon apart or, you know,18

learn to do their job, and all those kinds of19

things, so they are used to communicating to20
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employees, you know, what it is that they need to1

do.2

So there is all kinds of things that are3

implemented in order to do that.  It might be4

using a translator during the training.  It might5

be conducting the training in both English and6

Spanish, for instance, although there are a lot of7

other languages because Spanish on fishing8

vessels.  It might be, you know, watching them do9

it the first time, showing them how to do it10

physically.  All of those things, I think, are11

used by every vessel, quite well.  I mean, that is12

how they are able to do their job at all and show13

up when they are supposed to.14

So everything possible, I guess, is the15

answer, and I have seen it employed in a training16

program to get people to understand what they need17

to do.18

MS. SHORTALL:  As equipment on a fishing19

processing vessel is being changed and as new20
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vessels are being built, are you seeing a greater1

use of lockable energy isolating devices?2

MS. DUZ:  We saw, I think, a greater use3

of lockable energy isolating devices after the4

accident that you talked about in the standard. 5

So I think people were trying to do -- were trying6

to do anything they can, but besides, I mean,7

there aren't a lot of new fishing vessels being8

built.  Most of them are being retired and9

scrapped, but beyond the factories, I don't see a10

lot.11

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.  We included12

from the general industry standard the requirement13

that when you replace equipment, you’d have to14

replace with lockable, is that going to be a15

problem in the fish processing industry?  Are they16

replacing --17

MS. DUZ:  I hope my colleagues are still18

happy to see me when I get back, but I don't think19

so.  I mean, they own the vessel, so where it is a20
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problem, though, I think where it would be, is1

let's say you have a Siemens panel that is built2

in Europe or something and you want to replace a3

breaker in it, well, you need the same brand, you4

know, so until the entire thing gets replaced, you5

can't just, you know, pop in square D or6

something.  I mean, you know, so there is a little7

bit of problem with it, but in general, if they8

own the ship, it helps.9

MS. SHORTALL:  When fish processing10

vessels are out at sea, how frequently will you11

see lockout/tagout applications being applied?12

MS. DUZ:  I see it regularly.13

MS. SHORTALL:  Regularly, meaning daily,14

only when equipment breaks down?15

MS. DUZ:  Well, you know, the main16

exposure to lockout/tagout incidents is a 198317

NIOSH study done in Ohio, 60 percent of the18

incidents were production employee kind of related19

incidents, cleaning, un-jamming, and those types20
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of things.1

MS. SHORTALL:  Uh-huh.2

MS. DUZ:  And I think that we see a3

similar, maybe even higher levels, and they are4

happening in processing areas with the least5

skilled people.  So could you repeat your question6

and make sure I’m not going --7

MS. SHORTALL:  Just how frequently are8

lockout/tagout applications --9

MS. DUZ:  Yeah, so these vessels want to10

do it.  They want to apply something.  They are11

just having a hard time finding what will work.12

MS. SHORTALL:  Do you have a general13

sense when they do, do the applications,14

particularly for cleaning purposes, how many15

people are involved in the cleaning?16

MS. DUZ:  Almost probably everyone who is17

a processor.18

MS. SHORTALL:  And how many people19

generally would that be?20
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MS. DUZ:  It could be 200.1

MS. SHORTALL:  All right.2

MS. DUZ:  And they may have just gotten3

on board two weeks ago.4

MS. SHORTALL:  Okay.5

MS. DUZ:  If that helps.6

MS. SHORTALL: 7

That is all the questions.8

Ms. Duz, I appreciate you being here all9

day long.  Your presentations were excellent.  I10

look forward to us also getting to have a11

conversation with you in Seattle.  I just can't12

thank you again enough for coming here and sitting13

here all day long so that we would be able to14

question you now.  Thank you again.15

MS. DUZ:  You're welcome.16

MR. PURCELL:  I would like to thank you,17

as well, Ms. Duz.  Have a safe trip back to18

Seattle.19

That concludes the witnesses that were20
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scheduled to appear today, Ms. Shortall?1

MS. SHORTALL:  As mentioned in the Notice2

of Proposed Rule Making in the Prehearing Order,3

it is OSHA's custom to allow some time for4

post-hearing comments, and this is generally5

divided into two parts.6

The first part is for the participants to7

provide additional data, information, new8

information, and to provide items that we have9

requested them to submit to the record.10

The second part is for the submission of11

briefs, final comments final argument, summations12

they would like to make.  Now, in most rule13

makings, the post-hearing comment is a total of 6014

days, 30 days for the first and 30 days for the15

second, but because of special time constraints16

and considerations with this particular industry,17

Your Honor, I would like to suggest that we allow18

61 days after the close of the hearing in Seattle,19

which would be until December 22nd, 2008, so the20
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sixtieth day falls on a Sunday, for the first part1

of the post-hearing comment period, for interested2

parties to submit the new information and data,3

and then I would like to suggest that we allow an4

additional 60 days, until February 20th, 2009, for5

the second post-hearing comment period for6

interested parties to submit the final written7

comments and briefs.  This would double the time8

that we normally allow.9

I know it tends to be -- it is much more10

than we have allowed in any recent rule making,11

but I think in this case, it definitely is12

warranted.13

MR. PURCELL:  Certainly.  I think that is14

appropriate.15

Pursuant to the provisions of 29 CFR Part16

1911 and as provided in the Notice of Proposed17

Rule Making, and the Order issued by Judge Vittone18

in July, the record will remain open at the close19

of the Seattle, Washington, hearing, remain open20
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until December 22nd, 2008, for the submission of1

additional information and data.2

The record will then close for the3

receipt of information and data, but will remain4

open until February 20th, 2009, for the submission5

of final written comments, arguments, summations,6

and briefs.7

MS. SHORTALL:  May I add, your Honor, for8

the record, that I will put this motion in writing9

and it will be available as a post-hearing order10

under your signature.  In addition, we will make11

sure we will send it directly to the participants12

in the hearing, put it in the public docket, and13

also have copies available at the Seattle hearing.14

MR. PURCELL:  Certainly.  And once I15

receive that motion from you, I will sign that and16

that will be part of the record.17

MS. SHORTALL:  Thank you, your Honor.18

MR. PURCELL:  Let the record show that19

all persons and organizations who filed a Notice20
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of Intention to Appear have been extended the1

opportunity to do so.2

Let the record also show that in every3

instance following the presentation of oral4

comments and testimony, that an opportunity has5

been extended for questioning of the witnesses,6

first by public hearing attendees and then by7

members of the OSHA panel.8

On behalf of the Department of Labor, I9

wish to publicly thank all of the witnesses who10

gave of their time and thought and expended their11

own funds to attend and contribute to this12

hearing.13

Further, I want the record to reflect the14

Department's appreciation for the promptness,15

preparation, and attention exhibited by the OSHA16

panel.17

To all participants, thank you for your18

interest, which is very important in this matter.19

The public hearing on the Proposed20
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Standard to Update OSHA's Standards on General1

Working Conditions in Shipyard Employment is2

hereby adjourned.3

The hearing will reconvene at 9:30 a.m.4

Tuesday, October 21st, 2008, in Seattle,5

Washington.6

Thank you.  We are adjourned.7

[Whereupon, at 5:40 p.m., the hearing was8

concluded.]9
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